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INTRODUCTION 
This publication contains bibliographic 
data and abstracts of research reports pub-
lished by departments in the University of 
Illinois College of Engineering during the 
1962-63 fiscal year. The bibliography pro-
vides information about papers written by the 
research staff which may not be available ex-
cept as departmental publications. In general, 
three observations characterize the nature of 
these papers: (1) a number of them are writ-
ten as graduate theses; (2) many may appear 
in the future as journal publications or Experi-
ment Station bulletins; and (3) in most in-
stances the reports abstracted here are avail-
able to qualified personnel on a limited basis 
only. Requests for complete reports should 
include the complete bibliographic reference 
as it appears here, and should be addressed 
directly to the department concerned. 
This publication does not aim to give a 
definitive account of all research reports. 
For the most part, the departments rep re -
sented here have a standard method of pub-
lishing reports in series form. Departments 
that do not maintain a consistent series of 
publications but do produce a significant num-
ber of journal articles are Aeronautical and 
Astronautical Engineering, Agricultural 
Engineering, Ceramics, Chemical Engineer-
ing, Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum 
Engineering, and Physics. 
Many journal publications evolving from 
research projects, although not listed here, 
are included by title under the description of 
their respective research project in A Sum-
mary of Engineering Research, 1963-1964, 
University of Illinois Engineering Experiment 
Station. Progress reports that terminate a 
specific phase of research are also listed 
here, although those of a tentative nature are 
not. Unless they are also departmental re-
ports, graduate theses are given here only 
by title. However, Ph.D. dissertation ab-
stracts may be obtained from the periodical 
Dissertation Abstracts published by the Ann 
Arbor Press, and loan copies of all theses 
listed here are available from the University 
of Illinois library. 
To facilitate acquisition of those papers 
that are available, an attempt has been made 
to include all descriptive bibliographic infor-
mation currently available. Abstracts are 
grouped by research projects and areas of re-
search within each department, and listed under 
the project title which the reports describe. 
These titles are alphabetized by author under 
the department in which they were written. 
All entries are referred to in both an author 
and subject index. Microfilms of all doctoral 
theses can be obtained from University Micro-
films, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
Inquiries concerning copies of reports 
abstracted here should be sent to the depart-
ment in which the report originated at the Col-
lege of Engineering, University of Illinois, 
Urbana, Illinois. Additional copies of this 
publication and copies of A Summary of Engi-
neering Research 1963-1964 may be obtained 
from the Engineering Publications Office, 112 
Civil Engineering Hall, University of Illinois, 
Urbana, Illinois. 
AERONAUTICAL AND ASTRONAUTICAL ENGINEER I NG 
A numbered series is not published by this department. 
~lost available research information is disseminated in 
professional journals. The following are abstracts of 
reports published through the department for the spon-
sors ' di~tribution . 
H. H. Hilton , "An Introduction to \'i scoe lastic Analysis." 
Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering Technical 
Report 62-1, November, 1962. 159 pp. 12 figs. 10 
tab! es. 
A unified, introductory treatment of three-
dimensional viscoelasticity theory is presented. 
Generalized homog eneous , nonhomog eneous, 
isotropic or anisotropic viscoelastic stress -
strain relations are constructed and analyzed 
in integ ral and differential forms. Separation 
of variable and integ ral transfo rm e l as tic-
viscoelastic analogies a r e discussed for 
quas i-static and dynamic linear problems . 
Illustrative examples, such as thos e of beams, 
thick- walled cylinders, wave propagation, 
vibrating r eeds, indentation, and of the r mal 
stresses by us e of t emp e rature shift function, 
are presente d w ith some detail. Special non-
linea r viscoelastic laws , the ir associat e d 
e lastic-viscoelastic analogy, a nd their appli-
cation to cree p ruptur e are also introduced . 
A bibliography of 145 titl es is included . 
R.A. Strehlow , "A Method-of-Characteristics Analysis 
of Deto nation Stability, " Aeronautical and Astronautical 
Engineering T echnical Report 62-2, December, 1962_ 
15 pp. 4 fig s. 
The effect of a time d epende nt p erturbation 
in r eaction rate on a Zeldovich-von Neumann-
Doring model of a Chapman- Jougue t d etonation 
is considered . The analysis of a one dimen-
sional local change in r eaction rate indicat es 
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that: 1) all portions of the r eaction zone a r e 
affected by a loca l perturbation; 2) t empera -
ture dependence of the r eaction r a te in the 
wave is the proper criterion for determining 
whether or not a detonation will be self-sus-
taining (a high temperature dependence leads 
to an unstable wave ) ; 3) a ny detonation wave 
that exhibits local inte rnal fluctua tions can 
not be classified as a CJ wave in the usual 
steady sense; and 4) it s hould be difficult if 
not impossible to propagate a self -sustaining 
detonation in an inhomogeneous gas mixture. 
A preliminary analysis of the effect of 
a simple three-dimensional perturbation in-
dicates that the infinites imal changes in flow 
properties w hic h a ri se a r e similar to the 
finite changes obse rved in spinning waves. 
AER O NAUTICAL AND ASTRONAUTICAL 
ENGINEERING THESES 
M.S. 
F. H. Bergonz, "On Some Problems of Heat 
Transfer in Free Molecular Flow," 
M. Z. V. Krzywoblocki, advisor. 
June , 1963 . 
I. D. B row n, "Compl e t e Freque ncy Spectrum 
of Continuous Skin-Stiffener Panels," 
Y . K. Lin, advisor . August, 19 62 . 
J. R. Cleme nts, " A Comparison of Exact and 
Approximate Solutions of Stress Ana ly -
sis in Linea r Viscoelastic Materials w ith 
T emp e rature D e p endent Properties," 
H. H. Hilton, a dvisor. June, 1963. 
W . A . Meyer , "Effect of Free Stream Vorti -
city on L amina r Boundary Laye r Char-
act e ristics ," S . M . Y en, advisor. June, 
1963. 
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J. L. Myers , Jr., "The Longitudinal Dynamic 
Characteristics of a Peripheral Jet 
Ground-Effect Machine," H. S. Stillwell, 
advisor . January, 1963. 
E . F. Perlman, "Effects of Extensional Drop 
Cords in t h e Linear Theory of Inflatable 
Plates," Y. K. Lin, advisor . June, 1963. 
R. E. Spitzer, "Some Properties of Supersonic 
>'low Past a Wedge Subject to a Small Im-
pulsive Acceleration," A . I. Ormsbee , 
advisor. August, 1962 . 
AGRICULTURAL ENG INEER I NG 
The Agricultural Engineering Department publishe s 
research reports through the Agricultural Experiment 
Station and in professional journals . The reports 
included here h{¥1)e been read as ASAE papers and 
are distributed by the American Society of Agricultur-
al Engineers and the Department. 
E. L . Ha nsen, "Slotted Fl oo rs fo r .Swine," p 11per pre-
sented at 'So ut heast Section, ASAE, February 4, 196 3. 
10 pp . 5 tab! es. 
The t e r m slotte d floor s as u se d in thi s 
pa pe r include s e l e v a t e d flo o r s mad e of s l a t s , 
fla tte ne d expa nde d ste el, and w ire mesh, T he 
s lotte d floor principle i s not n ew ; in fact, the 
idea i s 200 y ear s old, It has been only within 
the pa st 10 y ears, howe v e r, tha t s pe cific r e -
search has been c a rrie d out in European c oun-
trie s to e valua t e the slotte d floor principle in 
h ousing for differe nt spe cie s of live stock a nd 
poultry. Shee p, goa ts, calve s, fe e de r c a ttle , 
d a iry c a ttle, sw ine , unshod hor se s, and p oul-
try have been k e pt on slotte d fl oor s . 
In the Unite d Sta t e s, increas e d us e of 
c onfine ment f a cilities for s wine ha s s tim ula t e d 
inte r e st in floor designs and mat e rials as mean s 
of im proving s a nita tion a nd r e ducing manure -
h andling problems. F a r mers h a v e been build-
ing and using slotte d floors in this c ountry be -
c a us e the y w anted to r e duce the cleaning prob-
l e m. For this r eason the y h a v e been w illing t o 
a cce pt this type of floor without knowing whethe r 
the a nimal w ill pe rform a s well as on c onve n-
tiona l floors . 
So f a r our r e s earch with swine on s lotte d 
floors has been m ostly of the a pplie d type . We 
wante d to get the a nswe r s to que stions a bout pig 
pe rformance and the m ost e ffe ctive mat e ria ls 
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and spa cings to us e before too many f a rme r s 
ran into difficulty, 
In gen e r al, we h a v e been well satisfie d 
with the s l otte d floor. The pigs 1 fee t and l egs 
have n ot been injure d in the t ests exc e pt w hen 
the screening was t oo coa rs e . The m at e ria l 
use d in the fl oo r m ust pe r m it the pig s t o mov e 
about freely without injuring the ir fee t, l egs , 
a nd s kin, 
Feed wast e is a big p roblem with s l otte d 
fl oors; any feed tha t d r op s throu gh the floor 
i s gone . F eeding c a nnot the r e for e be d on e on 
the fl oor. Al s o, slotte d floor s co s t m ore than 
conve ntional floors, Mainte nance c osts may 
be highe r t oo, depe nding on the mat e rial tha t 
i s u sed. This highe r cos t m u s t be jus tifie d 
in bette r pig pe rformance , r e duced l abor, or 
e lim ination of the disagr eeabl e j o b of cleaning . 
Wh en the right n umbe r of pigs i s assi gned t o a 
pen, s lotte d fl oor s a r e self-cleanin g , 
J . A. Weber, " Inves tigation o fl gni ti on Contact Life, " 
ASAE paper 62-631, p resented at t.he Winte r Meeti n g, 
Decem ber 11-14, 1962. 16 pp. 14 fi gs. 
An inspection of 60 fa rm tra ctors in 19 55 
s howed tha t igniti on conta cts we r e one of the 
items tha t s hould be getting m ore atte ntion in 
fa r m tra ctor maintenance . The obj e ctives of 
the s tudy r e porte d in this pa pe r we r e: 1) to 
e valua t e the effects of a ) m e thods of insta lla-
tion, b) type s of rub bing block s, and c) type s 
of rubbing block lubrication on i gnition con-
t a ct life ; a nd 2) to use the s e da t a t o re com -
mend methods of installing i gnition conta cts 
and desira ble inte rvals for inspe ction a nd 
s e rvice . 
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D.F. Hopkins, G.L. \\ell s, and B.J. Bntler , "High-
Press ure Injection of Anhydrou s Ammonia," ASAE 
paper 62-645, pre sented at the \\inter Mec>ting. DecC'!Tl-
ber 11-14, 1962. 33pp. 27figs. ltable. 
Although anhydrous ammonia has be come 
the largest source of direct-applied nitrogen 
because of its low cost per unit of nitrogen, 
the high cost of application has been a limit-
ing factor in its use. Realizing that the high 
application cost was primarily due to the high 
power r equirement of conventional knife appli-
cators, in 1956 Arya and Pickard initiated 
preliminary studies of high-pressure injection 
as an alternate a pplication method at the Illi-
nois Agricultural Experiment Station. The 
additional w ork r e ported here was conducted in 
two separate phases . Hence this paper is 
logically divided into t wo parts with separate 
discussions and conclusions for each phase. 
The high-pressure injection concept is 
simple. It consists of discharging the ammonia 
in liquid form under high pressures through a 
small orifice in contact with the soil. The high 
kinetic energy causes the high-velocity jet to 
penetrate the soil. Such a process is appealing 
because, if successfully developed, it might 
overcome three main disadvantages of the knife 
applications: 1) the large power requirement, 
2) the wide spacing between fertilizer bands, 
and 3) poor sealing in some soils. 
With a typical application rate of 100 
pounds of ammonia per acre, an injection pres-
sure of 2, 500 psi, a 40-inch band spacing, a 
system efficiency of 80 percent, and a travel 
speed of 4 mph, the injection horsepower would 
be about one horsepower per nozzle. This 
would be a significant reduction from the five 
to seven horsepower required per knife appli-
cator as reported in other tests. The theore-
tical horsepowers required for a wide range of 
injection pressures and application rates are 
shown in this report. 
Injection nozzles could be spaced closely 
together for more uniform distribution of fer-
tilizer in the soil, since the horsepower re-
quired for a field machine would not depend on 
nozzle spacing, but on application rate, ground 
speed, machine width, and application pressure. 
Some close-textured and/or wet soils re-
sist shattering when knife applications are made. 
Instead, a deep narrow furrow with slick sides 
is formed which resists penetration by the 
ammonia a nd leaves a direct route to the sur-
f ace for the ammoni a to follow. In such soils , 
the inj e ction method should r esult in lowe r e d 
lo f s e s due t o eas ier sealing and the absence 
of a tool slick. 
R.N . F enz l and J.R. !Ja,·i;;, " Hydrau li c Rc> sistanec> 
Relation s hips for Surface Flo\\ S in \' c>gc>latc>d Chan-
nel s, " ASAE pap e r 62-702, presPnted at the> \\int c> r 
Meeting , December 11-14, 1962. 29 pp . 13 fig;o;. 
The r e liable prediction of hydraulic r e -
sistance for open-channel design r emains a 
problem without a universal solution. Ex-
treme diversity in the geometric and dynamic 
properties of different classes of bed rough-
n ess has led to the use of specialized empiri-
cal relationships, each applicable to a par-
ticular range of roughness-elem ent-size , 
shape, spacing, and rigidity. The relation-
ships commonly used in the design of vege-
tated channels are representative. 
Vegetatively lined channels, usually in-
tended to carry intermittent rather than con-
tinuous flows, find use in a variety of appli-
cations. While criteria for their design dif-
fer according to the intended service, in each 
case estimation of hydraulic resistance for a 
range of channel and flow conditions is a nec-
essary part of the design procedure. 
J. A. Replogl e, "Modifi cat ion s to Improve Hydrologi c 
Data from \\heel-Typ e Samplers," ASAE pap er 62-717, 
presented at the Winter Me eting, December 11-H, 1962. 
6 pp. 6 fig s. 
Wheel-type or Coshocton-type runoff 
samplers are used extensively in hydrologic, 
sedimentation, and erosion studies. Most of 
the samplers are being used by state agricul-
tural experiment stations and the United 
States Department of Agriculture. The fact 
that they are used as research tools provides 
an incentive for improving their accuracy. 
Recently initiated studies concerning rainfall 
energy and erosion rate conducted by the 
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station and 
the Agricultural Research Service, United 
States Department of Agriculture, prompted 
efforts to improve the sampler. 
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C. J.W. Drablo s and B.J . Jon es, Jr., "Drainage La\\ s as 
Th ey Relate to Agri culture and Hi ghw ays in Illinois," 
ASAE pap er 62-719, presented st the \tin ter Meeting, 
Decem ber 11-14, 1962. 17 pp. 
Regarding drainage of surface wat e rs, 
Illinois is among the states a dhe ring to the 
civil law rule d eveloped under common l aw . 
In its strictest form, the civil l aw rule r ecog -
nizes natural drainage between a djoining l a nds : 
the lower land must accept the surface wat e r 
that na.turally drains onto it. On the other 
hand, the owner of the upper land can do nothing 
to change the natural system of drainage to in-
crease the natural flow. Many statutory en-
largements, qualifica tions, and r estrictions 
have been added to the civil l aw by the courts 
and legislatures. 
Highway authorities h a v e the right to drain 
roads, but must not divert wat e r from the 
ge n e ral cours e of dra inage exc e pt in r a r e in-
stances when the diversion i s for public bene-
fit. The drainage of highways a cross adj oin-
ing lands is governed by the same rules as are 
a pplicable to individua l landown e rs. One ex-
ception is that the highway a uthority may use 
the law of eminent domain, with limitations, to 
a cquire property or rights to perform necessary 
functions of drainage . 
D.R. Massie, E.F. Olver, and G.C. Shove, "Extending 
Drying Tim e of Corn with a Controlled Atmosphere," 
ASAE paper 62-813, presented at the Winter Meeting, 
Decem ber 11-14, 1962. 9 pp . 4 figs. 1 tab le. 
If corn could be dried over an extended 
period (a few months), smaller blowe rs a nd h eat 
sources could be used, but a method would 
have to be found to prevent mold formation and 
fermentation, Some possible means for pre-
venting mold formation are a gas-tight drying 
unit, chemical treatment of the grain, or a 
combination of the tw o, With extended-time 
corn drying, the use of the heat pump would be 
feasible for two reasons: a relatively sma ll 
pump cou.ld be used, and its use would allow 
more efficient operation. An extended-time 
corn-drying unit could be a system in w hich the 
drying medium was recirculated continuously, 
allowing the unit to operate almost independent-
ly of external conditions . 
The main reason for drying grain for 
storage is to prevent the formation of mold, In 
sealed storage the microorganisms consume a ll 
of the oxygen, preventing any further develop-
ment of mold. Seal ed storages do not, however, 
preve nt fermentation, w hich causes the grain 
to be unfit for the commercial market, Chemi-
cal preservatives can be used for this purpose, 
Sodium metabisulfite (NazSz05), a chemical 
prese rvative , re a cts with water to produce 
sulfur dioxide (SOz), an active mold-inhibit-
ing agent, The r eaction also consume s avail-
able oxygen, 
The main objective of this project was to 
study the feasibility of drying corn ove r an ex-
tende d period and to determine the type of 
treatments required to preve nt the corn from 
spoiling during drying, 
D. R. Daum and H.B. Puckett. "Si lo Un loader Contro l 
in an Automatic Beef Feeding System," ASAE pajX)r 
62-807, presented at the \Vin te r Meeting . December 
11-H. 1962. 15 pp. 12 figs. 1 table. 
Labor costs and shortages and the desire 
for increased production per man are forcing 
farme r s into feedl ot mechanization and auto-
mation . Mechanization has been described as 
the transformation of energy by machine, at 
the decision of the ope rator, to do work that 
might formerl y have been done by muscle 
power . Automation may be defined as the 
application of controls to machines so that 
t hey can function by themselves. Automa -
tion not only increases the efficiency of the 
farmer, but transforms him f r om a farm 
laborer to a farm manager. 
The advantages of the new concept of 
frequent feeding of livestock can be fully 
utilized only w ith automatic equipment. In an 
automatic system, such as a beef cattle feed-
ing arrangement, the system components must 
be a utomatic or self-regulating, The feed 
materials must be removed from storage , 
blended in the proper proportions, and con:-
veyed to the feed-bunk, This paper describes 
one approach to controlling a vertical top un-
loader to deliver silage at a uniform but a d-
justable rate. 
J.O. Cu rtis, A. C. Dale, and S. K. Suddarth, "Stres ses 
in the Adhesive Between Mem bers Subj ected to Bend-
ing," A'SAE paper 62-902, presented at the Winter 
Meeti ng , December 11-14, 1962. 9 pp. 10 figs . 
Several of the structural frames tha t are 
currently used in farm building construction 
consist of lumber members joined together by 
means of gusset plates and adhesives, In 
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most cases the structural members of these 
frames are subjected to bending as well as 
axial loads. In designing these frames it is 
desirable to know with reasonable accuracy 
the shear stresses that occur in the plane of 
the adhesive when the load is transmitted from 
one member to another. 
While several investigators have studied 
the shear stresses in adhesive bonds that re-
sult from transmitting axial load in members, 
little is known about the shear stresses in ad-
hesive bonds that join members subjected to 
bending. No information can be found to in-
dicate that any attempt has been made to mea-
sure these shear stresses experimentally. Al-
so, no basic analytical procedure has been 
developed for calculating their magnitude. 
Several investigators have assumed that vari-
ous analytical solutions to problems that a re 
simpler, but somewhat analogous .• apply. One 
of these analytical solutions is based on the 
assumption that the shear stress at a given 
point in the adhesive is proportional to the dis-
tance from the point to the centroid of the ad-
hesive area. 
The objective of this p aper is to report 
w ork done to attempt to measure experimental-
ly the shear stresses in the adhesive between 
members subjected to bending and to e ithe r 
verify the accuracy of one of the expressions 
for calculating shear stress or develop a new 
a pproximate analytical expression for calculat-
ing these stresses. 
D.L. Day and G.L. Nelson, " Predicting Perform ance 
of Cross-Flow Systems for Drying Grain in Storage in 
Deep Cylindrica l Bins," ASAE paper 62-925, pre-
sented at the Winter Meeting , December 11-14, 1962. 
19 pp. 21 figs. 3 tables . 
Grain stored in large t e rminal-type struc-
tures is subject to attack by fungi ev en though 
its moisture content is conside r ed safe wh en it 
is placed in storage. Moisture migration, 
temperature differences, and pockets of high-
moisture grain can contribute to an environment 
that is favorable for mold growth. Drying the 
grain in place in storage would a ppear to be 
advantageous, but the power required to forc e 
e nough air vertically through the bin would be 
prohibitive. The power requirement could be 
significantly reduced if the a ir we r e forced 
across the bin. 
The objective of this study was to formu-
late a general prediction equation r e l ating the 
physical factors involved in drying cereal grain 
in deep cylindrical bins using forced cross-
flow circulation of air. The prediction equa-
tion would be useful in designing and operating 
cross-flow drying installations. Hard red 
w inter w heat was the principal grain studied, 
although grain sorghum was used in some of 
the r esearch. Only r esults using w heat will be 
r e ported in this paper. 
The drying phase of the problem was com-
plicated by lack of adequate information on the 
resistance offered to air flow in a nonuniform 
air circulation system. Also, the moisture 
sorption properties of grain are not well d e -
fined for varying temperatures. The research 
therefore e volved into somewhat separate 
studies of the a ir circulation system, the 
hygroscopic properties of grain in the desorp-
tive phase, and the thermal drying system. 
Existing wheat desorptive data we re used in 
modifying an equilibrium moisture r e l ation-
s hip by analytical methods, and experiments 
we r e performed to analyze the air circulation 
sy s tem and the the rmal drying system. The 
study was conducted at the Oklahoma Agricul-
tural Experiment Station. 
\V.R. Nave and E. F. Olver, "Effects of Floor Tempera-
ture and Ventilation on S'.'ine in Con fin ement," ASAE 
paper 6 &-308, presented at the Annual Meeting, June 
2&-26 , 1963. 17 pp. 21 fig s . 4 tables. 
Two experiments we re designed to study 
the effects of floor temperature and air move -
ment on the rate of gain and feed efficiency of 
swine in confinement. Both summer and win-
ter conditions we r e studied with floor t empera-
tures of 70°, 85°, and 100° F, and two heights 
of a ir delivery to the pens, 5 and 3 feet above 
the floor. Air v e locity in the sleeping a r ea 
was l ess than 40 fpm for treat ment s with the 
a ir delivered 3 feet above the floor. 
During the summer experiment, pig 
weights a t three weeks of age increased as 
fl o or t empe rature increased fr om 70° t o l00°F 
at air ve loc ities oi less than 40 fpm . Pig 
weights at three weeks of age and 70° F floor 
t emperature we r e g r eat e r with air velocities 
abov e 40 fpm than with a ir velocitie s below 
40 fpm . With a ir velocities exceeding 40 fpm, 
we i ghts de creased as floor temperatur e in-
creased from 70° to 100° F. The winte r ex-
periment s howed no significant difference in 
weights , although the data indica t ed g r eater 
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pig weights at three weeks with air velocities 
below 40 fpm. After three weeks, air veloc-
ity patterns produced no significant difference 
in rate of gain. 
The results showed that floor tempera-
ture and ventilation can be effectively used to 
control the dunging and sleeping habits of 
swine. With supplementary heat, ventilation 
rates of 50 cfm per litter were satisfactory 
for winter conditions; however, mild summer 
conditions r equi r ed ventilation rates as high 
as 50 cfm per hog. 
The power required to provide heated 
floors (4 inches of concrete over 4 inches of 
gravel} was approximately O. 9 watt per 
square foot per degree F above a reference 
datum of 70° F room air temperature. This 
value was slightly less for summer condi-
tions. 
D.L. Day and G.L. Nelson, "Desorption Isotherms for 
~heat," ASAE paper 63-424, presented at the Annual 
Meeting, June 23-26, 1963. 19 pp. 12 fig s . 4 tab! es. 
The need for a more adequate mathe -
matical representation of the wheat desorp-
tion isotherms for use in grain-drying compu-
tations has prompted this study. Available 
methods give results that are not in satis -
factory agreement with the desorption data 
in technical literature for a range of tempera-
tures. Desorptive data from research 
studies in England, Germany, Canada, and 
the United States are used as the basis for 
formulating an equation for the hygroscopic 
properties of wheat . 
An equilibrium moisture content re-
lationship is developed from the basic form 
of Henderson's equation which adequately ac -
counted for the temperature effect for rela-
tive humidities of 70 percent or lower. The 
relationships above 70 percent are not defined 
mathematically but are estimated by using a 
relationship developed for obtaining the maxi-
mum grain moisture content for an isotherm. 
In a plot of an isotherm, a smooth curve is 
drawn from 70 percent to 100 percent relative 
humidity. 
Data were analyzed on an e l ectronic com -
puter by using the equilibrium moisture con-
tent equation so that isotherms could be 
plotted and also so that constant moisture con-
tent curves could be superimposed upon a 
psychrometric chart . In these forms the data 
were convenient for use in grain-drying compu-
tations. 
The result of this study is a method of 
evaluating wheat desorptive isotherms that is 
adequate for drying applications which comply 
with the desorptive data used to develop the 
equations . However, the equilibrium mois-
ture content equation is cumbersome for desk 
calculations, and there is need for a dimen-
sionally homogeneous equation for computing 
equilibrium moisture contents. The present 
method seems applicabl e to other grains if 
sufficient desorptive data over a range of 
temperatures are availabl e for use in evaluat-
ing the coefficients and exponents . 
A.J. Muehling and D.G. Jedele, "A Confinement Swine 
Building with Partially "Slotted Floors." ASAE paper 
63-407 , presented at the Annual Meeting, June 23-26 , 
1963. 10 pp. 9 fig s . 
The building with partially slotted floors 
described in this paper has made confinem ent 
swine housing acceptable to many producers 
who had been cautious about the system in the 
past. The one feature that appeals to most ob-
servers is the cleanliness of pens and hogs 
and the minimum labor required to keep them 
that way. But expert swine producers use a 
combination of factors to make the building 
successful, such as control of the environment 
with insulation, ventilation, and supplemental 
heat and mechanized limited feeding through 
the finishing period, which results in thriftier 
hogs. The end result is less labor for the 
swine producer and more time to use his man-
agement skill, which is still the key to success 
in the swine business. 
C.W. Anderson , H.H. Beaty , and H. B. Pu c ke tt. " Time 
Lag Loading for Farm Motors, " paper pre s ented at 
Rural Electrification Conference at Springfield, Illinoi s, 
Apri I 22-24 , 196 3. 7 pp. 1 tab! e. 
The title for this paper suggests that there 
may be need for devices that will reduce the 
current required by farm motors in picking up 
their loads, or for controls that will prevent 
the motors from sta rting simultaneously . 
The results of tests thus far show that the 
automatic centrifugal clutch can be used with 
across -the -line full-voltage motor starters to 
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reduce the time during which starting cur -
rents in excess of 150 percent of full-load 
current will be drawn. Thus more and larg e r 
motors can be started at one time tha n would 
otherwise be possible. Use of the clutch 
should also eliminate the burnout of motors 
due to overloading. The advantages of time-
lag loading with an automatic centrifugal clutch 
will benefit both the motor owne r and the 
power supplier by reducing starting current 
and eliminating some motor burnout problems. 
D.R. Daum, H.B. Puckett , and E. F .01 ver. "M('terin g 
High-Moi s ture Corn From Storage, paper presented 
at the Rural Elect.ri Ii cation Conference, April 22-24, 
1963. 9 pp. 11 fig s. 
The use of high-moisture grain stored 
in oxygen-free storages has increased rapid-
ly during the past few years. Equipment is 
available for automatically mete ring and 
delivering dry concentrates to the point of 
feeding. Unloading and conveying equipm ent 
is available for high-moisture grain, but 
metering equipment coordinated with the un-
loading and conveying sys t em is not avail -
able . This paper reports r e search on the 
d evelopment and testing of a coordinated un-
loading and metering system for grain in 
sealed storage. 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING THESES 
M. S . 
E. A. Hudson, "Pressures in Engine Induc-
tion Systems," R. R. Yoe rger, advisor . 
June , 1963. 
D. R. Massie, "Extended Drying of Corn w ith 
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and H. H. Beaty, advisors. F e bruary, 
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W. R. Nave, "Effects of Floor T emp e rature 
and Ventilation on Swine in Confinement," 
E. F. Olve r and H. H. Beaty, advisors . 
June, 1963. 
L. K. Picke tt, "Drying Shelled Corn with High 
Tempe rature Air," R. R. Yoerger, 
advisor. August, 1962. 
R. E. _Re ints, " Trajectori.es of See ds and 
Granular F e rtilizers, 11 R. R. Yoe rger, 
advisor . June, 1963. 
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CERAMIC ENGINEERING 
The following reports from Ceramic Engineering repre-
sent only a small portion of the total staff publications , 
arrd these are department 'f'Ublications having limited 
distributi on to qualified :nersonnel. The progress re-
ports included here are considered to be of a conclusive 
nature. 
R.J . Herbst and A.L .. Fri edberg, " Mech anical Charac-
teristics of Polycrystalline NiO," Ceramic Engineering 
Annual Progress Report 2, Contract DA-11-022-0RD-
3467 , September, 1962. 28 pp. 7 fig s . 4 tables. 
This report covers the research work 
for the second year of this program. The ob-
jective s include the study of the mechanical 
properties of pure, high density, stoichiome tric 
polycrystalline, sintered NiO . 
Ceramic technology has experienced a 
great deal of investigative effort directed to-
ward greater understanding of the mechanical 
behavior of ceramic materials. The demands 
of the "space age" have necessitated employ-
ment of conventional and new ceramics as 
structural elements within systems operating 
in environments totally unlike any pr eviously 
considered . As a consequence , studies of the 
basic nature of mechanical strength and d efor-
mation have recently include d the effects of 
environmental agents . 
R. J. Forlando, Dori s M. Krumwiede , et al., " Elevated 
T emperature Resistant 'Ceramic Structural Adhes ives, " 
Ceramic Engineering Technical R eport No. WADC-TR-
55-491, Part VII, Octobe~ 1962. 63 pp. 22 figs . 19 tabl es . 
Ceramic - metal fill e r adhesives have b een 
developed which in bonds to R ene' 41 alloy ad-
h e rends display tensile lap- shear strength in 
excess of 3, 000 psi over a t e mpe rature range 
of room tempe rature to 1900° F. The critical 
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materials and proc e ssing variables for cera-
mic-metal adhesive combinations are d efined, 
namely, -maximum softening point of the 
ceramic phase, wettability of the adherend 
a nd bonding metals by the ceramic phase, 
solubility of the adherend metal surface 
oxides in the ceramic phase, and minimum 
firing tempe rature to permit softening of 
the metal phase. A technique has been 
developed for observing polishe d cross sec -
tions of lap-joints at e l e vate d t emperatures 
with a hot stage microscope. Glassy type 
adhesives a r e evaluated for optimum firing 
t emperatur e and tim e , application weight, 
blending of hard and soft frits, gas content, 
h eat treatme nt after firing, and addition and 
precipitation of crystal phas es . 
H.R .. Thornton , J . F . Benzel, et al., "Solid Film Lubri-
cant-Bind er Ph e nom e na: Cleavabl e Min eral and Halo -
genated Glass Systems," Ceramic Engineering Techni-
cal Do cumentary Report ASD-TDR-62-449, P art II , 
Decem ber, 1962. 57 pp . 27 fi gs. 
Friction and wear characteristics have 
b ee n observed for the Bz03 -easily cleavable 
mineral and highly halogenate d glass systems. 
A corr e lation between the number of cleavable 
directions and the friction and wear traits is 
noted for the cleavable minerals . The tridirec -
tional cleaving minerals, anhydrite, halite, 
barite, and fluorite, demonstrate the be st lub-
ricating potential. 
The highly halogenated glass area demon-
strates good friction and wear pr ope rtie s ove r 
the temperature range 80° through 1500°F. 
Addition of oxide mate rials to the chloride 
glass increases the stability of the system. This 
area appears to be promising for the develop-
ment of compositions w hich w ill provide suf-
fici e nt lubrication to bea ring members ove r 
the t em pe rature range in que stion. 
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T.A. Willmore and A.W. Allen, "Fundamental Study 
of Properties of Refractori es as Related to Service in a 
Steel Press ure Pourin g Process," Ceramic Engineering 
Fourlh Summary R eport, September 1, 1962. 42 pp. 16 
figs. 10 tables. 
Ten different lots of magnesium aluminate, 
seven of which we r e deliberately modified when 
synthesized by additions of excess alumina, ex -
cess magnesia or z irconia to the raw mix, are 
used to study the transverse strength charac-
t eristics of spine! to 1500°C. The effect of re-
placing a portion of the spine! by magnesia, 
z irconia of chromia is a lso investigated for 
se l ect ed lots. 
The strongest bodies contained unmodi-
fied (i.e., stoichiometric ) spine! to w hich five 
percent magnesia and five percent zirconia had 
been add ed . This combination of materials is 
mor e e ffective w ith fused than w ith sintered 
spine!. Several of the experimental composi-
tions had transve rs e strengths sup erior t o 
that of a commercial pouring tub e material at 
1500°C. 
Modifying magnesium alumina t e by alter -
ing the stoichiometry is not effective in incr eas -
ing the high temperature properties of spine! 
produced by fusion. Excess 1nagnesia is quite 
effective in sintered spine! to 1400°C. The 
modifie rs precipita t ed out along crystal boun-
da ries at crystal junctions or, mor e rarely, 
in faults w ithin the spine! crystals themselves. 
It is hypothesized tha t some of the anom -
alies in results may be due to differences in 
crystallite size and the type of porosity en -
counte red in the sized grain from which the 
specimens were prepared. Such factors may 
have more influenc e on the properties devel-
oped than the chemistry of the base spine! 
or the overall composition of the mix. 
R. M. Bro\\n , R. E. Bick e lh aupt, and A. \t . \lion, "High 
Temperature Th e 1111a l Prop e rti es of Ceramic-Metal Combina-
tions, " Ceramic Engineering Fourth Summary Report, 
Augu st 31, 1962. 152 pp. 28 figs. 14 tables. 
A direct determining v e ry high t empe r a -
ture thermal conductivity apparatus has been 
designed and constructed. Basically this 
equipment consists of a vacuum chamb e r hous-
ing a helical induction coil which surrounds 
a cylindrical sample containing at its center 
a water calorimete r. The periphery of the 
sample is inductively hea ted w ith a center 
section of the sample subjected to unilateral 
radial heat flow. Measuring the sampl e 
temperature at two r adi i and knowing the 
amount of hea t e ntering the calorimeter a l-
lows the calculation of specimen the rma l 
conductivity. It is believed that measur ement s 
will be possible up to 4000°F. Sample environ -
ment may r ange from vacuum to inert gas to 
reducing or oxidizing atmospheres. T e sts 
sch edul ed include stainl ess steel , sintered 
tungsten and tungsten composites. 
H.J . Baker and A. II . . \I !en. " Hi gh Temperature Thermal 
Properties of Cer amic-~ l etal Combinations," Ceramic 
Engineering Interim Hepor/, Januar~· 18, 196:\. 61 pp . 
1!i figs. 4 tab les. 
The r esult of this investigation is an ap-
paratus employing a stacked-disc, infinite 
cylinder t echnique, supported by the neces-
sa r y auxiliary equipment to measur e the 
temperature dependencies of a mater ia l' s 
thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity. and 
thermoelectric power. The mos t significant 
advant ages offered by this method include: 
1) the means of determining and analyzing the 
exact boundary conditions of each measur e -
ment; and 2) multipl e property measurements 
under identical conditions . 
The limita tion s of this technique, 
however, we r e : 1) sample preparation; 2 ) the 
time element for establishing the s t eady state 
and the sinusoidal steady s t ate conditions; 
and 3) the temperature range over whi ch the 
measurement s could be obtained, 700°F. to 
1550°F. 
C.K. Russell. C.G. Bergeron, and A.L. Friedberg, 
"Cr~·sta ll ization of the Perovskite Lead Titanate from 
Glass('s." Ceramic Engineering Summa'l'y Report 3, 
.\ EC Contract AT(11-1)-!l15 , \lay, 1963. 77 pp. 
:JO figs. 6 tab le><. 
Thermal effects , viscosity, e l ectrica l 
r esistivit y, a nd thermal expans ion have been 
measur ed in PbO-B 20 3 and PbO-B 20 3-Ti02 g lasses to detect a nd identify structural 
ch anges occurring during h ea ting and cooling . 
A DT A endotherm occurs within the expected 
nucleation tempe r a tur e range during the h eat-
ing of powdered glass samples . This e ndothe rm, 
distinct from that associated w ith the transfor-
mation range , is identified as being pr e domi-
nantly associated w ith the coalescence of the 
glass particles rather than nucleation. Al-
though the r e are no physical or the rmal effects 
whi c h can be solely a ttributed to nucleation, 
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DT A and e l ectron microscopic studies of heat -
treated lead borat e g l ass permit the identifica -
tion of nucleation temperature ranges. 
Nucl eation and growth rate measurements 
as a function of temperature are made for lead 
titanate formed in a PbO- B 2 0 3 - Ti02 
glass . 
Nucleati on sites and characteristic lead titanate 
crystalline forms are also identified . The 
temperatures at which maxima occur in the 
growth and nucleation rate curves do not cor-
respond to the DTA crystal growth exotherm 
temperature since the latter measures a mass 
effect whil e t he rate maxima are independent 
of the total quantity of crystals formed , 
T h e nucleation and growth rates of lead 





2 type glass are significantly increased by the 
application of either an a. c . or d. c. electric 
field during c rys talliza ti on. 
\ '. J. Tennery, "Defect Structure Ferroelectrics," 
Ceramic Engineering Department, Second Status 
Report, Contract Nonr 1834(38), May, 1963. 73 
pp. 27 figs. 4 tab I es. 
The dielectric and X - ray structural prop-
erties of the system NaNb03-Sro. 5Nb03 have 
been determined within the range of the solid 
solution. Solid solution occurs in this system 
from the pure NaNb03 end to very close to 
the composition Nao. 50Sr 0 . 25Nb03 . A fer-
roelectric phase is found to exist in this 
system beyond a concentration of 10 mole 
percent of SrNb206. The crystalline sym-
metry of the perovskite sub - cell of pure 
NaNb03 was determined as a function of 
temperature. The sub - cell symmetries of 
the compositions studied in the system were 
determined as functions of temperature. It 
has been determined that the ferroelectric 
phase in this system possesses a multiple 
cell perovskite structure which is related to 
the antiferroelectric structure of pure NaNb03. 
The thermal expansions of several of the de-
fect solid solutions from this system are 
measured as functions of temperature . 
A technique has been devised which will 
permit dense ceramic specimens (density > 
5 . O g/cm3 ) to be sintered in the system 
BaTi03 - Bao . 5Nb03. The solid solution in 
this system ext ends to at least 10 mole per-
cent of BaNb206 . Small concentrations of 
BaNb206 appear to introduce a new phase 
transition in BaTi03 below the tetragonal -
cubic trans ition a t 12ooc . This latter tran-
sition is not changed by the introduction of 
BaNb2 06 into the structure of Ba Ti03 . 
CERAMIC ENGINEER I NG THESES 
Ph.D . 
R . B . Amin, "Crystallization Characteristics 
of Lead Molyb - date in Low Temperature 
Enamels," R. L . Cook, advisor. 
October, 1962 . 
C. A . Hall, "The Ferroelectric Antiferro-
electric Transition and Dielectric Prop-
erties in the Ternary System PbZr03-
PbHf03-PbTi03," R . L . Cook, advisor. 
October, 1962 . 
H. R. Thornton, "Effect of Grain Boundaries 
on the Electric Conductivity of NiO," 
R. L. Cook, advisor. June, 1963. 
M.S . 
R. J. Baker, Jr., "Measurement of Thermal 
Diffusivity by an Infinite Cylinder Method 
inthe Range 1500-2500° F.," A. W.Allen, 
advisor. February, 1963. 
J. F. Benzel, "Reaction Kinetics of Glass-
Metal Systems," A. L. Friedberg, 
advisor. February, 1963. 
R. M. Brown, "Development of an Inductive -
ly Heated High Temperature Thermal 
Conductivity Device," A. W. Allen, 
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E. M. Clausen, "Thermal Expansion and Di-
electric Properties of the NaNb03 Rich 
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L. L . Fehrenbacher, "Effect of Aluminum 
Additions on Sintered Properties of 
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Compatibility," R . L. Cook, advisor . 
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H. W. Hill, "Variables in the X-ray Diffrac-
tion Method for the Quantitative Deter-
mination of Mullite," A . W. Allen, 
advisor. October, 1962 . 
R. W. Knake, "Sintering Activation in the 
System Mg O- Z r 02," A . W . Allen, 
advisor . August, 1962. 
W. J. Long, "Sintering Activation in Magnesium 
Oxide," A. W. Allen, advisor. October, 
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V. M . Patarini, "The Electrical Conduction 
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on the Melting Rate of a Typical Soda-
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CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
nr b,tn v! the material from the l'hPmical Erwineerinq 
Di1•1sio'fl o,f ;,fi e ;?epartrnent '>.1 them1stry and f"iiemical 
F.n<7inefr?.nq i8 puhl1:s ,'ied in pru/1-·stunria.l journals. So 
dei•.1rtm cn:· repo i·t,s were p~i11i,;d in tltr 1;)62- l 96J fis-
cal year. 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING THESES 
Ph.D. 
F. E. Ford, "Catalytic Vapor - Phase De-
hydrogenation in a Stirred Reactor ,'' 
D. D. Perlmutter, advisor. February , 
1963 . 
T. S. Govindan, " Transi e nt Absorption at 
Small Contact Times : The Diffusion of 
Carbon Dioxide in Water, ., J. A . Quinn , 
advisor. October , 1962. 
D. B. Kirby, "Boiling Near the Critical 
Flux on Horizontal P lates," J. W. 
Westwater, advisor. February , 1963. 
B. M. Riggleman, 
Energy Levels 
Crystals ,'' H . 
June, 1963 . 
" Pressure Effects on 
of Molecular and Ioni c 
G. Drickamer, advisor . 
P. V. Sh aw , "Mechanism of Turbule nt Mass 
Transfer, " T. J. Hanratty, advisor. 
June, 1963. 
C . Q. Sheely, Jr., "Kinetics of Catalytic 
Dehydrogenation of Isopropanol, " M. S. 
Peters , advisor. June, 1963. 
R. A. Stager, " The Effect of Pressure on 
the Electrical Resistanc e of Metals ," 
H. G . Drickamer , advisor. June, 1963. 
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M. S. 
J. S. Berger , " Pr essure Control of Chemi-
cal Reactors ," D. D. Perlmutter, ad-
visor. June, 1963 . 
D. R. Carter , " Tensile Stress Relaxation 
in Polyethylene Near the Melting Point ," 
E. Baer , advisor. O c tober , 1962 . 
J. R. Collier, '' M e lting and Crystallization 
Kinetics of Polymer F ilms," E. Baer, 
advisor. October, 1962. 
C. K. Edge , " The Effect of Pressure on 
Certain Transition Metal Ion Spectra, ' ' 
H. G. Drickame r , advisor. August, 
1962. 
J. P. GliJ,s, " Grow th of El ectroly tic Bubbles," 
J. W. Westwater, advisor. August , 
1962. 
I. Gura , "An Apparatus for the Study of 
Reactor Dynamics," D. D. Perlmutte r , 
advisor. August, 1962. 
H. S. Hahn, " The Int erfacial Wave Structur e 
Between a Turbulent Air Stream and a 
Flowing Liquid Film, " T. J. Hanratty , 
advisor. October, 1962 . 
K. R . Jolls , "Mass Transfer to t h e Forward 
Stagnation Point of a Sphere in a Packed 
B e d, 11 T. J . Hanratty, advis or. 
February , 1963. 
J. L . Kardos , " Effec t of Pressure on the 
Melting and Crystallization of Polypro -
pylene, " E. Baer , adviso r. October , 
1962. 
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J. L. McCormick, "The Mechanism of Drop-
wise Condensation, " E. Baer, advisor. 
October, 1962. 
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M. S. Peters, advisor. February, 1963. 
J. E. Mitchell, "An Investigation of Wall 
Turbulence Using Rotating Cylinders,'' 
T. J. Hanratty, advisor. February, 
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State Structures," H. G. Drickamer, 
advisor. June, 1963. 
A. C. Peterson, ''Condensation of Ethanol-
Water Mixtures ," J. W. Westwater, 
advisor. February, 1963. 
D. L. Relyea, " A Stirred Reactor for the 
Study of Porous Catalyst Kinetics ," 
D. D. Perlmutter, advisor . February , 
1963. 
E J Skorpinski, "'Variable-Volume and 
Constant-Volume Rate Expressions, " 
M. S. Peters, advisor. February, 1963. 
W. J. Ward, "Diffusion B etween Two Liquid 
Phases," J . A. Quinn, advisor. June, 
1963. 
J. M. Yatabe, "Boiling Curves of Ethanol-
Wate r Mixtures," J. W. Westwater, 
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Phase Systems," R. A. Schmitz, advisor. 
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Monolayers," J. A. Quinn, advisor. 
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CIVIL ENGINEERING 
Included here are reports publi shed di rectly by the De -
partment in i ts own series of Studies. The bulk of Cii•il 
Engineering work is published in journals and bulletins. 
V.T . Chow , "Hydrologic De termination o f Waterw ay 
Areas for th e Des ign of Drainage Stru ctures in Sma ll 
Drainage Bas ins, " Engineering Experiment Station 
Bulletin 462, Civil Engineering Department, Hydraulic 
Engineering Section, March , 1962 . 104 pp. 26 fi gs . 
24 tabl es. 
This study contains a s cie ntific, s i m ple , 
a nd practical method to d e t e r m ine the peak 
discharge of flow from sma ll rura l dra inage 
basins for the design of wat e r way openings of 
m inor drainag e structures suc h a s culve rt s 
and small bridge s. For pra ctical a pplica tion s 
of the m ethod, a d e sign cha rt for clima tic a nd 
physiographic conditions in Illinoi s i s presente d. 
M a jor pha s e s of the study include a hi s -
torica l r e view of enginee ring s tudie s a nd 
m e thods of w ate r way area d et e rmina tion, a 
surve y of d e sign pra ctice in diffe r e nt s t a t e high-
way a g e ncie s in the Unite d Sta t e s, a colle ction 
a nd a na lysis of a va ila ble hydrologic da t a f o r 
the Sta t e of Illinois, the d e v e lopment of a 
m e thod for w ate r w ay area d e t e r m ina tion, a 
sim plifica tion of the d e v e lope d m e thod, a c om -
pila tion of formula s for wat e r way a r ea d e t e r-
mination, and a n a nnotate d supplementa r y 
bibliography. 
V.T . Cho w, "Hydrologic Des ign of Cul verts ." Civil 
Engineering Studies, Hydraulic Engineering Series 5, 
Illinois Coo perative Highway Research Program 
Series 5, Jun e . 1962. 55 pp. 3 fi gs. 1 tabl e . 
A simple and practica l m ethod is pre s e nte d 
to d e t e rmine the pe ak discha r ge from sma ll 
rural w atersheds us e d in the d es ign of wat e r way 
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openings of culve rts or othe r small draina g e 
structure s. 
For practica l a pplica tions , a d e sign 
cha rt for the method is g ive n for s m all wat e r-
she d s of l e ss tha n 6, 000 a cr e s unde r climatic 
a nd physiographic conditions in Illinois. The 
method is illustra t e d by a n a ctual e x a mple . 
J .C. Marcelli s, " An Econom ic Evalu ation o f Traffi c 
Moveme nt a t Various Speeds," Civil Engineering 
Studies, Traffic Engineering Series 5R, September. 
1962. 63 pp . 28 fi gs . 
The purpos e of thi s s t u dy was to e va l uat e 
e c onom ic utility, or co s t of r es ources , con-
s u me d by the hig hway tra n s porta tion indus try, 
for va rious s p eeds of trave l in rura l a n d u r ba n 
a r eas for passen ge r c a r s a n d c omme r cial 
v e h i cles on tw o- a nd four-la n e s tree t s a n d 
hig hways during da ytime a nd nighttime travel. 
Gra phical r e l a tionships of e conom ic s of vehi-
cle ope r a tion, value s of time , s a fe ty of travel, 
a nd the ir s u m , w hich i s defin e d as the tota l 
co s t of tra ffic m ovement, we r e d r aw n for the 
v a rious conditions . The m inimum point on 
each tota l co s t curve r e present s tha t s peed a t 
w hich the cost of tra ffic movement is m ini -
m i ze d. 
Re s ult s of this investigation indica t e tha t 
the r e i s a s p ee d which minimize d the co s t of 
tra ffic m oveme nt for e ach of the va rious con-
ditions con s ide r e d. This spee d is d efine d a s 
the optimal spee d. In rural a r e as the optimal 
spee d for pa ss e n ge r c a r s i s 50 m ph a nd tha t 
for com m e rcia l vehicle s i s 41 m ph. Optimal 
s p ee ds in urba n a r e as d e crease w ith a n in-
crease in n um be r of stops p e r mile , from 41 
to 29 m ph for pa s senger c a r s a nd from 36 to 
25 mph for comme rcial v e hicles w ith one a nd 
e i ght s tops pe r m ile , r es p e ctive ly. 
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Tlie most direct application of the results 
obtained from this study is likely to be in the 
establishment of statewide or areawide speed 
limits, where the limit is established so that 
the mean speed of the vehicles coincides with 
the optimal speed. 
J.C. Oppenlander, "Multivariate Analysis of Vehicular 
Speeds," Civil Engineering Studies, Traffic Engineer-
ing Series 7, April, 1962. 132 pp. 6 figs. 10 tables. 
This thesis investigation is concerned 
with the multivariate analysis of vehicular 
speeds on two-lane highways located in rural 
areas. The object of this research is a better 
understanding of traffic-stream characteristics 
through the formulation and evaluation of mathe-
matical models describing the time-rate of traf-
fic flow. 
The concept of traffic flow postulated in 
this study is founded on the assumption that 
vehicular speeds are a function of various 
travel conditions present in and adjacent to the 
traffic stream. Thus, various types and levels 
of travel features produce different average 
spot speeds. The total effect of these r esis -
tance variables determines the speed charac-
teristics of a particular highway location. In 
this investigation average speed is qualitatively 
described as a hyperplane to account for the 
many variables that significantly influence 
vehicular speeds. 
The description of this traffic-flow con-
cept in the language of mathematics is accom-
plished through the development of multiple 
linear regression equations. Two mathemati-
cal models were devised to relate mean spot 
speed as a function of generated factors in the 
one equation and of travel-restriction variables 
in the othe r expression . These regression 
models a r e r estricted by the assumption of 
linearity in both the variables and the parameters. 
J.C. Oppenlander, " Influ ence of Out-of-State Passenger 
Cars on Spot-Speed Characteristics," Civil Engineer-
ing Studies, Traffi c Engine ering Series 8, May , 1962. 
7 pp. 1 table. 
The comparative a nalysis of spot - speed 
characteristics necessitates the evaluation of 
those variables that significantly influence 
vehicular speeds . If the driver, vehicle, road-
way , traffic , and environmental conditions are 
not relatively similar among several highway 
or street locations, then consideration must 
be given to these influencing factors. Al-
though a knowledge of these conditions is not 
r e quired for describing the speed character-
istics at a particular roadway site, these 
modifying elements can not be neglected when 
speed statistics are subjected to comparative 
analyses. This appraisal of confounding vari-
ables is mandatory for speed comparisons 
that are a function of time or place. 
Driver residence has been investigated in 
this analysis of traffic-stream characteristics. 
It is generally concluded that out-of-state cars 
are driven at higher speeds than in-state cars. 
However, statistical tests were generally not 
performed to evaluate the significance of these 
differences. 
The purpose of this statistical investiga-
tion is to determine the influence of out-of-
state passenger cars on spot-speed character-
istics for two- and four-lane highways in rural, 
intermediate, and urban areas . Inference 
studies of traffic flow afford a scientific evalua -
tion of traffic-stream behavior and permit the 
r e finem ent of sampling techniques for proper-
ly measuring vehicular speeds . 
A.T. Hork ay, "Effects of Horizontal Resistance on 
Vehicu lar Speeds," Civil Engineering Studies, Traffic 
Engineering Series 9, Jun e , 1962. 56 pp. 12 figs. 13 
tables. 
This research investigation is concerned 
with the effects of horizontal resistance on 
vehicular speeds for travel on two-lane high-
ways in rural areas. The purpose of the study 
is to evaluate several variables (degree of 
curve , minimum sight distance, total central 
angle per mile , and superelevation) that com-
pose the horizontal-resistance factor in order 
to gain additiona l knowledge on traffic-speed 
characteristics. 
A criterion was developed to select 100 
sites on horizont a l curves in Illinois at which 
the elements of horizontal resistance had a 
pronounced influence on the rate of traffic 
movement . Geometric design data for the 
horizontal-resistance variables were obtained 
from enginee ring drawings and r ecords located 
in the various district offices of the Illinois 
Division of Highways. Speed data for these 
100 sites we r e gathered at random during the 
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those variables that significantly influence 
vehicular spe eds . If the driver, vehicle, road-
way, traffic, a nd environmental conditions are 
not relatively similar among several highway 
or street locations, then consideration must 
be given to these influencing factors. Al-
though a knowledge of these conditions is not 
required for describing the speed character-
istics at a particular roadway site, these 
modifying elements can not be neglected when 
speed statistics are subjected to comparative 
analyses. This appraisal of confounding vari-
ables is mandatory for speed comparisons 
that are a function of time or place. 
Driver residence has been investigated in 
this analysis of traffic-stream characteristics. 
It is generally concluded that out-of-state cars 
are driven at higher speeds than in- state cars. 
However, statistical tests were generally not 
performed to evaluate the significance of these 
differences. 
The purpose of this statistical investiga-
tion is to determine the influence of out-of-
state passenger cars on spot-speed character-
istics for two- and four-lane highways in rural, 
intermediate, and urban areas. Inference 
studies of traffic flow afford a scientific evalua-
tion of traffic-stream behavior and permit the 
refinement of sampling techniques for proper-
ly measuring vehicular speeds. 
A.T. Horkay , "Effects of Horizontal Resistance on 
\ 'ehicular Speeds," Civil Engineering Studies, Traffic 
Engineering Series 9, Jun e, 1962. 56 pp. 12 figs. 13 
tables. 
This research investigation is concerned 
with the effects of horizontal resistance on 
vehicular speeds for travel on two-lane high-
ways in rural areas . The purpose of the study 
is to evaluate several variables (degree of 
curve, minimum sight distance, total central 
angle per mile, and superelevation) that com-
pose the horizontal-resistance factor in order 
to gain additiona l knowledge on traffic-speed 
characteristics. 
A criterion was developed to select 100 
sites on horizontal curves in Illinois at which 
the e l ements of horizontal r esistanc e had a 
pronounced influence on the rate of traffic 
movement. Geometric design data for the 
horizontal-resistance variables we re obtained 
from engineering drawings and records located 
in the various district offices of the Illinois 
Division of Highways. Speed data for these 
100 sites were gathered at random during the 
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summe r of 1961. 
The individual speeds of all drive r s at 
these locations were separated into various 
drive r and ve hicle classifications. A digital 
computer was utilized to perform a regres -
sion and correlation analysis for actual and 
loga rithmic values of speed and the horizontal -
resistance variables. This analysis indicates 
which relationships yielded the best linear 
equations describing the variables . 
The results are shown as linear equations 
and graphical illustrations representing the 
various driver and vehicle classifications 
studied . Several statistical tests were per-
formed on these equations to gain a further 
understanding of traffic-speed characteristics. 
With the exception of light and single-unit 
trucks, a significant difference~ exists between 
the various driver and vehicle categories 
studied . 
J.C. OppPnlander, "SamplP SizP DPlermination for 
Spot-SpPed Studies at Rural, IntermediatP, and l lrban 
Locations," Civil Engineering Studies, Traffic En gin re r-
ing Series 11, June, 1962. 11 pp. 2 tables. 
This report presents the results of an 
investigation which was conducted to supple-
ment the findings of Traffic Engineering 
Series Report Number 8, May, 1962. 
The results of this study were developed 
to augment the findings of the first report on 
sample size determination . The statistics 
shown in this paper permit the reliable esti-
mation of a standard deviation of vehicular 
speeds if this value is not known from a pre-
vious spot-speed survey. Finally, the mini-
mum sample size requirement can be cal-
culated from the theoretical expression pre-
sented in t h e first report. 
The ave r age standard deviations listed 
in Table Z here i n range from 4.16 to 5 . 31 mph 
for the six combinations of traffic areas and 
highway types . Because t his variability in 
the measur es of s peed d i spe r sion i s lim ited, 
an ave r age s t anda r d deviati on of 5. 0 mph is 
suggested as a "rul e - of - thumb" va lue for 
spot s p eeds on a n y h ig hway type in a n y traf -
fic a r ea . 
E.S. Fisher, "An Appraisal of a Theory of \'ehicular 
SpPed Regulation." Cil'il Engineering Studies, Traffic 
Engineering Series 12, January, 1963. 77 pp. 14 figs. 
17 tables. 
The regulation of motor - vehicle speeds is 
necessary if streets and highways are to be 
used at speeds that are reasonably safe and 
convenient. These regulations should be 
based upon the application of scientific war-
rants but at present such warrants do not 
exist. Before acceptable warrants can be 
developed for the determination of appropri-
ate speed limits the basic objectives of speed 
control programs must first be defined. For 
this reason a theory of vehicular speed regu-
lation was recently advanced which was for-
mulated on the premise that the main purpose 
of speed regulations was to minimize the cost 
of highway transportation. 
Pertinent investigations indicate that for 
ideal conditions there is a speed at which the 
cost of highway transportation is minimized 
and that this speed can be adjusted to account 
for conditions which arc not ideal. The re-
sults of these investigations are used to 
develop preliminary criteria for determining 
adjusted optimal speeds for two-lane rural 
highways. This thesis is concerned with the 
practicability of using posted speed limits to 
obtain conformity between the average speed 
of the traffic stream and the adjusted optimal 
speed. 
The speed survey, which forms the basis 
for this investigation, is primarily de signed 
for a multivariate analysis of vehicular speeds 
and several speed limits and an unusually wide 
variety of highway conditions are represented 
in the sample. These data are useful for test-
ing the proposed criteria and a comparison is 
made between the mean speed observed at 
each survey site and the appropriate adjusted 
optimal speed . T h e effect iveness of the pre-
sent speed limit s and the var iati on of spot -
speed charact e risti cs with t h e speed limit 
were a l so s t udi ed but only limit ed infe r ences 
can be made f r om these analyses because of 
the l ack of r a ndomn ess in the sampl e . 
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E.Y. Huang , "A Test for Eva luating the Geometri c 
Characteristics of Coarse Aggregate Parti c les," Civil 
Engineering Studies, Highway Engineering Series 7, 
Illinois Cooperative High way Research P rogram Series 
9, Decem be r, 1962. 20 pp . 10 fi gs. 2 tables. 
In this paper a test method is described 
by which the geometric characteristics, em-
bracing shape, angularity, and surface tex-
ture, of coarse aggregat es may be quantita -
tively evaluated. The test has been de veloped 
as an outgrowth of an extensive investiga tion 
in w hich an attempt was made to devis e a sim-
ple procedure for the evaluation of coarse ag-
gregates for us e in soil-aggregate road con-
struction. The r e sulting t est value is expr essed 
a s the particle index of the aggregate. 
The carefully controlle d experimental 
t ests d e scribed in this pape r have demonstrated 
that the particle index refle cts the discernible 
geometric characte ristics of the agg r egat es 
that have been studie d. The practica l signifi-
cance of this test in the design of soil-aggre-
gate mixtures for pavement purpos e is illus -
trated by the definite r e lationships be t ween the 
particle index of the coarse aggregates and 
the compaction and strength chara cte ristics 
of these mixtures. 
It is believed that the particle index 
t es t is of value in providing data for the ade -
quate d e scription of coarse aggregate mater-
ia ls and in laboratory studies of soil- agg r e -
gate mixtures. It appears highly possible 
that further r e search and corre l a tion w ith 
the field performance of pavements may 
develop the particle index t est into a 1..lseful 
tool to guide the enginee r in the composition 
des:gn of other pavement mixtures involving 
coarse aggregates. 
J . \~ . Hutchinson, " Th e Signifi cance and Nature o f \" c hi c le 
Encroachment on Median s o f Di vid ed Highways," Civil 
Engineering Studies, Highway Engineering Series 8, 
Decem ber, 196 2. 117 pp . 8 tables. 
The objective of this study is to obtain 
information relative to the fr e que ncy, nature 
and circumstances of the use of medians as a 
stopping or recovery space fc;>r erratically 
moving vehicles. The length and late ral ex-
tent of movement of vehicles in the median and 
the effects of c e rtain median cross section 
elements and roadway characteristics on the 
frequency and safety of encroachments a r e 
investigated. 
The data on the frequency of v e hicle en-
croachments on medians of selected portions 
of urban a nd rural freeways in Illinois illus-
trate the present and pote ntial significance 
of this facet of the highway s a f e ty problem . 
The data indicate that the rate of encroach-
ment, in terms of v ehicle miles of highway 
trave l, decreases w ith the growth of traffic 
volume up to the practical capacity of the 
highway. Above practical capacity the r a t e 
of enc roa chment becomes r e l a tive ly constant 
e ven though the fr eque ncy of encroachme nt 
(encroachments pe r mile of highway per year) 
continues to increase as more and more vehi-
cles become subject to the chance of encroach-
ment. The g r eat est observed frequency of 
enc roachm ent is 14 pe r mile per year for a n 
ADT volume of 31, 000. 
Differences in the ext ent to w hich medians 
serve to delineate roadwa y alignment appea r 
to be the most important factor affecting e n-
croachment freque ncy. A pilot study involv-
ing the use of evergreen trees in Chicago ex-
pressway medians was designed to t es t the ef-
fectiveness of better roadway delineation as a 
means of r educing the fr equency of enc roa ch-
ments. The fr equency dropped from ll to 3 
e ncroachm ents pe r mile per year on one ex-
pressway and the numbe r of encroachments on 
a long one -degree curve dropped from 7 to 0 
for e quivalent pe riods before and after the 
tr ees we re installed. It was concluded tha t 
the trees significantly r educe d encroachment 
frequency. Howe v e r, no attempt was made to 
d e t e rmine the relative effects of the increased 
night visibility due to r eduction of h eadlight 
gl a r e and the increase d daytime d e lineation 
of roadway a lignme nt that we re provided by 
the trees , 
Because of the clos e spacing of obstacles 
such as crossove rs and drainage structures 
in the 40-foot medians of the rura l highways 
involved in the study, one -third of all vehicles 
that traveled beyond the outer edge of the left 
shoulder were involved in a collision w ith a 
fixe d object in the m e dian. 
The influence of median cross slope on 
the late ral extent of erratic v e hicle move-
ments in a 40-foot turf median is illustrated. 
It is concluded that both the lateral extent of 
vehicle movement a nd the angle of vehicle ap-
proach to median barrie r s at any given dis-
tanc e from the left pavement edge are great-
ly influe nc e d by median cross slope. It is rec-
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ommended that the effect of median cross slope 
on the width of median neede d to provide suf-
ficient lateral space for the stopping and r e -
covery of erratically moving behicles be d e ter-
mined for other median widths and cross 
slopes presently in use. 
Further investigation of the ext ent to 
which medians can and should d e lineate road-
way alignment is urged. The elimination of 
obstacles to the use of rural highway me dia ns 
as a safe stopping and r e cove ry s pace for e r-
r a tically moving vehicle s is recommended . 
M.M. Ghos h, "A Study of the Rate of Oxid ation of 
Iron in Aerated Ground Wate rs, " Civil Engineering 
Studies, Sanitary Engineering Series No . 12, August, 
1962. 110 pp. 13 fig s. 9 tabl es. 
Studies were made of a v a rie ty of Illinois 
ground waters to dete rmine the factors affect-
ing the oxidation rate of ferrous iron. The 
raw waters were draw n from wells a t differ-
e nt water treatme nt plants throughout central 
Illinois. 
In the first phase of this investigation 
a set of bench scale experiment s was performed 
to d e termine if dissolve d oxygen concentra tion 
of the water following aeration, the t empe r a -
ture of the water, and slow mixing of the 
aerated ground water samples had any signi-
ficant influenc e on the rate of ox idation of fer-
rous iron. It was found tha t a small rise in 
t empe rature during the iron ox idation process 
did not have a significa nt influence on the rate. 
The dissolve d oxygen introduc e d during ae r a -
tion did have a pronounced effect on the oxida-
tion reaction kinetics w h e n present in small 
amounts. When the dissolved oxygen was in 
exce ss of the stoichiometric r e quireme nt or 
a pproached the saturation value, it did n ot 
influence the rate of oxidation to any g r eat 
extent. At all the iron remova l plants tha t 
we re investigated, the dissolved oxygen l evel 
wa s in excess of stoichiometric value. Hence, 
for pra ctical purposes, the effect of dissolved 
oxygen on the rate of oxidation of f e rrous iron 
was considered insignificant. Slow mixing 
following aeration was not found to e nhance 
the rate of oxidation of ferrous iron. 
B.A. Marsh, " Th e Effect of Organics Extracted From 
Ground Water on the Rate of Oxidation of Iron ," Civil 
Engineering Studies, Sanitary Engineering Serie s A'o. 
13, October, 196 2. 64 pp. 23 figs. 
In many communities throughout c e ntral 
Illinois, water trea tment pla nts experience 
difficulty in reducing the iron content of the ir 
finished wat e r to w ithin the U. S. Public 
Health Service Drinking Water Standards of 
O. 3 mg. per lite r. 
Many investigators h ave associated iron 
r emova l difficulties w ith the pre sence of or-
ganic matter in the raw wat e r. The organic 
matter is believed to form "chelates" or "com -
plexes" with iron which keep the iron in solu-
tion and thus prevent precipitation of iron 
during ae rating . 
The purpose of thi s s tudy was to determine 
the e ffects of a series of organic extracts on 
the oxidation rate of iron and of change of 
soluble iron to the insoluble form . To do 
this , fie ld studies we r e made at Atwood and 
Clinton, Illinois. 
The results of this s tudy indicat e that 
follow ing ae r a tion, these extract s increased 
the oxidation rate a nd the rate of change of 
soluble iron to insoluble iron. The only sig -
nificant r e t a rdation in the r a t e occurred 
w h en the extract solution added lowe r ed the 
pH. Of s i gnifica nt inte r est. , a l so , was the 
fact that the tracer study, which measur ed 
soluble iron, consistently showed a g r eat er 
rate of conversion to insoluble iron than the 
bathophenanthroline study, w hich measur ed 
the r a t e of convers ion of ferrous iron to fer-
ric iron. This suggests that some of the solu-
ble ferrous iron can be filt e r ed out, poss i b ly 
by a d sorption on previously precipitated iron . 
\l.J. SuPs~ . "The Effect of So il PropPrtiP>' on the .\ d-
so rp tion of Alk .v l BPnzc>ne Sulfonnte." ('itil E11yin1•rr-
iny Studies. Sanitary Enginecrinr; Serie s .\'o. 14. Januar:-·. 
1!)(;3. 7"> pp. 1:3 figs. 11 tablP,;. 
This r e search was conducted in order to 
study the effect of soil pr ope rtie s, es pc ciall y 
grain size and s h ape , surface a r ea ,and miner-
a logica l composition, on the adsorption of 
alkyl benzene sulfonate (ABS). For the pur-
pose of this study, siliceous, calca reous, and 
silty cla y soils we re us ed . 
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It was found that the most effective fac-
tor ·.vas the surface area, which was obvious-
ly related to the grain size and shape. How-
ever , although the adsorption of ABS per unit 
weight of soil was increasing with decreasing 
grain size, the adsorption per unit surface 
area (adsorption intensity) was higher on the 
coarse r soils. It was also found that the ad-
sorption per unit weight on ground limestones 
was somewhat higher than the adsorption on 
sandstones, but the adsorption intensity of 
both remained in the same range. It was 
shown that the retardation of ABS flow in an 
aquifer increased with decreasing grain size 
and adsorption intensity. 
Because of the generally poor retention 
of ABS on typical aquifer soils, the conclusion 
was reached that ABS movement in ground 
could only be delayed but not stopped, as the 
practice has shown. 
R.S. Englebrecht, R.E. Speece, and C. \ ' . RamaRao, 
"Biological Treatment of Petrochemical Wastes," 
Civil Engineering Studies, Sanitary Engineering Serie~ \ o. 
15, January, 1963. 92 pp. 37 figs. 5 tables. 
Treatment of nitrogen deficient wastes 
by the activated aeration process proposed 
in this study has been shown to be practical. 
Within 8 hours of aeration, 90 percent C. 0. D. 
reduction was obtained with all the three sub-
strates depending on the concentration and F/M 
ratio. 
A high F /M ratio encouraged high syn-
thesis in the nitrogen supplement ed and nitro-
gen deficient units. A ratio of 4 seemed to be 
the optimum value for the nitrogen supple-
mented unit. In the activated aerator an F /M 
ratio of 2 appeared to be optimum for all three 
substrates. With the above ratios it is ex-
pected that the supplemented nitrogen savings 
would be about 50 percent. Depending upon 
the nature of the waste, the above optimum 
ratios are likely to be modified and consequent-
ly the proportion of the flow through each of 
the two units will be modified. 
S. Ghosh, "The Effect of Chemical Composition of 
Alkylbenzene Sulfonates on Adsorption by Soils," 
Civil Engineering Studies, Sanitary Engineering Series 
1\ 'o. 16, June , 1963. 150 pp. 37 lig><. H tables. 
This r esea rch was undertaken to deter-
mine the effects of chemical composition and 
particularly the effects of lengths of hydro-
carbon chains of alkyl benzene sulionate s on 
their adsorption by soils. To achieve the de-
sired objectives, adsorption isotherms were 
run using batch techniques with six typical 
aquifer materials and ABS of four different 
compositions. These were 1) pure sodium 
dodecylbenzeneparasulionate, 2) pure sodium 
pentadec ylbenzenepa ra sulfonate, 3) sodium 
dodecylbenzeneparasulfonate mixed with other 
homologs having alkyl chains of 7 to 18 carbons, 
and 4) sodium salt of pentadecylbenzenepara-
sulionate mixed with other ABS having alkyl 
chains of 8 to 19 carbon atoms. The sulfonated 
benzene was attached to the fourth carbon in 
cases of the pure compounds and predominant-
ly to the third carbon in case of the mixed ABS. 
Column studies were undertaken with the 
coarse siliceous soils in order to obtain quali-
tative verification of the results of the isotherms 
of such soils with the pure alkylbenzene sul-
fonate s. The results of this investigation have 
indicated that the pure cl5 benzene sulfonate 
is absorbed less than the pure c 12 benzene 
sulfonate by all the soils examined. 
Out of the blended ABS, the one with C15 
benzene sulfonate as the major fraction was 
adsorbed more than the one having C1z benzene 
sulfonate as the predominant constituent. The 
results of the column studies were in agree-
ment with those of the isotherms in that both 
the methods have shown increased adsorption 
of pure c 12 ABS over the pure c 15 homolog. 
ABS adsorption was also found to substantial-
ly reduce the cation exchange capacities of 
clayey soils, such reduction being proportional 
to the amounts of adsorptions in cases of soils 
containing montmorillonite clay mineral. The 
adsorption of ABS on soils was of the physical 
type brought about by the weak dispersion 
forces and the adsorbate would be leached out 
by detergent free waters . The process of 
adsorption would only temporarily retard the 
movement of ABS in ground waters . 
\I.E. Fisher. "Experimental Studies of Dynamic-all~· 
Loaded Footings on tiand," Civil Engineering Studies, 
Soil Mechanics Series i\'o. 6, July, 1962. b7 pp. 36 
fig;,. 3 lablt·~. 
The general objective of this investigation 
is to acquire information on the strength and 
behavior of spread footings subjected to dyna-
mic forces. To this end a single-degree-of-
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freedom (SDF) model representing the spread 
footing and its supporting m e dium is developed. 
The supporting medium is restricted to either 
a cohesive or cohesionless soil. In addition, 
twenty experimental tests have been conducted 
to aid in the correlation of the model 1 s com-
ponents with the anticipate d r espons e behavior 
of spread footings indicated by the experimental 
results. The tests have been conducted on a 
44- by 60- by 36-inch sand sample contained 
w ithin a timber box. Included in the t est 
series are four static, four semi-infinite 
duration, three long duration, and nine short 
duration tests. The test r es ults are analyzed 
with the aid of an electronic analog computer. 
The SDF model is repres ente d by the computer, 
and the components of the computer are varied 
until the test results are matched by the com-
puter. 
R.K. Sahgal, J .E. Sta llmeyer, a nd 11 .H. ~1un se, "Effect 
of Welding on the Axi al Fatigue Properties of lli gh-
Str ength Structural Steels," Civil Engineering Studies, 
Structural R esearch Series No. 172, March, 1963. !lb 
pp. 23 figs. 13 tables. 
The effect of welding on the axial fatigue 
properties of a quenched and tempere d steel 
in the life range between 100, 000 and 2, 000, 000 
cycles has be e n investigated on a ze ro-to-
tension and partial tension-to-tension stress 
cycle. Included in the studies are the effect 
of surface geometry and the metallurgical 
changes imparted by the welding . 
The test results indicate tha t the intro-
duction of a transverse butt weld in this steel 
decreases the fatigue strength corresponding 
to 2, 000, 000 cycles by approximately 40 per-
cent. On a zero-to-tension stress cycle, no 
significant increase has been found in the 
fatigue strength of welds in the quenched and 
tempered steel over comparable welds in 
ASTM A-7 or A-242 steels. The que nched 
and tempered steel has also been found to be 
more notch sensitive in fatigue and highly sus-
ceptible to even the most minor internal dis-
continuities. 
The data indicate that the superiority of 
the quenched and tempered steel lies in its 
ability to r es ist high mean stresses and is 
thus eminently suited for applications where 
high dead to live load ratios are encountered . 
J.T.P . Yao and W.H. Mun se, "Low-Cycle Fatigue Be-
hav ior of Axiall y Lo aded Specimens of Mild Steel," 
Civil Engineering Studies, Structural Research Series 
No. 236, December. 1962. 62 pp . 58 fi gs. 8 tables. 
Studies have been conducted to evaluate 
the low -cycle high-stress fatigue behavior of 
sev e ral ship steels unde r a varie ty of load-
ing conditions. On the basis of these t es t s 
and r e lated s tudies r eported in the literature 
a ge n e r a l hypothesis describing the cumula -
tive e ffect of plastic deforma tions has been 
developed . With this hypothesis the deforma-
tion obtained in a single loading may be used 
to describe or predict the basic low -cycle 
f a tigue behavior of mild steels for lives up to 
approximately 1, 000 cycles. Furthe r m ore , 
limited correlations w ith existing data from 
other investigations suggest that it may also 
be possible to extend the hypothesis to metals 
other tha n steel. 
J.E. Zimmerman, Jr .. and W.H. Mun se, "Fatigue Be-
havior of Defective \\ e ld ed Joints in HY -80 Step! Sub-
jected to Axial Loading," Civil Engineering Stud; es, 
Structural Research Series No. 252, Jul y, 1962. 39 pp. 
13 figs. 7 tables. 
Defective welds in 3/4 inch HY-80 s t ee l 
and the fatigue behavior of such weld s have 
been investigated. Included were lack of 
penetration, porosity, and s lag inclusion s, 
and the majo r types of internal weld flaws 
which are like ly to occur under field condi-
tions. Methods of consistently producing 
these weld flaws we r e deve loped which made 
possible the prediction of the size and loca -
tion of the flaws . 
Various means of non-destructive testing, 
including visual, magnetic particle, dye pene-
trant, a nd radiog r a phic ins p e ction, we r e used 
to investiga te the defective weldme nt s. In 
a ddition, a method of measuring the size and 
the depth of the flaws in the welds was devel-
oped. 
Axial fatigue tests on plain plate s pecimens 
and transverse butt-we lded specimens have been 
conducted to investigate the effects of surface 
condition and the prese nce of clefe ctive welds 
on the behavior of such members . The r es ults 
of the tests have indicated that the flaw s can 
have a marked e ffect on the fatigue resistance 
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of the members. 
S.H. Simmonds and C. P . Siess, "Effects o f Column 
Stiffness on the Moments in Two-Way Floor Slabs," 
Civil Engineering Studies, Structural Re search Se ·rie s 
No. 253, July, 1962. 216 pp. 116 figs. 
It was the object of this investigation to 
determine the effect of variations in the stiff-
nesses of the supporting beams and columns 
on the bending moments in a continuous two-
way floor slab system. This was accomplished 
by determining the elastic moments at speci-
fic points on the slab for different values of 
these stiffnesses. 
Detailed objectives considered can be 
summarized as follows: a) To determine the 
magnitude and distribution of the slab bending 
moments for different combinations of the 
flexural and torsional stiffnesses of the sup-
porting beams. b) To determine the effect of 
column stiffness on the magnitude of the slab 
moments for a given combination of beam stiff-
nesses . c) To determine the effect of column 
stiffness on the flexural and torsional moments 
in the beams. d ) To consider the effects of 
partial loading. 
The slab system investigated consists 
of nine square panels which are supported on 
a ll four sides by elastic beams which frame 
into columns located at each beam intersec-
tion. Thr ee values of the flexural stiffness 
of the supporting beams were considered in 
all combinations with three values of the tor-
sional stiffness. For each combination of 
beam stiffnesses, five values of the column 
stiffn ess , ranging from ze ro to infinity, were 
used. 
A r educed stiffness was considered for 
exterior beams as compar ed to interior beams. 
Similarly, corner and edge columns were con-
sidered to be less s tiff than interior columns. 
However only one ratio of these stiffness 
values was used. 
For each combination of beam and column 
stiffness a solution was obtained for a uniform-
ly distributed load on all panels. A limited 
number of solutions were obtained for the 
conditions of loading alternate panels with a 
uniformly distributed load. 
G.H. Scott, J.E. Stallmeyer, and W.H. Mun se, "Fatigue 
Strength of Transverse Butt-Welded Joints in N-A-Xtra 
100 Steel," Civil Engineering Studies, Structural 
Nesearch Series No. 254, February, 1963. 36 pp. 31 
figs. 14 tables. 
Axial load fatigue tests on butt - welded 
joints and on as -rolled plate of N-A - Xtra 100 
are reported. All tests on as -rolled plate 
we re conducted on a zero-to-tension stress 
cycle . The majority of t ests on butt-welded 
joints were conducted on three different 
stress cycles: complete reve rsal, zero-to-
tension, and half tension-to-tension. A few 
tests were also carried out on two other 
stress cycles: one-third compression-to-
tension and one-quarte r t ension-to-tension. 
Fatigue lives in the range from 50, 000 to 
2, 000, 000 cycles we re obtained. The data 
are presented in the form of S-N curves and 
are used to develop a Modified-Goodman dia-
gram. 
All welded joints we re subjected to x-ray 
examination and were free from defects within 
the limits of 2 percent sensitivity on the x-rayf'. 
Consistency of the welded joints is indicated 
by the results. 
The results show that N-A-Xtra 100 is a 
weldable steel and does not require any extra-
ordinary precautions. Properties of welded 
joints subjected to fatigue loading are, in 
general, in line with what one would expect 
for a high strength heat-treated structural 
steel on the basis of past experience with 
similar materials of the same thickness. 
F.F. \'ideon, F.\\. Barton , and \\.J. Hall, "Brittle 
Fracture Studies: A. Fracture Propagation in Wide 
Steel Plates Containing Hesidual Stress. B. Fracture 
Propagation in Centrally NotchE'd and \\'elded Steel 
Plates," Cii•il Engineering Studies , Structural Re-
search Series !l'o. 255, Augu st, 1962. 110 pp. 34 
figs. :l tables. 
This investigation was undertaken to study 
the propagation of brittle fractures in wide 
steel plates containing a residual strain field. 
The purpose of this t echnical progress report 
is to present the detailed test data along with 
pertinent discussion. 
fu Part A are presented the results of 
eight tests of six-foot w ide prestressed 
steel plates in which the residual stress field 
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was produced by welding tapered s lot s cut in 
the edges of the specimens. In Part B are 
presented the t es t data from 19 tests of tw o-
foot w ide centrally notched plates , a majority 
of w hich had a longitudinal butt weld. 
Measurements of surface strains, crack 
speed, and specimen temperature were made 
during the fabrication and testing of selected 
specimens . The effects of r esidual and ap-
plied stre ss fields on fracture speed, s train 
field during propagation, and fractur e t exture 
are discussed herein. Also, a numbe r of ob-
servations r egarding the effects of r esidual 
stress, thermal strain cycling a nd notch geo -
metr y on fracture initiation parame t ers a re 
presented. 
W.J. Hall and F.W. Barton, "Studi es of Brittl e Fracture 
Propagation," Civil Engineering Studies, Structural 
Research Series No. 256, J an uary, 1963 . 20 pp. 19 
fig s. 
A summary of the most significant ob -
servations a rising from experimental studi es 
of brittle fracture propagation in w ide steel 
plates conducted as a pa rt of SSC Projects 
SR-137 (Fracture Mechani cs ) a nd SR-1 55 (Low 
Velocity Fracture) is presented in this r eport. 
In thes e studies three general types of w ide 
plate specimens were employe d in w hich meas -
urements of crack speed and s train distribu-
tion we r e made during crack p r opagation. 
Six-foot wide plain plate specimens were 
teste d at an average applied stress of ab out 20 
ksi, 0° F, w ith the notch-wedge -impact method 
of initiation, in orde r to study fract u r e propa -
gation under relative ly steady sta t e conditions; 
the fracture speeds in these t est s were in the 
range of 2000 to 4000 fps and from r ecorded 
strain data it wa s possible to depict the sur-
face str a in field associate d w ith the advanc -
ing f r acture. 
Six-foot wide pre stressed s t eel plates 
w ith a r egion of high t e nsile r es idua l s tra in at 
each edge , and a region of r esidual compre s -
sion in the central portion, we r e t est ed a t 
zero or 3 ksi ave r age applied stress, a t o° F , 
w ith impact initiation, to study low - velocity 
fracture propagation; fracture speeds of 6000 
fps we re recorded in the t ensile zone near the 
initiation source, but speeds as low as 50 fps 
were r e corded in the central portions of the 
plate. The change in the strain fi e l d associa t ed 
w ith the propagating fr a cture as it trave l ed a t 
these r e duced speeds also was s tudied , 
T w o-foot wide centrally notched and 
welded specimens fabricated in differe nt ways 
we r e utilized to study fracture propagation 
unde r conditions of static initia tion and w ith 
fracture speeds of inte rmediate magnitude. 
A majority of these specimens fractured at 
an average a pplied stress of about 10 ksi a nd 
a t empe r a ture of - 40°F; s peeds w ithin 1-1" 
inches of the initiation source , in a r egion 
of high residua l tens ile stress, were as high 
as 5000 fps w h e rea s speeds throughout the 
r emainde r of the specimen, w hich initially 
possessed a low compressive r esidual s tress, 
we r e on the order of 1800 fps . A numbe r of 
obs e rva tions concerning fracture t exture and 
the effe cts of thermal strain cycling a nd 
notch ge om etry as they affect fracture initia-
tion a nd propagation a lso are presented. 
~I. Amin and A. An g, "Analytical and Exper imenta l 
Studies of Curved Members of Closed Thin-Walled Sec-
tions," Civil Engineering Studies, Structural Research 
Series ,\'o . 257, SPptember. 1962. 10'.? pp. 45 fig s. 
9 tahlPS. 
The major part of this r esearch s t udy was 
concerned with the behavior of curved mem -
bers of closed thin-walled sections under c~m­
bined torsiona l and bending loads. Analytical 
a nd expe riment a l studies we r e involved, the 
expe riment a l work being primarily c oncerned 
w ith verifying the analytica l developments . 
The objectives of the analytical s tud i es 
were to develop formulas for estimating the 
stress condition at a ny point in a curved mem -
ber of box section. The formulas we r e intended 
for des i gn purposes and a r e thus made as sim-
ple as possible. These form ulas and the assump-
tions unde rlying the ir development were veri -
fied by t es ting a full-scale membe r under s imu-
l a t ed loading c onditions . 
Both the analytica l and experimental r e -
sults s how that the dominant component of 
the s tress in s uch members i s the transverse 
fl exur a l st r ess , which is caused by the dis-
tortion of the cross section. In this r espect 
the computed s tresses ag r ee very well with 
the measur ed values , and a r e always on the 
safe side. The hig her values of such a s tress 
occur a t the corne r s of the section w ith the 
maximum values occurring a t the two inner 
corne r s . 
The transve r se flexur a l st r esses are 
usually negligible in s tructura l members of 
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open cross - sections, such as I-beams or 
channels . Such a stress, however, turns out 
to be the predominant component in members 
of closed square thin-wa lled sections. The 
design of structural members of this type of 
cross -sections, therefore , r equir es a work-
able formula for predicting this stress com-
ponent . The major contribution of this re-
search study is the development of a formula 
for such purposes, and a critical evaluation of 
other existing formulas for estimating the 
other components of a str ess te!l.sor in mem-
bers of the type considered. It was concluded 
also that the conventional formula for calculat-
ing the axial fl exur a l stress is not applicable 
for curved members. 
K.P. Chuang and A.S. Veletsos, "A Study of Two Ap-
proximate Methods of Analyzing Cylindrical Shell Roofs." 
Ci<•il Engineering Studies, Structural Researrh Series 
. \o. f58, October, 1962. 138 pp. 17 figs. 23 tables. 
This dissertation is concerned with the 
application of the Ritz energy procedure and 
of the method of finite differences to the 
analysis of cylindrical shell roofs that are 
simply supported along the curved edges . 
The condition of support along the longitudinal 
or straight edges is considered to be arbi -
trary. The shell is assumed to be of uniform 
thickness , and the material of the shell is 
assumed to be e l astic . 
While both methods are well known, 
there appea rs to have been no critical study 
made of the a pplica tion of these methods to 
the analys is of shell problems. Brief com -
ments on a few known references on this 
topic are made in later sections of this dis-
sertation. 
The principal objectives of thi s study 
were: a ) to provide information w hich would 
facil itate the application of these methods in 
the solution of specific problems; and b) w ith 
the a id of numerical solutions, to study the 
degree of accuracy tha t. c an be achieved by 
each of these methods w h en a r e l a tive ly 
small number of approximating functions or 
mesh points is us e d. 
H.K. \\" en and A.S .. \" e letsos, "Dynamic Behavior of 
Simp le-Span Hi ghway Bridges." and W.H. Munse and 
J.E . Sta llm eyer, "Fatigue in We ld ed Beams and Gir-
ders," Civil Engineering Studies, Structural Research 
Series No. f59, Reprint From Bulletin 315 (1962). 
62 pp. 3-i figs. 12 tables. 
A 
This paper presents the results of an 
analytical study on the dynamic behavior of 
simple - span highway bridges traversed by 
heavy vehicles. The factors that affect the 
dynamic response of such bridges are reviewed, 
and the influence of several of these is dis -
cussed . The factors considered include the 
speed of the vehicle, the spacing of the vehicle 
axles , the dynamic conditions of the bridge 
and the vehicle as the vehicle enters on the 
span, and the unevenness of the bridge surface. 
Most of these factors have been found in field 
tests to be responsible for major dynamic ef-
fects in highway bridges . 
The approach used in this study consists 
in taking certain "representative" bridges and 
vehicles, and evaluating the effects of the 
parameters enumerated above by varying one 
parameter at a time. The bridges considered 
are of the I-beam type with span lengths in 
the range between 20 and 78 ft. This type of 
bridge consists of a series of steel girders 
and a reinforced concrete slab. With a few 
exceptions, the vehicle loading used corres-
ponds to the heavy rear axles of a tractor-
semitraile r combination with weights equal to 
those of the rear axles of an H20-Sl6 vehicle. 
In the analysis , the bridge is idealized as 
a simply support ed beam and the vehicle as a 
two-axle sprung load unit. Since the system 
is considered to have no width, the effect s of 
the torsional oscillations of the bridge and the 
rolling of the vehicle about its longitudinal axis 
cannot be taken into account . The representa-
tion of the vehicle as a two-axle load is one 
of the distinguishing features of this study. 
B 
In recent years there has been a marked 
increase in the use of welding of highway 
bridges, particularly for welded girder bridges. 
At the same time, this increase in the applica -
tion of we lding to bridges has r esulted in a 
greate r need for informa tion concerning the 
fatigue behavior of such structures. 
The current A WS d e sign specifications for 
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welde d bridges are based on a consideration 
of fatigue. The problem of d e signing for 
fatigue,' however, is complicated by the f a ct 
that the fatigue beha vior va ries cons ide r ably 
for the compone nt mem be rs, connections, 
a nd details of such structures. Some n1embe r s 
o r details may rec e ive r e lative ly few and others 
may receive many applications of maximum 
loa d; some members or loca tions may be sub -
jected to relative ly small changes in s tr ess 
and others may r e c e ive r eve r sal s or large 
ranges of stress during a loading . These a r e 
factors of major impo rta nc e and need to be 
t aken into account in design if the s truc tures 
a r e to resist efficiently a nd economic a lly 
the loads to w hich they a r e subjected . 
Also of importa nc e to the beh avior of 
structures subjected to r epeat ed loads is the 
geometry of the d et a ils of the individual part s 
tha t make up the structure. The resulting 
stress concentrations have a marked effec t 
on the behavior of the structure and may, in 
fact, be r esponsible for failures unless they 
a r e properly provided for in the design. 
This pape r s ummarizes the results of 
a numbe r of t ests made at the University of 
Illinois in r e c e nt y ear s to demonstrate the 
effec t of details on the fatigue behavior of 
welded fl exur a l members. Details such as 
splices , stiffeners, cover plates and attach-
ment s , all of w hich can be expect ed to produce 
reductions in the fatigue s tr ength of the basic 
membe r, h ave been included. In addition, the 
fatigue behavior of these members i s related 
to that of the basic material, thereby making 
it possible to obtain an indica tion of the effec -
tive stress conc entra tion of the va rious details 
s tudied . 
In this evalua tion of l aboratory data, the 
t est conditions a r e r e l a t ed to actual se r vice 
conditions; howe v e r, because of the many dif -
fe r ent combinations of loading obtainable in 
the fi e ld, only s e l ected service conditions will 
be r e l a t ed directly t o the data . Neverth e l ess , 
inte rpolations and extrapolati ons from the 
l abo ratory data provide a gene r a l indica tion 
of the behavior that c a n be exp ect ed under 
various service conditions. Though very 
limited in numbe r, service r ecords from actual 
structures in which fatigue failur es ha v e 
developed provide another means of r e l a ting 
the laboratory data w ith the fie ld behavior. 
H. Yama:-;h iro and C'.P. Si('""· "\lonwnt-Hotation 
C'harrtL'lC'ristics o f H0inforc·('d C'oncrC'tC' \! embers SuiJ-
jC'l'lt'd to Bending. Shear. an d .\ xia l Load," ('i1•il 
r.'nyinreriny Studies, Struetura/ Nesearch Series \'o. 
.?liO. DPc<•mhN. 1%:!. :2:21 pp. h7 fig,-. 19 table,;. 
The wo r k r epo rted h e r e in was carried 
out as part of an investigation to obtain 
fundament al info r mation on the strength and 
deformation c haracteristic s of beam-column 
connection s . An ea rli e r phase, involving 
specimens subjected to transverse load only, 
was reported by Burns in January 1962 . The 
current phase is concerned with bea1n-column 
connections subject ed to combined transverse 
and axial loading. The expe rimenta l wo r k 
was oriented so as to obtain maximum in-
fonnation about deformations . 
Extensive investigations on the strength 
of reinforced concre t e me1nbers subjected to 
the inost usual cases of loading have been con-
ducted and reported in the technical literature, 
and it is now possible to predict their strength 
with satisfactory accuracy . However , little 
is known and a relatively small amount of 
re search has been done regarding their capac -
ity for deformation. 
A knowl edge of the deformation capacity 
of a reinforced concrete member is important 
in many aspects of reinforced concrete design. 
The ability of a structure to with s tand safely 
earthquake motions or blast l oadings depends 
on both the strength and the deformation ca-
pacity of its members . This knowledge is al -
so needed if limit design procedures are to 
be applied to reinforced concrete structures . 
The deformation capacity of reinforced 
concrete frames subjected primarily to 
l ateral loading or deformation depends main-
ly on the deformati on capacity of the connec -
tions, because it i s at the connections where 
most of the defo r mations occur . In rectangu-
lar frames , there are basically three geometri -
cally different t ypes of connections. However, 
the variety of l oading conditions they may be 
subjected to is very great, and a given type of 
connection may behave differently unde r dif-
ferent loading conditions . 
In this investigation, which consisted of 
both expe riment a l and analytical phases, 
e l even connections of Type Bz we r e tested. 
Since the t es t s were conce rned mainly with 
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column members, the amount of reinforce -
me nt at both faces was equal. The primary 
var!ables were the magnitude of the axial 
load and the amount of longitudina l r e inforc e -
ment; four values of the axial load , including 
ze ro, a nd three perc e ntages of longitudina l 
r e inforcement we r e used. On the basis of 
s tudies of the r es ults of these t es t s as we ll 
as thos e by McCollister and Burns, analytica l 
procedures for estima ting moments and defor-
mations a t three stages of the behavior of 
the specimens we r e developed; the three 
stages considered were : yield of the t ension 
reinforcement, first visible s igns of crushing 
in the concrete, and colla p se of the member . 
These procedures then were used to compute 
mome nts and deflections a t a ll three stages 
fo r a ll specimens in the three t est programs, 
except that va lues we r e not computed at col-
lapse for the specimens t es t e d by McCollister. 
Finally, the computed qua ntities we r e com -
pared w ith the measured va lues . 
T . Yoshihara, A.R . Robinson , and J .L. ~lc-rritt, "lnt0r-
action of Pl ane Elastic Waves with an Elastic Cylindrical 
Sh0!1," Civil Engineering Studies, Structural Research 
Series No . '£61, Contract Nonr 1834(03), J anuary. 196:1. 
129 pp. 49 figs. 6 tab les. 
The purpose of this s tudy was to inves -
tigate the inte raction of plane e l as tic waves 
w ith a thin, hollow , cylindrica l s h e ll embedded 
in a n elastic medium. 
The cylindrical shell is cons ide r ed to 
be e lastic, isotropic, homoge n eous , a nd of 
infinite length. It is surrounded by an e l as tic, 
isotropic, and homoge neous medium w h ose 
motions conform to the ordinary theory of 
elasticity. A plane stress wav e , e ithe r dila-
t a tional or shear, w ith a step v a riation in 
time, whose wave front trave ls in a direc-
tion p e rpendicular to the cylinder axis, en-
velops the shell. Late r, a Duhame l integ ral 
is used to study other wave shapes for the 
incident stress. 
The response of the shell is studied by 
expressing the two components of displace-
ment , radial and tang ential, in t e rms of 
Fourier series, each t e rm of which is c a lled 
a mode . The equat ions of motion of the shell 
in vacuo are derived from expressions giving 
the strain and kinetic e nergies due to general -
i ze d external forces . Forces on the shell 
r esult from the s tres ses in the medium a t the 
boundary. Stresses in the medium a r e t aken 
to be the sum of the s tresses due to the incom -
ing str ess wave expr essed in t e rm s of Fourier 
se ries whose coefficients a r e know n, and those 
due to the r efl ect ed a nd diffracted effect s ex-
pressed in t e r ms of a pair of displacement 
potentials representing waves diverging from 
the axis of the s h e ll. 
The equations to be solved consist of t wo 
pairs of coupled integro-differential equations 
in the generalized coordinates of the shell and 
the displacement pot entials . By use of a digi-
t al comput er they a r e solved modewise by a 
step- by- step iterative integration technique 
known as the Newmar k Bet a Method , with 
which values for the potential functions, and 
the acce l erations, velocities, a nd d i s place-
ments of the she ll are determined. Stresses 
in the she ll a r e found from the displacements, 
and the values of the potential functions per-
mit determination of s tresses for any point in 
the medium . 
Although the e qua tions are w ritten to in-
clude an infinite number of modes , only the 
first three modes a r e considered in detail. 
The computed solution is compared with 
v a lues obtained from a series expans ion of the 
equa tion s , w hich is valid for s hort times , and 
w ith the s t a tic solution based on the theory of 
e la s ticity to w hich the general solution s hould 
approach asymptotica lly. In addition, the r e -
sults of two particular problems are compared 
w ith r esults given in a nothe r study. 
Nume rical solutions a r e obtained to deter-
m ine the effect of the several parameters w hich 
describe the r e l a tive physica l properties of 
the s h ell and medium. Results a r e presented 
in t abular a nd graphical form. 
11 .J. Hall , II . J . Nord0ll. and l\ .H. \lun se, "Studi0::; 
of ll 0lding Pro c0du r0s, " Ci1•il Engineeriny Studirs, 
Structural Ile search Series /l'o. 262, Nov0mb0r. 196:2. 
14 pp. :20 [igs. :l tables. ( R0prin t('(I from l\'eldinq 
J ournal Research Supplement . Nov0mber, 1962.) 
The r esults of a se ries of t e nsile t es ts of 
longitudinally welded and notched w ide-pla te 
steel specimens made from A212 Grade B 
(firebox quality) steel are reported . In the 
preliminary phas e of the program, six dif -
ferent types of notches we r e investigated; 
from these studies it was conclude d that low-
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stress brittle failures may be initiated from 
notches made after completion of we lding as 
well as from notches pre sent during the weld-
ing process. In addition, it has been asce r-
tained that the weld need not be intact a t the 
time of fracture in order for low -stress frac-
ture initiation to occur. 
The main investigation involved studies 
with two types of Vee-shaped notches, one 
placed in the specimen before welding and the 
other after welding. Strength-trans ition 
temperature curves were obtained for as -
welded specimens w ith both types of notches. 
Also, the effects of preheat were studied to 
a limited extent, and t ests were carried out 
w ith a few specimens w hich had been thermal-
ly or mech anically s tress relieved. It was 
found that thermal stress relief and mechani -
cal stress relief afforded benefit to the extent 
that the specimen failed a t or near general 
yield, However, fractur e in these cases was 
observed to be associated w ith a relatively 
small amount of ine l astic deformation. With 
one exception, a ll specimens fractured in a 
b rittle manner. Certain other observations 
a r e pres ented concerning fracture mode and 
a ppea rance . Test r esult s a r e also evaluated 
in the light of w ork r eported by other inves-
tigators throughout the world . 
\l.D . \ anderbilt, M. \. Sozcn, and C.P. SiP:'><, "DdlPc-
tions of Heinforced Concr('f(' Floor Slali",'. ri1,il En-
yinuring Studies, Structural He s' arch Srries \ o 263. 
\pr il. 1963. 287 pp. 1:19 figs. 1b LahJP,.;. 
The current building code provisions on 
deflections consider, in an implicit manner , 
only a few of the many factors affecting deflec-
tions. Hence the thickness a nd thickness -to -
span limitations prescribed by the codes can -
not be exp e cted to pre v ent excess ive deflections 
in all cases. 
The frame analysis method does t ake into 
acc ount all of the factors a ffec ting deflections 
of both ideally elastic a nd r e inforced concrete 
structures. In using the frame analysis t o com-
pute the deflections of a structure the loading 
case to be considered is that of a ll pane ls uni-
formly loade d. The data a vailable indicate tha t 
w hile pattern loadings cause maximum moments 
at various points they seldom cause maximum 
deflections, and when the y do cause maximwn 
deflections these are usually not appreciably 
larger than the deflections for all pane ls loade d, 
He nce the major effect of patte rn loadings 
a ppears to be that of c aus ing additional crack-
ing w hich in turn may he lp to increas e deflec-
tions. 
The efficacy of the frame analysis method 
was shown by the r esults of analyses of both 
ideally e l astic and r e inforced concrete s truc-
tures , The s tructures considered a ll con-
tained nine square pane ls a rranged three -by-
three. Additional tests of structures contain-
ing more panels with other arrangements of 
panel layouts are required to p rove that the 
method may be extended to these cases. How-
ever , for s tructures w ith nonsymmetrical, 
regular layouts the frame analyses may be 
expected to give acceptable results. 
The major unknown in predicting the 
total deflections of a r einforced concrete slab, 
other than the amount of the live load to as-
sume as acting permanently, is how much in-
crease in deflection will be caused by time-
dependent effects. This is one area in which 
much additional research effort is still re -
quired. Additional information is also needed 
concerning how much relative deflection can 
be tolerated by different types of construction 
supported on slabs . 
The frarne analysis procedure developed 
in this report makes available a method of 
predicting deflections of multiple -panel re-
inforced concrete floor slabs . The applica-
tion of the procedure does not require an ex-
cessive amount of office time and computa-
tions need only be made to within slide rule 
accur acy . 
H. E. Shewmaker. \!. Xanthakis. and \I.\ . SozPn. " \' Pr)' 
Small Scale. lfoinforcPd Concrete. \lul ti-Panl'I Flat 
Slab"." Ciril Enginecriny Studies. Structural Hesearch 
Seri es \o. 21i5. JunP. 196:1. 171 pp. 7:2 fig>'. 6 tablPs. 
As a res ult of the test and analysis of 
Structure F4, a 1/16- scal e mode l of a r e in-
forced concrete fla t slab fl oor, the feasibility 
of using thP small-sca l e models to s tudy the 
behavior of the prototype h as been demon-
strated, Observed differences of be havior 
between t est structures of diffe r ent s i ze we re 
a r es ult of the different material prope rties . 
Test Structur e FS, a lso a 1/16-scale model 
of a r e inforc e d concrete flat slab floor, was 
t e sted a.nd a nalyze d . Thi s structure was de-
signed by a n ew procedure proposed by 
------ -
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Hatcher. The results showed that the behavior 
was quite satisfactory and the structure pos-
sessed greater reserve strength than a simi-
lar structure designed by Section 1004 of ACI 
318-56. Observed deflections we re smaller 
in the structure based on the n ew procedure 
than those in the structure designed by the 
Code. 
Extensive analyses carried out by the 
yield line concept revealed that considerable 
variation in the computed strength of the vari-
ous assumed mechanisms could be arrived at, 
depending on the assumption made in regard 
to the distribution of shear at the supports. 
The tests emphasized the fact that in any 
analysis carried out by the yield line method 
based strictly on flexural hinges, that flexure 
must control. The failure must not be caused 
by shear , torsion or bond . Also any value of 
the strength of an actual structure with finit e 
dimensions arrived at by the yield line method 
should be r ega rded as a guide and not a unique 
value . 
It follows from the studies r eported h e r e 
that needed information on the behavior of re-
inforced concrete slabs with openings, irregu-
lar layouts and boundary conditions , and load-
ing arrangements can be ob:ained from t ests 
on very small scale reinforced concrete models. 
The main advantage of such models is that they 
indicate the factor of safety as well as the 
serviceability conditions and point out weak-
nesses of the structural form, if any. 
G.N. Harper and A. Ang , "A Numerical Procedure for 
the Analy s is of Contained Pl ast ic Flow Probl ems," 
Civil Engineering Studies , Structural Research Series 
No. '266, June , 1963. 95 pp. 41 figs. 
The object of this investigation is the 
development of a systematic numerical pro-
cedure for determining the displacements, 
strains, and stresses w ithin a plane continuum 
wherein certain r egions have been strained 
beyond an elastic yie ld limit. Such a procedure 
should make possible the observation of the 
development of the stress and strain patte rns 
around regions of high stress intensity, such 
as r egions around notches, holes , and points 
of concentrated loads. 
Procedure h e re is restricted to pla ne, 
static problems, and example problems a re 
further r estricted to plane strain conditions. 
The procedure itself is applicable to plane 
stress problems if the relations betwe e n 
stress and strain for plane stress conditions 
are substituted for those of plane strain. The 
material of the continuum is considered to be 
isotropic and elastic-perfectly-plastic, a nd 
the problems are solved for continuously in-
creas ing external loads. Unloading from a 
plastically strained state is not considered . 
The numerical procedur e is essentially 
a r e l axation t echnique applied to a discrete 
physical model composed of suitably arranged 
stress points and mass points. Plastic yield-
ing a nd flow in the solid is charact erized by 
the corresponding yielding and flow of the 
s tress points of the model. Introduction of 
the discrete model r educ es the problem of 
the continuum w ith an infinite number of 
degrees of fre e dom to a problem in particle 
mechanics with a finite numbe r of degrees of 
freedom. The primary advantage of such a 
technique is that it makes possible the solu-
tion of problems not tractable by ordinary 
mathematical analysis, particularly problems 
involving partial loadings and complicated 
boundary conditions. The basic disadvantage 
of the discrete mode l approach is its very 
finiteness--stresses and displacements a r e 
defined only a t a finite number of points. 
Hence frequently the finit e model can furnish 
only a rough quantitative measure of the true 
but unknown solution in the continuum. To 
gain some notion of the accuracy of the model 
used in this investigation, a problem in plane 
e lasticity for w hich the re is an analytic solu-
tion is solved by using the model and the r e -
sults compared to the analytic solution. 
Onc e the leve l of external loading has 
been raised to a sufficiently high l eve l, the 
more highly stressed regions of the continuum 
begin to yield, or flow plastically. The initia-
tion of yielding is dete rmined by the M i ses-
Hencky yield criterion. The reafte r, yielded 
r egions are assumed to obe y the plastic stress-
strain relations postulated by the Prandtl-
Reuss theory. T wo examples of problems 
wherein plastic flow has taken place over a 
finit e r egion are included to demonstrate the 
applica tion of the numerical procedure. 
The e ntire proc e dure for handling plane 
problems of contained plastic flow in elastic-
p e rfectly-plastic continua has been code d for 
us e on the IBM 7090 digital computer. Only 
the t w o numerical solutions m e ntioned above 
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a r e in cluded in the the s i s; an extensive in-
vesti gat ion of t h e various problems of interest 
in contained plastic flow falls outside the 
scope of this work. 
P.K.H. Dai and C. P . Sioss. ".\nalytical Study of Com-
posite Beams with InelasLic Shear Connection." Cii·il 
Engineering Studies, Structural Research Series .\'o. 
:167, June, 1963. 111 pp. 36 fig,.,. :? tabJP~. 
The problem of contained plastic flow 
of simply-supported composite T-bearns under 
flexural loading has been treated analytically. 
The analysis was rnade on the basis of incom -
plete interaction between the composite ele-
ments, and considered the inelastic behavior 
of the shear connection. The stress - strain 
relations for steel and concrete were assumed 
to be e l asto - plastic, and the load- slip rela-
tion for the shear connection was idealized by 
three straight - line segments. On the consider -
ation that the she ar connectors are placed at 
discrete points along a bearn, the basic equa-
tion for the problem was derived in the form 
of a set of simuJ.tan'=ous difierence equations 
with variable coefficients. The solutions for 
these equations yield such quantities as the 
deformations and stresses at each section of 
a beam, the slip at the shear connection, and 
the force at each shear connector, which com-
pletely characte r ize the behavior of such beams. 
It has not been the intention of this thesis 
to provide general conclusions regarding the 
effects of certain variables on the behavior of 
the composite beams on the basis of the re -
sults obt a ined from a few examples . The main 
object of this t h esis was to demonstrate that 
the behavior of such beams can be analyzed 
reason abl y well by the appl ication of numerical 
techniques . Although the procedure developed 
herein applies only to those composite beams 
in which the steel beam is a standard wide 
flange sect ion, and the shear connection con-
sists of equally spaced shear connectors, the 
method can be extended with slight modifica-
tions to cover other types of composite beams , 
in which t he dead l oad st r ain may also be con-
side r ed . With the availabili ty of automatic 
computers having larger capacities and higher 
speeds, it becomes feasible to analyze a large 
number of problems wit h a selected range of 
variables, and thus t o make an exhaustive study 
of the factors which affect the behavior of such 
beams . T h e r esult of such a study may provide 
a SOlmd basis on which the results of a few 
tests can be extended to the wider range of 
variables encountered in highway bridges. 
II.II. \lunse. "E,·aluation of HY-b() Ste el l'nder Repeated 
Load>' , " Struc/1m1l Res em111. Conlract \Ohs 771 :n. 
Final H<>port. \o, ember. 1 $Hi~ . 1 :I pp. 1 table. 
This is the final report of a cooperative 
investigation initiated at the University of 
Illinois as of May 1959 to evaluate the be-
havior under repeated loads of weldments in 
HY-80 steel. Extensions 0£ this program 
were approved in June 1960 and July 1961 and 
the objectives of the investigation increased 
to include additional studies. 
Prior to the initiation of this investigation 
and several related studies started at about 
the same time at other locations, little was 
known of the fatigue resistance of HY-80 and 
HY-80 weldments. The program summarized. 
herein was planned to provide rapidly a 
lirnited amount of general information concern-
ing the fatigue behavior of HY-80 weldrnents 
and then was expanded to provide more ex-
tensive fatigue information for a variety of 
structural members and details under a 
variety of stress cycles. 
Three technical reports have been pre-
sented to the sponsor in fulfillment of the 
contract . A brief summary of each of these 
reports is assembled here as the final report 
of the program . The reports summarized 
here are Structural Research Series 204, 
250 and 252, the abstracts of which are pre-
sented in this publication series. 
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H.N. Ghosh, "An Analyti cal Design and Analog 
Studies of a Closed Loop System in the Pre:H'ncc 
of Co rruptin g Signal s," CSL Report 1-114, July, 
1962. 36 pp. 19 figs. 
One of the major objectives of any con-
trol system design is the maintenance of a 
desired r e l a tionship between the input and the 
output of the system. But in many cases the 
system is subj ected to other disturbing forces 
or noises a long w ith the input s igna l. These 
corrupting signals may be the noise at the in-
put or thos e e nte ring the syste1n a t different 
points other than the main input. As a result, 
the conventional design of the syst ems fails 
to give the prescribed output for a given in-
put in the presence of these nois es . 
The system response may also change 
due to change in the paramete rs or character-
istics of the plant due to aging or changes in 
the e nvironment. This change in the para -
meters of the plant can also be looked upon a.s 
possible inaccuracy with which the plant ide n-
tification has been made . Howe v e r, it is of-
ten d e sired that the de sign should be such 
that the r e sponse of the system w ill deviate 
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from the expected one within a certain tolerance 
in spite of these inexactly known parameters. 
For this r eason, it becomes imperative 
that two degrees of freedom, which can be 
achieved by ordinary fe e dback systems, must 
be fully utilize d. By d egr ees of fr eedom, it 
is meant h e r e how many signals the system 
can inde pendently control. If the system has 
one degree of fr eedom and that has been utilize d 
to g ive a d es ired trans i ent response or a n 
optimum filt e r of Wiener type , it cannot satis -
factorily r eject the corrupting s ignals like load 
disturbance or instrument noise. It is quite 
well-know n tha t the effect of parameter varia-
tion on the system r es pons e can be minimized 
by a high l oop-gain . It can be easily s hown 
that the same is true about the load disturbance 
w hile the instrument noise acts as the limiting 
fac tor on the loop-gain bandwidth . Unless the 
pl ant it self can give sufficient loop-gain band-
width, it is quite appa r ent that another degree 
of freedom (i. e ., some compensating block in 
feedback path) must be utili zed to get proper 
feedback which will make the system less sen-
siti ve and reject the load distrubance sati sfac -
torily without allowing too much instrument 
noise to appear at the 01~tput. 
In thi s r epor-t, the r esults of the s tudy of a 
closed loop sys t em respons e in the presenc e 
of the above c omputing signals have been pr e -
sent ed , both for a s ingle degree a nd t wo deg r ee 
freedom system, Also, a n optim um d es ign to 
determine two inde pendent system functions giv-
ing these t wo d eg r ees of freedom has been dis-
cussed. 
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R. G. Bachman, "Application of a Compu ler Controlled , 
Automatic Teaching System lo Network Synthes is, " 
CSL Report 1-115, August, 1962. 54 pp. 3 figs. 
PLATO II is the second in a series of 
systems designed to study problems in using 
a general purpose digital computer to control 
complex teaching operations. Such a device 
promises to become important in education be-
cause a large number of student consoles can 
share the data handling and computational ad-
vantages of a central computer. The use of a 
computer provides extreme flexibility in the 
manner of presentation of material sinc e 
changes in teaching logic merely require modi-
fication of the computer program. Further-
more, it is a simple matter for the computer 
to keep a complete record of each student's 
progress through the course of a machine les-
son . 
An additional unique feature of PLATO 
which is demonstrated in the present expe ri-
ment is that an almost unlimited variety of 
student responses (answers) can be programmed 
to appear on the student ' s display equipment. 
Thus the machine is able to display and judge 
not only word and numerical answers, but 
also answers comprised of any special sym-
bols which may be appropriate to a particular 
subject matter. The lessons in network syn-
thesis demonstrate this feature by allowing the 
student to construct circuit diagrams on his 
TV display as answers to network problems. 
The computer then indicates whether or not 
the circuit is correct. 
The PLATO teaching system is an out-
growth of the "teaching machine" concept. 
The interested reader may refer to references 
4 and 5 in this report for a summary of the 
development of such devices. The PLATO sys-
tem is one of the first teaching systems to 
employ the concept of centralized multi-student 
control using a digital computer as against 
the free - standing type of device . 
V. v. Athani, "A Survey of Identification Techniques, " 
CSL Report 1-116, Augu t , 1962. 31 pp. 7 fig s. 
The object of this paper is to survey 
literature on identification techniques. The 
following classification of the various techni-
ques of identification is found convenient and 
systematic: a) correlation techniques; b) 
matched filter techniques; c) approximation 
techniques using (1) orthogonal functions, (2) 
digital techniques, and (3) Maclaurin series; 
d) frequency response techniques; e) techni-
ques for time varying parameter syste1ns; 
and f) techniques for identification of nonlinear 
systems. 
A brief review of the basic principles of 
each of the above technique s is followed by a 
classified bibliography. Although an attempt 
has been made to include all important refer-
ences on the subject, no claim for exhaustive-
ness of the bibliography is made. 
B.L. Hick s and J.K. Aggarwal , " Numerical Studic-s of 
Strong Shock Waves , Part II: Res ults of!lliac Cal c ula-
tion s ," CSL Report f-117, January , 1963. 27 pp . 
7 figs . 
Careful analysis of the ILLIAC iterations 
has be e n completed for a Mach number M1 = 
3. 17 for J = 9 stations in the shock and a 
fixed s e t of the other parameters. From this 
analysis we have learned a great deal concern-
ing the characteristics of the solutions of the 
Boltzmann difference equation for this set of 
parameters. This knowledge can be expressed 
in terms of the following conclusions: 
1) Conve rgence is obtained within a few 
iterations. 
2) Solutions are stable with respect to 
continued iterations. 
3) The probable errors of the moments of 
f, the velocity distribution function, range 
from O. 06% for ~to O. 8% for M:J• a moment 
that is related to the lateral temperature. 
4) Each moment appears to be a quite 
simple function of n, the number density. The 
relationship between each moment and n follows 
closely that predicted from the Mott-Smith 
model except for the two highest moments cal-
culated . Mott - Smith functions fitted to the f 
tables that were calculated by the Monte-Carlo 
program yield values of number density which 
agree very well with the number densities cal-
culated directly from the f tables . 
5) The longitudinal temperature and also a 
certain combination of the heat flux with the 
lateral temperature can, in their dependence 
upon the number density, n, be calculated a 
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priori from the conservation equations. The 
longitudinal temperature , T x• h as a maximum 
within the shock for My> 1. 8, a nd the r efo r e , 
in particular, for M1 = 3 .17. The Boltzmann 
function per molecule , h, was found from the 
calculations to be n ea rly a linear function of 
T x• 
6) The reciprocal (density) shock thick-
n ess in units of the upstream mean free path 
is estimated to be O. 47 + O. 09. 
7) "Clamping" and a ( s lightly w rong ) 
smoothing process , each a pplied to ,.e and ~. 
produc e little effect on the r esults of the cal-
culations. 
8) The effects of correcting three e rror s 
in the ILLIAC programs w ill be s tudied in d e tail 
on the CDC-1604. These e rrors a r e a ll small 
one s and occurred, r es pective ly, in the Monte -
Carlo, the moment correction a nd the smooth-
ing programs. (Remova l of the Monte-Carlo 
a nd moment e rrors in the 1604 program has 
made possible stable c a lcula tions for J = 17 
stations and M1 = 3.17 tha t we r e not obtained 
w ith the ILLIAC program.) 
9) More detailed comparisons of the cal-
culated results w ith Mott-Smith functions w ill 
probably be useful in unde rsta nding both the 
solutions obtained of the Boltzmann difference 
equation and the na ture of the nume rica l methods 
be ing used. 
H. Bobotek , "Capacity of the Plato II System Using 
the CSX-1 Computer as the Control Element," CSL 
Report 1-118, September, 1962. 10 pp. 3 figs. l table . 
The compute r used as the control e l ement 
may limit the capacity of the PLATO sys t em 
e ither by the amount of availabl e storage or by 
the speed of its operations. The limita tions 
due to speed, howeve r, do not appea r to be 
significant for a system serving l ess than 1000 
students; consequently only the r estrictions 
imposed by storage available in the CSX-1 
computer .will be conside r ed . 
For purpose of analysis, the computer 
storage used by the present PLATO II system 
may be divide d into four parts. Part I, the 
Control Program, is essentially the sequence 
of instructions implementing the t eaching logic. 
Parts II, III, and IV consis t of parame t e rs and 
storage locations e xclusive ly: Part II, the 
Lesson Plan, contains the information specify-
ing permissible sequences of presenta tion of 
the material a nd the correct a nswe rs toques -
tions ; Part III, the Bookkeeping Section, con-
s ists of sets of banks in w hich the d esc ription 
of the current s tatus of each student is main-
t a ined; Part IV, the Record of Eve nts, con-
s i s ts essentially of s t a t ements, chronological-
ly a rra ng ed, which d esc ribe se l ect ed event s 
of the instruction seque nc e . 
J.B. Cruz, Jr., "Time-Varying and Active Net\\orl< 
Theory," CSL Report 1-1 19, November, 1962. 12 pp. 
The IRE Transactions on Circuit Theory 
continues to be the principal journal of r e -
search in active and time -va rying network 
theory in the United Sta t es . During the three-
year p e riod covered by this r e port, a sym -
posium on active networks a nd f eedback sys-
t ems was held at the Polytechnic Institute of 
Brooklyn in April, 1960 . The proceedings of 
the conference were published in 1961. A fair -
ly extens ive but not exhuastive p e rtinent 
bibliography on time -va rying a nd active net-
wo rks at the e nd of this r eport includes most 
papers from the above sources . 
For the purpose of thi s r eport, progress 
is r eviewed under four sub -headings : active 
N -port networks, synthesis of active two-
ports, sen s itivity cons ide r ations, and time -
varying n e tworks and systems . Much of the 
theor etica l work in active networks is in-
fluenced by the availability of new semi-
conductor devices w ith novel characteristics. 
In time -varying system theory, further theo r e -
tica l work is motivat ed by applications such 
as control of m i ss iles whose dynamic charac-
teristics change during flight. 
S. J . Kahn e, "Note on Two Point Boundary Value Prob-
lems," CSL Report 1-120, J anuary, 19 63. 5 pp. 
Much of the rec ent control theory lite r a -
ture has d ealt with the "optimal control prob-
l em" . In the solution to this problem it fr e -
quently occurs tha t a t wo point boundary va lue 
problem (TPBVP) must be s olve d. Frie dla nd, 
for exampl e , suggests tha t the TPBVP i s a 
n ecessa ry part of the solution to these optimi-
zation problems . He r e fers to the indirect 
a pproach to the variational problem of 
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determining the m1n1murn of a general func-
tional subject to side conditions (in the form 
0f differential equations and integrals). This 
is one of two ways to solve optimization prob-
lems and indeed, does lead to this computa-
tionally difficult TPBVP. Without discussing 
further the pros and cons of the indirect ap-
proach, this note deals with an interesting 
method of solution of the TPBVP. The method 
given here is due to Warner and has found its 
way into the literature of numerical analysis. 
However, it does not seem to have had wide-
spread use in the area of system optimiza-
tion theory. It is, of course, equally appli-
cable to any other branch of technology which 
finds itself confronted with the TPBVP. 
\\.Mayeda, "Realizability of Fundamental Cut-Set Mat.. 
ricesofOriented Graphs," CSL Report R-143, July, 
196 2. 13 pp. 4 figs. 
By modifying the method in "Necessary 
and Sufficient Conditions for Realizability of 
Cut-Set Matrices", realizability conditions 
for fundamental conditions of oriented graphs 
can be obtained. The testing procedure for 
the oriented graphs is the same as that for 
the non-oriented graphs. However, the 
realizability conditions for oriented graphs 
are more restricted than those for non-oriented 
graphs which can be seen in Theorem 1 in 
this paper. 
L.S. Kypta, "Automatic Air Traffic Control, Part I: :\ 
Projected System," CSL Report R-145, August, 1962. 
39 pp. 
The automatic air traffic control system 
described in this report consists of automatic 
control centers for en route control and small 
satellite computers for approach-departure 
control. Each automatic control center is 
composed of 5 automatic sections providing 
the following functions: 1) position gathering 
and tracking; 2) internal communication; 3) 
manual input and display; 4) control; and 5) 
information storage. An automatic center is 
capable of controlling over 1000 aircraft simul-
taneously. Each satellite computer is intended 
to control approaching and departing aircraft 
for one airport and is capable of controlling 
50 flights simultaneously. The goal in tlie 
design of the system is to provide a system that 
in no way hinders traffic flow and also is safe 
and simple to use. To achieve this goal, it is 
necessary to automate all processes in which 
information flows in large quantities or is 
rapidly changing. The most important process 
falling in this category is decision making; 
consequently, decision making has been auto-
mated. All processes in which information 
is slowly changing or infrequently exchanged 
are to be executed manually. 
F.M. Probst, "Energy Distribution of Electrons Ejected 
From Tungsten by He+", CSL Report R-147, July, 
1962. 19 pp. 6 figs. 
This paper presents the results of a much 
simplified treatment of the ejection of electrons 
from tungsten by He+. The agreement between 
the experimental distribution and the one pre-
dicted by this method is reasonably good. 
Specifically it is felt that the agreement is 
sufficiently good to substantiate the hypothe-
sized importance of the electron-electron 
interactions. It is quite possible that this 
treatment or some modification of it might 
also be applicable to other systems. In parti-
cular, the results obtained by Hagstrum for 
He+ on silicon and germanium show a double 
peaked structure which fits nicely into this 
theory. The technique of using secondary 
electron data to fit the low energy portion of 
the distribution !:;light also be applied to the 
energy distributions of photoelectrons. 
M. Raether, "Experimental Test of the Clump Hypothesis 
of\ acuum Breakdo"\\n for Low Voltages," CSL Report 
R-148, July. 1962. 5 pp. 1 fig. 
In order to test whether clumps are respon-
sible for vacuum breakdown, an experiment 
was designed which intended to demonstrate 
clump induced breakdown in a realistic situa-
tion. 
Although no positive conclusions can be 
drawn from this experiment concerning the 
mechanism of vacuum breakdown, it is be-
lieved that the failure to verify the clump 
hypothesis indicates that for small gaps (for 
which breakdown voltage is proportioned to the 
field strength) the explanation for vacuum 
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breakdown under ultra-high vacuwn conditions 
should be sought in field emission phenomena. 
W. F . McGee, "A Numerical Approximation Technique 
i>r Filter Functions , " CSL R eport R-151, August, 
1962. 62 pp. 29 figs. 
This paper proposes a new method of 
generating amplitude-frequency filter trans-
fer functions of the usual type. The method 
consists of two algorithms based on modifi-
cations of the second method of Remez. Us-
ing this method it is shown how to generate 
the following types of filter functions: the 
low-pass equi-ripple polynomial filter func-
tion with zeros at the origin; the low pass 
equi-ripple filter function with a variable nwn-
ber of zeros in the pass-band and a variable 
nwnber of poles in the stop-band; the asym-
metrical equi-ripple band-pass filter function; 
and the double band-pass equi-ripple filt e r 
function. 
The parameters that must be specified 
are discussed. Modifications to the basic 
methods that make them more useful to the 
filter designer are also present ed . 
A discussion and exampl es are given 
of the convergence of the proposed algorithms. 
It is expected that these methods will be use-
ful in filter design. 
K.W. Heizer , "Distributed RC Network s with Rational 
Transfer Functions," CSL Report R-153, Sept.ember, 
1962. 83 pp. 15 figs. 
A distributed RC circuit analogous to a 
continuously tapped transmission line can be 
made to have a rational short-circuit transfer 
admittance and one rational short-circuit 
driving-point admittance. A subcircuit of the 
same structure has a rational open circuit 
transfer impedance and one rational open cir-
cuit drivin~point impedance . Hence, r ational 
transfer functions may be obtained while con-
sidering either generator impedanc e or load 
impedance. The functions have poles only 
along the negative real axis. Although the 
nwnber of poles is arbitrary, only t wo may 
be chosen with complete freedom in a single 
unit. The r e sidue of a pole in the short-cir-
cuit transfer admittance is rela ted to the cor-
responding residue of the rationa l driving-
point short-circuit admittance. A wide class of 
transfer functions may be realized by placing 
one distributed circuit in parallel with the out-
put of another distributed circuit. The loss 
and total capacity required are often the same 
order of magnitude as those for lumped cir-
cuits. Complex zeroes may readily be obtained 
with these circuits. In many cases active e l e -
ments may be used to an advantage in the same 
manner as with lumped RC networks. 
S.J. Kahn e, "The Method of Adaptive Constraint Descent," 
CSL Report R-154, October, 1962. ·8 pp. 4 figs. 
This paper describes a method for deter-
mining the minimum scalar function of a vec-
tor variable. The vector variable may have 
vector ine quality range constraints imposed . 
The technique ensures monotone descent and 
is known to be faster than the classical method 
of "steepest" descent in some cases. Moreover, 
it is not subject to the usual sensitivity problems 
w hich may arise using the steepest descent 
method. 
S.J. Kahne , "A Constraint Mapping Technique for Sy stem 
Optimization," CSL Report R-155, November, 1962. 22 
pp. 10 figs. 
When specifying the desired performance 
of a high dimensional control system, the de-
signer usually has certain ideas in mind per-
taining to the overall function (or mission) of 
the system . This notion of mission is the 
basis of any mathematical criterion which will 
be used to evaluate the system behavior. It is 
safe to assume that in most cases, this mission 
is a mission in the time domain, not in the 
frequency domain. With the advent and wide -
spread use of the stat e space approach to sys -
tem design, these time domain specifications 
can be directly used in the system design with-
out refe rring to a subsidiary set of frequency 
domain specifications. The constraint mapping 
technique described in this paper is intended 
to be anot h er step toward effective utilization 
of the state approac h to system design. A tacit 
assumption of this method is the availability of 
digital computing facilities for the mapping and 
ultimately for the optimization procedure. 
From a pur ely intuitive point of view, 
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system optimization is an efficient method of 
scanning admissible regions in the control 
space. It is the task of optimal control theory 
to discover which subspaces contain the opti-
mal control. If the physical constraints are in 
the control space at the outset, the designer has 
a subspace of admissible controls already es-
tablished. If , in addition, physical constraints 
in the state space are specified, it is shown in 
this paper that this implicitly specifies a second 
subspace of controls. Therefore, the logical 
intersection of these subspaces is the space of 
admiss ible controls. The constraint mapping 
technique provides a numerical method for 
determining the space of admissible controls, 
if such a space exists. Moreover, it provides 
a closed form solution to this problem for cer-
tain classes of systems (i. e. , linear, time 
varying systems). 
W. C. 'Schu 0111111n, "A Photo-·Current 'Supp res oor Gauge 
for the Measurement of Very Low Pressures," CSL Re-
port R-156, 0 cto ber, 196 2. 12 pp. 7 figs. 
An ionization gauge hae, been designed 
which removes the low pressure limitation 
due to x-rays found in conventional ionization 
gauges while maintaining a comparable sen-
sitivity. Jn this g.auge, an additional elec-
trode establishes an e l ectric field w hich re -
pels photo-electrons ejected from the ion 
collector. A similar photo-current from the 
suppressor grid is prevented by shielding 
this electrode from the x -rays . Preliminary 
expe rimental results have verified the sup-
pression of P!)_~to-currents; pressures as 
low aE 2 x 10 Torr have been measured. 
M. Lal, "On Physical Realizability of Signal Flow 
Graphs and Realization Techniques," CSL Report 
R-157, December, 1962. 51 pp. 18 figs. 
The concept of signal flow graphs, first 
introduced by Mason, has proved to be aver -
satile tool for the discussions of general feed -
back theory and analysis of linear systems. 
The ease with which a signal flow graph can 
be drawn and manipulated, and the physical 
interpretations which one can associate with 
this mathematical model, thereby permitting 
our intuitive knowledge to come into play, 
make it specially suitable for the analysis of 
linear systems. 
A signal flow graph from graph-theoretic 
point of view is a representation of a system 
of linear equations as a dire cted weighted 
graph, called a net. Coates has described 
an alternate representation of equations as 
a net. The concept of net has also found ap-
plications in many other fields such as com-
munication theory and the theory of sequential 
machines. For example, the use of a net in 
the form of a state diagram is well known in 
the analysis and synthesis of sequential ma-
chines. 
Although the use of signal flow graphs for 
describing the behavior of a given linear sys-
tem is quite common, the problem of realizing 
a linear system for a given signal flow graph 
has not received much attention so far. This 
problem is important because of the implica-
tions of its solution in network synthesis and 
allied fields. 
Briefly stated, the problem is to set up a 
realizability criterion and devise a realization 
technique for a given signal flow graph. Since 
there exist a large number of signal flow 
graphs, topologically different from one another, 
even for one linear system, no single realiza-
bility criterion can be set up, in general, for 
all signal flow graphs. This points out the 
need for imposing certain restrictions on the 
topology of signal flow graphs . These restric-
tions should be such that the remaining 
graphs still encompass a large number of 
linear systems and at the same time possess 
some simple characteristics in terms of 
which a realizability criterion can be set up. 
One of the obvious implications of the solu-
tion of this problem is in network synthesis. 
For example, having set up a r ealizability 
criterion for the special classes of signal flow 
graphs, w hich in turn w ill cover all passive 
networks (excluding mutual inductances) and 
a large number of active networks, the prob-
lem of realizing a network for a specified net-
work function can be solved in t wo steps as 
follows: 1) the derivation of a signal flow graph 
belonging to either class from the specified 
function; and 2) the realization of the network 
from the s ignal flow graph. 
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S.P. Chan, "Realizability Conditions of Single-Contact 
Networks," CSL Report R-158, December, 1962. 
72 pp. 5 figs. 5 tables. 
The main objectives of this work are to 
characterize SC functions and to derive a set 
of necessary realizability conditions which 
will serve as a testing method for a given func-
tion. This method determines the non-realiza-
bility of the function if it fails any one of the 
tests during the procedure. Hence, a great 
deal of time and labor will be saved, for no 
further investigations will be necessary if the 
given function is a non-realizable function. 
However, if the given function passes all the 
tests, it will still be reduced to a simplified 
form by virtue of the method. Thus, whatever 
the outcome, considerable time and effort will 
be saved by applying the testing procedure to 
a given function before resorting to the conven-
tional synthesis methods. 
De\'. Humpherys, "Rational Function Approximation 
of Polynomials with Equiripple Error," CSL Report R-159, 
February, 1963. 90 pp. 28 figs. 2 tables. 
A method has been proposed whereby any 
polynomial can be approximated in an equirip-
ple manner by a rational function. The proper-
ties and form of this rational function are dis -
cussed . Several examples are used to illus-
trate the theory. Most of these examples are 
chosen so that the approximating rational 
function can be identified as a network function 
part; in particular, the group delay has been 
given special emphasis. The ideal group delay 
vs. frequency characteristic of filter is a con-
stant. This type of group delay is approximated 
in an equiripple manner. 
In addition, a numerical scheme is pro-
posed such that from a given crude equiripple 
approximation a more exact solution can be ob-
tained. An example used to illustrate this ap-
proach is the problem of compensating the non-
constant group delay characteristics of a sharp 
cutoff low pass filter. 
P.G. 13raunfold and L.D. Fosdick, "Tho Use of an 
Automatic Computer System in Teaching," CSL Report 
/l-160, September. 1962. 22 pp. 7 figs. 7 tables. 
PLATO II is an automatic teaching device 
designed to teach a number of students con-
currently, but independently, by means of a 
single , central , high-speed computer. Only 
two student sites have been constructed thus 
far, but, in principal, the number of students 
that can be taught by PLATO II is limited only 
by the capacity and speed of the central com-
puter. The power of such a computer-based 
teaching system stems from its ability to ask 
complex questions, judge the students' answers 
to these questions, and take an appropriate 
course of action on the basis of student responses. 
The computer also keeps detailed and accurate 
records of student performance, which are ex-
tremely useful guides to improving course con-
tent. 
This paper reports in some detail a study 
using PLATO II to teach nine undergraduate 
students a portion of a course on computer 
programming. By way of example of what can 
be done, the paper presents some analysis and 
interpretation of data gathered by the computer 
in the course of the study . The apparent ef -
fectiveness of PLATO II as a teacher, as well 
as the kinds of problems encountered in pre-
paring lesson material for an automatic sys-
tem,are discussed. 
F.M. Probst, "A Study of the Ejection of Electrons 
from the Surface of Tungsten by Lo\\ Energy Ions," 
CSL Report R-161, February, 1963. 118 pp. 58 figs. 
3 tab I es. 
The study of surfaces in this r eport is 
divided into two areas: the study of the intrin-
sic properties (elect rical conductivity, the r-
mal conductivity, etc.) and the study of the 
interactions of atomic particles with surfaces. 
Although this classification is convenient, 
there is certainly overlapping of the two areas. 
For example, one can study the intrinsic 
properties through the use of impinging atomic 
particles, and similarly, the interaction pro-
cesses are influenced by the intrinsic proper-
ties of the surface. One can further divide the 
atomic inte ractions into kinetic and potential 
processes, that is,according to whether a 
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process arises because of the kinetic or 
potential energy of the impinging particle. 
Here again the division is not distinct. Since 
the kinetic energy of a particle influences the 
distance from the surface at which a poten-
tial process occurs, there are effects in 
potential processes that are due to the kine-
tic energy. There can also be conversion from 
kinetic to potential energy that also blurs the 
distinction. The mechanisms of some pro-
cesses are not completely understood. Thus, 
these processes cannot be definitely placed 
into one category or the other. 
The processes that can take place upon 
the interaction of an atomic particle with a 
solid surface are complex and manifold. Both 
the experimental and theoretical treatments 
of the problems are difficult. 
The basic difficulties involved in the 
theoretical calculations are the lack of sym-
metry and the lack of good experimental in-
formation. Even the calculations of intrin-
sic properties, where one has the periodicity 
of the lattice terminated by a plane and some 
rotational symmetry about the surface normal, 
have been only partially successful. 
~.]. KahnP. ''On Direct Fixed-Time Optimization of In-
wrt1bie Systems." CSL Report R-1611. June, 196:1. 
f.! pp . -l figs. 
A numerical technique for calculating 
the optimal control for a class of systems 
and constraints is described in this report. 
Nonlinear, time-varying deterministic sys-
tems subject to hard state space and ha t'd 
cont1· ol space constraints are considered. 
Three numerical procedures are developed 
to perform the optimization. A technique 
for the minimization of a scalar function of 
a vector variable is described where the 
components of the vector are constrained by 
upper and lower bounds. This minimization 
procedure is incorporated in a method of con-
straint mapping which maps the state space 
constraints into the control space. To im-
prove convergence prop<'· rties of the opti miza -
tion procedure the notion of a pseudo perfor-
mance index is introduced. Initial and fina.l 
states may be partially or completely speci-
fied. Any unspecified initial or final state 
vector components are optimally selected . 
An iterative te chnique for the optimiza-
tion is demonstrated which generally converges 
to a local minimum of the performance index. 
The method uses the direct approach to opti-
mization and is very efficient computationally. 
Examples of space vehicle trajectory optimi-
zation problems are given. 
R. IV. Kafka, "r\n Optimization Te c hnique for Pul se 
\\idth Modulated Sy,.;tems." CSL Report H-16 3, 
May , 1963. 92 pp. 35 fig s. 
A procedure for the design of a controller 
to optimize a certain class of pulse width 
modulated systems is presented. The process 
to be controlled is time-invariant, of arbitrary 
order and excited by a sequence of pulses gen-
erated from information available at arbitrary 
sampling instants. Input information to the 
system is quite general and includes random 
and deterministic phenomena. Identification 
of the plant is accomplished using state varia-
ble notation and linear estimation t echniques . 
Prediction of the futur e plant behavior is also 
performed w ith these techniques and the con-
troller is designed to optimize the predicted 
plant performance by minimizing a measure 
of the future system errors. The mechanized 
optimal control law or controller program 
develops the pulse to be applied at any samp-
ling instant by specifying the pulse width and 
associated sign. The controller is not adap-
tive in the sense of redesign occurring as 
new information becomes available frorn the 
estimator. It does, however, accompiish 
the goal of optimization by deciding the form 
of the pulse width actuating signal utilizing 
the future errors of the system. 
The general results are applied tu 
several exam ples through digital computer 
simulation. The optimal pulse width control-
l e r is shown to produce far better performance 
I h;cn normal pulse width control which utilizes 
present errors to develop the actuating signal 
to be applied at that same instant and for some 
time in the future. The results of consider-
ing a family of step function inputs to the sys-
tem are shown for a third and fourth order 
plant. 
'.f 
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D. Alp ert, "Ultrahigh Vacuum: A "&irvcy, " CSL 
Report R-167, April. 196 3. 33 pp 14 fig>- . 
M e thods for producing low pre ssure s 
h a v e now caught up w ith our m ean s of m ea sur-
ing the m, and pre ssures dow n to 10-lO T orr 
a r e sta ndard in a broa d t echnologica l sen se . 
Tota l pres sur e s a s low as lo-12 Torr a t room 
t e mpe r a ture have bee n a chie v ed in a f ew 
la bora tory expe rime nts. Two n ew c lasses of 
ioniza tion instrume nts have r e c ently bee n 
dev e lope d which ha v e ultimat e sen s itivity be -
low lo-ll Torr, one cla s s for the meas ureme nt 
of tota l pre ssure s w ith ultimat e sens itivities 
in the 10-12 to l0-15 Torr r a n ge and a se cond 
clas s w hich involves m ass a n a lyze r s c a pa ble 
of measuring pa rtia l cons tituent s as l ow as 
10-16 Torr. Howe v e r, in the r ange of pres -
s ure s be low 10-ll Torr (a nd sometimes con-
side r a bly highe r) t he sur face effect s , tha t i s , 
the c h emica l and phys i cal inte r action s w hic h 
take place a t the electrode sur faces of the in -
s t rument s , begin to be compar abl e t o or t o 
d o m ina t e the v olume e ffect s which they a r e 
i n t e nde d to meas ur e . Since the s t udy of these 
phys ica l a nd chemica l phe n omen a can only be 
ca rried out by u s ing the bes t ultra -hig h vac uum 
t e chniques we can d e vi se , the r e i s a me r g ing 
of the s cie ntific a nd t e chnol ogica l m otivation s 
t o s tudy a nd unde r s tand the s e processes . 
T h ese include: 1) the kine tics of gas s urface 
inte r action s a t the inte rface ; 2) the inte r action 
of a tom i c pa rticle s, e l ectrons a n d p h ot ons 
w ith s urfa c es ; a nd 3) the n a ture of the e l e c-
tr onic b onds be t ween a d s orbe d mol ecul es a n d 
surfa c es . This fi e ld of phys ic s , like many 
othe r s , i s one in which the exp e rimenta li s t 
i s c h a lle n ge d to d e sign meaningful expe ri-
ment s be for e the full t a l e nt s of the theo ri st 
can be brought t o bea r. 
\\ . C. L e un g, " Crystal Ii zation o r the Sup C'reo ndu cto r 
Nb3Sn ," CS L R eport R-170, ~t ay , 1963. 35 pp. 
9 fig s . 3 tab I es. 
Studie s a nd e xpe rime nt s on the c rys t a l-
lization of Nb3Sn h a v e been done on the bas i s 
of the follow ing information: 1) Nb3Sn i s s t a ble 
a t 9 00° C a nd a bove ; 2) a ppre ciabl e am ount s 
of N b can be dis s olve d in Sn a t 120 0°C; a nd 
3) nuclea tion a nd growth a r e the r e sult of 
the continuous supe rsatura tion a t a particul <Jr 
location in a saturated solution. 
Expe rimental result s clearly indicat e 
tha t c rystalliza tion of Nb 3Sn w ill occu r from 
a satura t e d solution of niobium in tin; h oweve r, 
due to e xc e ssive nucleationJonly polycry s t a l-
line cluste rs of Nb3Sn crys t a l s we r e a chieved . 
More deta ile d studies a nd e x pe rimenta l 
inves tj_gation a r e r e quire d to obta in the opti-
mum c onditions for single c rys t a l growth. 
C.L. Chen, ··!,wmic P rocP:;:'-0s 1n H C' l ium - K r~· pton •• nil 
Jl 0l ium-X0non Mixtures," CSL R••port {( . / / /. J une , 
1963. 31 pp. 14 rigs. 1 tabic. 
T h e m ome ntum tra n sfe r c olli s ion f req ue n cy 
of the r mal e l e ctrons w ith n e utra l s in a decay -
ing plasma es t a bli s h e d in h e lium -krypton a nd 
h e lium - xenon m i x ture s of known pr oport i ons 
was measur ed by mic r owave interfe r ome ter 
a t gas t em pe r a tures of ~ 200 t o 60 0° K. T h e 
e n e r gy de pe n de n ces of the m omentum tra n s -
fe r cross se ctions of e l e ctrons w ith krypton 
and xe n on a toms d e duced from these measure -
ment s a r e be st r e present ed by: 
O m (u) = 6. 56 x 10-15 - 2 . 79 x lo-14u1 + 
3 .14 x 10 - 14u and 1. 91 x10 - 14 - 8 . 30 x 10 - l4u* 
+ 9 . 40 x l o -14 u cm 2, r espe ctive l y . He r e \l ·-
is the e l ectron e n e r gy in e l ectr on volt s. 
Mobilities of Kr + a nd Xe+ i n h e lium and in 
the ir r es pe ctive pa r e nt gas ha v e a l s o been 
de t e r m ined, fr om the c h a r act e ri s ti c time 
con s t a nt s of the e l ectr on de n s ity decay mea -
sur ed in the afte r glow in t h e mixtures a t low 
p r essur es , to be: µ (Kr + i n He ) = 2 . 0 2 + 1. 2 
cm 2 /volt- sec , µ (Kr + in Kr ) = 1. 01 +O . 06, 
µ (X<>+ in H e ) = 18+ 1.1 and µ (Xe+ in Xe ) :: 
0. 55 + !J . 0 3 at ~ 300° K . A s tudy of the pre,;- -
s ure uepende nc e of the c h a r act e ri s tic t im e 
con s t ant s of the e l ectron de n s ity decay a t 
fixed r a tios of k rypton to h e lium a nd xen on 
to h e lium c onc e ntra tions y i e lds the three 
body con ve r s ion fr e q uen cy of a tom ic krypton 
a n d xenon ion s t o the ir r es pective m olec ula r 
i on s . 
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eration with departments in the Engineering College. 
The collaborating department is indicated in each 
report or thesis. 
R. Naras imhan, "A Lingui stic Approach to Pattern Hecog-
nition, "DCL R eport HJJ, July , 1962. 32 pp. 2~ figs. 
The potential usefulness of a linguistic 
approach to the pattern recognition problem 
was outlined in DCL File No. 42.2, 1961. This 
pape r pointed out the basic similarity of the 
problem confronting the descriptive linguist a nd 
that occurring in pattern r ecognition w ork, and 
suggested that the powerful techniques d e veloped 
by the linguists should be applicable to the lat-
t e r. This suggestion was made in the specific 
ctmtext of a parallel processing computer 
whose tentative logical design had been devel-
oped in DCL File No . 403, 1961. 
The details of approach to this problem 
have undergone considerable revision and 
development since then and this paper considers, 
in some detail, a linguistic model which, it is 
felt, adequately represents a large class of 
patterns of practical interest. The patte rn rec-
ognition problem is believed to be best carried 
out on a specially designed computer with quite 
extsnsive facilities for parallel processing of 
input data and for performing linguistic opera-
tions on strings of various syntactic elements. 
With this in mind, procedural details have been 
developed in such a way that they can be most 
effectively carried out on a computer of this 
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type. Concurre nt with the development of 
these ideas, the originally suggested design 
features of the parallel processing computer 
themselves have undergone considerable re-
vision, and the computer in its present form 
has been outlined in DCL Report 122 (1962). 
A familiarity with the details of that machine 
should be of considerable assistance in ap-
preciating the basis for many of our analysis 
proce dures. 
J. Descloux, "Bounds for the ~ ectra l Norm of Fun C'tions of 
Matri ces, " DCL R eport HJ3, July , 1962. Upp. 
The purpose of this investigation i s t o 
d e termine bounds for the spectral norm of 
functions of matrices w hich a r e suitable for 
the purpose of approximations. To be valid, 
the bound must be "small" when the norm of 
f(A) - g(A) is 11 small." Three theorems used 
in this report a r e generalizations of Henrici1 s 
r esult for the functions f(z) = zk and make 
us e of the notion of "departure from normal-
ity. II 
B. H. McCormiC'k , "Design of a Pattern Recognition Dig-
ital Computer, Part I: General lnlrodu('tion."D CL Heport 
lf!5, Oc tober , 196 2. 29 pp. 1 fig. 2 tables 
This report outlines one such model, ad-
mittedly crude a nd primitive , for a patte rn 
r ecognition digital compute r, No attempt i s 
made to be prematurely pre cise in areas where 
too little is know n to speak quantitatively. 
The r e port does however a ttempt to map out a 
machine worthy of the name pattern recogni-
tiorr-embracing visual d e tection and ide ntifi-
cation, heuristic coordination of everyday 
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source material (i. e ,, automatic indexing, 
abstracting, retrieval), and with statistical and 
linguistic abilities appropriate for the new age. 
Three principal processors are intro-
duced: the pattern articulation unit (PAU) for 
visual identification, the taxicrinic unit (TU) 
for hierarchal decision structures of recogni-
tion, and the high speed arithmetic unit (AU) 
for statistical and scientific computation. All 
three processors are highly parallel computer 
structures of new organization. 
In particular this report summarizes, for 
visual pattern recognition of a rather limited 
variety, the characteristic areas of application, 
data rate requirements, mode of analysis, pos-
sible digital processors, block schematic of 
an appropriate computer as a whole, and fina l-
ly possible interim stages in the realization 
of the machine. 
A.H. Amon, ''Decision Structures for Rcco gni lion," 
DCL Report 126,0ctober, 1962. 37 pp. 1 fig. 
This report describes concepts underly-
ing complex decision-making systems and how 
these handle certain information processing 
problems now easy for human beings but dif-
ficult for computers. The dominant issue 
discussed is the recognition of qualities of 
sensory input. It is likely that other induc-
tive functions of the brain demand a similar 
analysis . In particular the concept of a link-
forming recognition structure is introduced . 
Further the discussion of error detection, cor-
rection and avoidance suggests new decision 
organizations of enhanced reliability. 
The problems of coordinating vast num -
bers of decisions made simultaneously have 
not been adequately faced either by psycholo-
gists or by logical designers, As a psycholo-
gist the w riter claims no special competence 
in computer design. However, understanding 
the se matters may allow the construction of 
computers of unexpected kinds. It will be 
obvious that the inspiration for much of this 
presentation comes from psychology, here 
presented in a contrived translation into an-
other language. No originality for the con-
cepts presented other than the labor of as -
sembly is claimed. 
K.C . Snith, " Cesign of Circuits for the Pattern Ar-
ticulation l 'nit," DCL Report 127, ,\ugu st, 196:l. 
ffi pp. 2:1 figs. 
The Pattern Articulation Unit (PAU) which 
has been described in DCL Report 122 embodies 
a central core of 1024 identical processing 
modules called "Stalactites" arranged in a 
two-dimensional array with only local con-
n e ctivity. Two possible complete circuit r e -
alizations of the stalactite w ill be described 
here. These realizations are not independe nt 
and othe r combinations of the component cir-
cuits are quite possible, though each as des-
cribed follows a somewhat different design 
philosophy. Stalactites of either de sign w ill 
contain a bout 50 transistors, 250 diodes, 250 
resistors, and 50 capacitors. 
L. C. Fosdick.(.\\. Gear, and~. Hamilton," ,\ Rep:irt 
on a Special Summer 1962ComputerProgram forCnd0r-
graduat0". " /JCL Report 129. Octob0r. 1962. 27 pp. 
This i s a report on a summe r undergradu-
ate program held at the Digital Computer 
L abo r a tory during the summer of 1962, and 
supported by the National Science Foundation. 
The aim of this program was to interest out-
standing undergraduates in computing and in 
pursuing graduate studies in this field. 
The 10 undergraduates, frorn 10 univer-
s ities in the United States a nd Ca nada, who 
participated in this program attended seminars 
on programming, numerical analysis, and 
computer de sign. They used the Illiac ex-
t e nsively and worked on individual projects 
in computing. 
This is the second year that this program 
has been offered, and, although it is still too 
early to determine if the aims are being ful-
filled (the majority of students attending in 
1961 will not graduate until 1963), it is felt 
that it is worthwhile continuing the program . 
R.E. S\\artwout. "Further Studies in Speed-Independent 
Logic for a Control. " DCL Report 130, De eember. 
1962. lO ·I pp. ffi fig,;. 5 tables. 
The objective of these s tudi es has been 
the inves tiga tion of some of the problems en -
-·-
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countered in the design of speed-independent 
logic. The method used to design the arith-
metic control of llliac II and three new methods 
of designing speed-independent control logic 
are developed and discussed. They are evalu-
ated and compared by using each method to 
design a control for a specified arithmetic 
unit. 
The motivation for these investigations 
was the fact that the method used to design 
the arithmetic control for Illiac II produced 
logic which could be considered speed-inde-
pendent only under the assumption that cer-
tain identity elements operated in zero time. 
Two of the design methods proposed here 
yie ld logic which is speed-independe11t with -
out such special assumptions. 
J. Descloux, "Note on a Paper b) ,\. Nordsieck," 
DCL Report 131, January , 1963. "(6 pp. 
This report is an attempt to analyze 
Nordsieck1 s paper with the help of the asymp-
totic methods d eve l oped by Henrici. 
No serious practical computations have 
been done for checking the theoretical results 
of this report. However, some verifications 
of the Nordsieck method and of the modified 
Nordsieck method, k = 2, with the differe ntial 
equation y 1 = y, have been satisfactory. 
R. Narasimhan, "A Programming Language for the> 
Parallel Processing of Pictures, "DCL Report 132, 
January, 19 63. 23 pp. 
In DCL Report 121, July, 1962, a descrip-
tive scheme was suggested for the analysis of 
pictures composed of line-like elements. 
Briefly, the scheme envisaged a two-stage pro-
cessing technique . In the first phase, the input 
picture was converted to a labeled graph--with 
labeled vertices and branches--by means of 
certain well-defined labeling algorithms. In 
the second phase, the labeled graph so obtained 
was reduced to a network composed of certain 
primitive strings. This reduction was sought 
to be accomplished by making use of given 
"grammar rules" for string manipulation. 
These grammar rules were to be defined in 
terms of the labels generated in the first phase 
and contained in themselves an implicit charac-
terization of the class of pictures under con-
sideration. 
To argue the adequacy of this model, the 
earlier report contained several examples of 
input pictures processed according to the de-
tails set forth in the scheme, making use of a 
few very rudimentary grammar rules. The 
principal concern of that report, however, was 
one of exposition of the model and a discussion 
of its feasibility and some of its intrinsic 
merits for the treatment of the pattern recog-
nition problem. Formalization of the process-
ing details and their machine realization were 
postponed for later consideration. This r epo rt 
returns to that aspect of the problem and de-
v e lops a programming language in terms of 
which the labeling algorithms of phase I of the 
model can be effectively described and studied. 
C.S. \\allace. "Suggeste>d De>sign for a \"ery Fast 
Multiplier , " DCL Report 133, FPbruary. 1°96:1. 
24pp. 3figs. 
It is suggested that the economics of pre-
sent large-scale scientific computers could 
benefit from a greater investment in hard-
ware to mechanize multiplication and divi-
sion than is now common. As a move in this 
direction, a de sign is developed for a multi-
plier which generates the product of two 40-
digit numbers using purely combinational 
logic, i.e., in one gating step. This design 
is described in some detail to establish that 
no exceptional cases invalidate the assertion 
made about its speed of operation. Using 
straightforward diode-transistor logic, it 
appears presently possible to obtain products 
in nnder one microsecond, and quotients in 
three. A rapid square root process is also 
outlined. Approximate component connts are 
given for the proposed design. 
T. ~loto-Oka. T.A. ~lurre>ll. and H. Guekel. "Emitter 
Follower Stability." DCL Heport 134, ~larch. 1963. 
32 pp. 26 fig s. 
Stability problems in the non-restoring 
logic part of the new computer resulted in a 
r e -examination of the emitter follower prob-
l em . Parts I and II of this paper describe the 
theoretical problem based on the work of R. 
Beaufoy and T. T. Sparkes. This again is a 
small signal theory and results are similar 
to earlier work. The important addition is 
the sufficient con di ti on for stability. Com par-
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ison of theo r y and experiment indicate good 
agreement. 
P a rt III presents measurements on "typi-
c a l l a y o uts" m a d e to d e t e r m ine the magnitude 
of the n e g a tive r eal p a rt of the input i m p ed-
anc e w hich a ctua lly occur s . P a rt IV g ives 
d e t a ils of the c omp e n sat o r d e sign. 
Measurements we r e c a rrie d out with the 
Boonton RX Me t e r. Evalua tion of pre c eding 
d a t a l ead to the d e sign of an RL c omp ensat o r. 
Test s p e rforme d with the filte r indica t e it s 
functionality and n on-inte r fe r enc e as f a r as 
signals a r e conc e rned. 
J . 0. P enho llow, "A Study o f Arithmetic Recording 
with Appl ications in Multip lication and Division." 
DCL Report 128, Sept.ember, 1962. 166 pp. 6 tables. 
A r i t hmetic procedures based on redundant 
number representations have played a major 
role in the evolution of high speed digital com-
puters. Beginning wi th the introduction of 
the stored carry concept by Burks, Goldstine 
and von Neumann, various redundant re pre -
sentat ions have been employe<l to reduce the 
operating t ime for addition, multiplication and 
division. The use of stored carries or signed-
digit r epresentations permits significant speed 
improvements in a ll three of these opera-
tions. Additiona l speed may be achieved in 
multiplica t ion and division if the multiplier 
and quotient are recoded in a redundant re pre -
sentat ion having a minimum or near minimum 
of nonze r o digit s. This technique reduces the 
number of times t he adder must be used . If 
the time required to add and shift is large com-
pared wit h the time to simply shift, a con-
siderable r eduction in multiplication and di-
vision time can be realized w!•en an appro -
pria t e recodin g is empl oyed. 
The objec t ive of this disse r tation is the 
study of r ecoding functions in genera l and 
minimal r ecoding functions in pa r ticular as 
applie d t o mult iplication and division. A r e-
coding func t ion is defined as a t ran sforma -
tion wh ich map s every e l ement of a set of 
unique , int eg r a l r adix representat ions into a 
unique e l ement o f a la r ger set of redundant, 
integral r a d ix r ep r esentations with algebraic 
value p r ese r ved. A l eft - directed recoding 
transforms the digits of the unique represen -
tation from right t o left. A right - directed 
recodin g is applied in the opposit e direction. 
Ii left - and right - directed recodings both 
produce identical redundant representa t ions 
for all unique representations they a r e equiva-
lent. After reducing the unique representation 
to the bina r y case, the relationship between 
equivalent left- and right-directed recodings is 
established. By adding the requirement that 
the redundant representation must contain a 
minimum of nonzero digits, a minimal re-
coding is obtained. 
Multiplication algorithms which utilize 
minimally recoded multipliers are defined by 
minimal left - direc t ed recodings while division 
algorithms which generate minimally recoded 
quotients a r e defined by minimal right-directed 
recodings. An inverse relationship between 
minimal mul tiplication and division algorithms 
is established via the equivalence of minimal 
left - and right - directed recodings. 
S. IL Ray. " \tod0l of Partial Switching in Pol~·cr~· stal­
linP FNromagnetics," DCL Report 135, \ larch . 1963. 
12 pp .. 5 figs. 
The method of partia l switching of fe r-
r ite memory cor es i n d i g i tal compute r mem -
o r ies has come i n t o ext ensive use s ince the 
advantages of g r eat e r speed and l owe r ene r gy 
consumption we r e poi n t ed out. No theo r e ti-
cal o r c onc e ptual expl anation of the proc ess of 
parti a l switching h as been p r esent ed, h oweve r. 
In this p a p e r, some gene rally known 
p r operties of domain wall motion and p olycry-
s t a lline mat e ria ls a r e b r ou ght t ogethe r t o pro -
v i de a h e uris tic explanation of the m icros c opic 
par t i a l switching pro c ess . F o r m ula tion of 
these c once pts r esult s in a s i m ple , a ccura t e 
macros c o pic mod e l. T h e r esult s a r e strik ing 
i n view of the m icros c opic c omplexity of par-
tia l switching phe n omena. 
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
The i•aried work in Electrical Enqineering is very often 
published in departmental reports. As many of these re-
ports as are conclusive in nature have been included here. 
As far as possible they are listed according to the labora -
tory section in tchich they icere 1critten. Electrical Enqi-
neering projects in the Digital Computer Laboratory ha1•e 
also been listed in this section. Other u·ork is printed in 
professional publications. 
K. Balmain. "The Imp edance or a Short Cipo!C' ..'lntC'nna 
in a \lagnetoplasma," Antenna Laboratory llepor/, 
\ASA Grant NsG-395, ~lay, 196:1. 131 pp. :l:i fig:<. 
2 tables. 
A formula for the impedance of a short, 
cylindrical dipole in a magnetoplasma is de-
rived using quasi-static electromagnetic 
theory. The formula is valid in a lossy plasma 
and for any dipole orientation with respect to 
the magnetic field. It is shown that the quasi-
static theory can be interpreted in terms of 
scaled coordinates and that a cylindrical di-
pole in a magnetoplasma has a free space 
equivc..lent with a distorted shape. The dipole 
impedance is found to have a positive real 
part under lossless conditions when the quasi-
static differential equation is hyperbolic; this 
indicates that the quasi-static theory predicts 
a form of radiation. The effects of plasma 
wave excitation and v a rious assumed current 
distributions are discussed . Laboratory 
measurements of monopole impedance are 
found to agree fairly well with the theore tical 
calculations. 
Y.T. Lo , "On the Theory or Randomly Spaced AntC'nna 
Arrays," Antenna Laboratory, Final Report ror Nf:>F 
Grant 14894, October, 1962. 145 pp. 35 ligs. 
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In this report an antenna array with ele-
ments placed at random in accordance with a 
probability density function g(x) is studied. In 
particular, the case w h en all e l ements are ex-
cited uniformly is considered in great detail. 
First, the distribution of the random radi-
ation pattern function P(u) at eac h observation 
angle u is determined. Second, the distribu-
tion of the half-power beam width is obtained . 
Third, the distribution of the sidelobe level 
below a certain value for all observation angles 
in the visible range is determined approximate-
ly by studying the conditional probability and 
the autocorrelation function of P(u). Suppose 
g (x) is a function which would produce a radi-
ation pattern with a very low sidelobe level if 
it were taken as the illumination functions for 
an antenna with continuous current distribution. 
Then it is found that the distribution of the 
sidclobe level for the entire visible range de-
pends almost solely on the number of elements 
N, regardless of the particular function g(x) 
chosen. It is also found that for a given side-
lobe level the probability of achieving this 
level drops off sharply when the number of ele-
ments N is reduced below a certain number and 
increases slowly if N is made greater than that 
number . Thus one can determine a critical 
number of elements for a given sidelobe level 
with a reasonably high probability of success. 
The same conclusion is r each ed for a two -
dimensional r andomly-spaced array. 
\. Gonzalez. ".-\ \lethod of Determination of Iono spheri c 
Electron Density Pro fi !cs From Faraday Rotation of 
Satellite Borne Radio Signals," Antenna Laboratory, 
~eptembN, 1962. !i.J. pp. 22 figs. 
When a radio wave propagates in a 
- ------ ---- --- - - -- - - -
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magneto-ionic medium under quasi-longitudi-
nal conditions the plane of polarization rotates 
along the ray . This effect is known as the 
Faraday effect. The rotation of the plane of 
polarization depends on the physical charac-
teristics of the medium along the path, such 
as magnetic field and e l ectron density. The 
Faraday effect is one of the effects observed 
in the reception of radio signals from artifi-
cial satellites when the rays traverse the 
ionosphere in the presence of the Earth's 
magnetic field. The observed phenomenon 
is a regular fading in the amplitude of the re -
ceived signal w hich is due to the variation of 
the number of rotations of the polarization 
plane between satellite and station when the 
satellite moves across the sky. 
In most of the ionospheric investigations 
which make use of this effect, the Faraday rota-
tion is assumed to be proportional to the in-
tegrated electron density along an unrefracted 
ray path; thus the information about the elec-
tron density distribution is lost and only the 
value of the integrated electron density can 
be obtained. The simplified assumptions have 
admittedly important advantages , especially 
in the ease of data analysis. However, at 
times this simplification might not be fully 
justified and the deduced information may even 
be erroneous as shown in this investigation. 
The present study is concerned with the 
detailed analysis of Faraday rotation records 
received at a ground station from a transmit-
ting satellite. 
To start, a set of parameters of a Chap-
man ionosphere model is assumed and the 
Faraday effect corresponding to a given satel -
lite pas sage is calculated by means of an 
electronic compute r using the ray tracing 
technique. The calculated r esult is next com-
pared with the experimental observations to 
generate a new set of parameters. The whole 
calculations are then repeated with the new 
ionosphere until the differences between the 
calculated and experimental values have been 
minimized. Since the ray tracing requir es the 
longest computer time in this self-consistent 
approach, it is found that in most cases a 
second order formula is much simpler to use 
and with almost equal satisfaction. 
The method is applied to an actual satel-
lite amplitude record in 20 me 1 s, It is found 
that the method does not yield as accurate a 
solution as hoped for. It seems that other 
experimental information would be required 
in determining the solution. 
The phenomenon of one hop propagation 
w h en the satellite moves below the h eight of 
maximum electron density aRd the occurrence 
of the minima and maxima in the number of 
Faraday rotations between satellite and station 
are also examined. 
R.H. MacPhic, "On Incrc>asing the> Effc>ctivc ApPrturc> of 
r\ntc>nnas by Data Procc>;;sing," 11nlenna Laboratory 
Technical Report No. 58, July, 1962. 67 pp. 16 ligs. 
In this report it has been established that 
although a finite antenna acts as a perfect low 
pass filter of the spatial frequency spectrum 
of remote sources, it is theoretically possible 
to deduce the entire frequency spectrum from 
the output of the antenna . To do this we noted 
that since the spectrum is a band-limited 
analytic function, its values for the frequencies 
outside the pass band could be obtained by a 
process of analytic continuation of the function 
from within the band where it could be measured. 
However, in the presence of measurement 
error it has been shown that very little mean-
ingful extrapolation is possible, at least with 
the method described in this report. The 
general lack of success of this and several 
other proposed methods would indicate that al -
though the analytic function t(x) on the interval 
I x 11 ~ L contains an infinite amount of in-
formation (if it could be measured exactly), 
in practice it yields a negligible amount of in-
formation about its values outside the interval 
and it can be adequately described within the 
interval by N 0 = 4L/\ numbers. This, inci-
dentally, is the same number that is required 
by the Shannon Sampling Theorem but the re-
sult is obtained here by a different approach . 
It has also been shown that the process of 
expanding a function on a finite interval by an 
orthogonal Fourier series is not only very con-
venient (since S = I) but it is the only one of any 
practical value since the expansion of the non-
orthogonal series is accompanied by the extreme 
e rror sensitivity described in this report. 
Finally, we note the similarity between 
this problem and that of a supergain antenna 
and assert that although the data processing 
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w ith r e lati ve l y l a r ge r eac t ive fie l ds , i t does 
have in c ommon w ith supergain antennas an 
e xt reme sensitiv ity to er r o r s in the p hysical 
pa r amet ers of t h e system . Sinc e these e rror s 
cannot be made a r bi trari ly small , the data 
p r ocess ing system is inherently as unsta ble a s 
the convent ional supergain syste m . 
R. Mi ttra, "Theoreti c al Study of a Cl ass o f Logari thm i c~ 
ally P eriodi c Circuits ," Antenna L aboratory T Pchnical 
R eport No. 59, Jul y, 196 2. 25 pp. 12 fi g><. 
Many log - periodic di s tribute d circuits 
in the form of various a ntenna structures have 
been investigated experim entally by DuHamel, 
Isbe ll, Carre l , Maye s, a nd others. The ore ti -
cal investigations of LP circuit s ha v e be en 
made by DuHamel, Carre l, and M aye s, e t 
a l. DuHam e l has a nalyz e d a particular lum p e d 
type of LP circuit compos e d of a n infinite num -
be r of a dmittances in pa ralle l a nd ha s give n 
closed form expres sions for the r e presenta tion 
of the a dmitta nc e of s uch c ircuit s . In a l a t e r 
w ork h e h a s a lso s tudie d some ge n e r a l prope r-
tie s of LP structure s . C a rre l h as d one a c on-
s ide rable a mount of nume rica l w ork in connec -
tion w ith the LP a nte nna s tructur e w ith a f i nit e 
numbe r of e l e m e nts. 
The purpos e s of thi s pa p e r a r e: 1) t o de -
rive clos e d for m express ions for l um ped Fos -
t e r type LP circuits; 2) to d e rive the c ha r ac -
t e ristic e quation for a n infinite log -pe riodi cal-
ly loade d tra nsmission line a nd to d is c u ss a 
method of solution of the above e qua tion; a n d 
3) to pr e s ent a gene r a l a pproach towa rd s s tudy -
ing a class of LP structures in t e r ms of the 
Brillouin (k - S ) dia grams of the corres ponding 
simi:.Iy pe riodic structure s . 
P.E . May es, G.A . Desc hamp s, and \\ .T . P at ton , " Bac k-
\\ a rd- Wav e Ra di a tion From P eri o di c Stru ctures and Appli-
cation to th e Design of Frequ ency-Ind €pcnd cnt Antenn as,'' 
Ant enna L a bo ratory T echnical R e port No. 60, Cccem-
ber, 1962. 55 pp. 29 figs . 
T h e tre a t m ent of the v a rious periodic 
structures d e sc r ibe d in thi s r e port has been 
made suggestive and d es criptive t o illus tra t e 
the unde rlying principle . De t a ile d s t udi es of 
most of the struct ur e s d e s c ribed h e r e will be 
t h e subj e ct of t e chnica l r e port s to foll ow . Al-
though the r e lation be t wee n pe riodic s tructures 
and log - p e riodic struct ure s has be en empha s iz e d 
h e r e , the us efulne s s of the pe riodi c a nte nna it -
s e lf s hould not be ove rlooked . The periodic a n-
t e nna ha s us e ful prope rtie s not shar e d w ith log-
peri odic ante nnas . Among the notabl e prope r -
ties of p e riodic ante nna s a r e the fr eque nc y -
s c a nning c a pability of some of the s e structures 
a nd the a bse nce of s ide lobes in the ba ckfire 
mode . The Brillouin diag r a m h as long been 
us e d a s a tool in s tudying a nd e xplaining the 
p e rformanc e of the clos e d pe riodic structures . 
H e r e a n ext e n s ion i s made to ope n s tructures 
a nd a n inte rpr e t a tion of the diag r am for ant en-
n as i s g ive n . The backfire prope rty i s r e -
q uire d of the pe riodic s tructure t o a llow tapering 
t o a suc c essful log- pe riodic ante nna . 
W.1 . P atton. " Th e Backfi re Bifilar HPl ical \ nl<'nna," 
Antenna Laboratory T echnical Re7iorl f',' o. 61, ~ep­
tcmber, 1962. 112 pp . !lb fig,.. 
T h e backfir e bifil a r helical a nt e n na , con-
s i s ting of two oppo sed h e lical w ires fed w ith 
balanced c u rre nt s a t on e e n d , i s a n ew t ype of 
c ircul a rly p ola ri ze d a ntenna . Wh e n ope r a t ed 
above the c utoff fr eque n cy of the p rinc ipa l 
mode of the h e lical wa veguide , the bifila r 
h e l ix produces a beam direct ed a l on g the s truc -
t ure t owa r d the fee d point. The te r m "back-
fi re" is u se d t o desc r ibe thi s directio n of r adia -
tion in contras t w ith ' ' e n dfire " w hic h d e n otes 
r adia ti on awa y from the fee d poi n t. 
Radi a tion pa ttern s , meas ured for a w i de 
r ange of h e lix pa r amet e r s , s h ow maxim u m 
directivity s lightly above the cutoff fr e que n cy . 
The patte rn broa d e n s w ith fr equency, a nd f o r 
pitc h a n gl es n ea r 4 5 degr ees , the beam s plit s 
a n d s c a ns towa rd the broa d s ide dire ction. 
Nea r field measurements s h ow the curr ent 
d ecaying rapidly to a l e v e l a bout t we nty d e cibe l s 
b e low the input l e v e l a t a r a t e tha t increases 
w ith fr e que ncy . Pha s e measurements i n the 
n ea r fie ld s how that in the fe ed r e gion t h e direc -
tion of pha s e progre s s ion is towa rd the feed 
point . The opp o s ite ly d i recte d phas e prog.r es -
s ion a nd direction of e n e rgy flow i s cha r act e ri s -
ti c of a ba ckwa rd wav e . The direction of p h ase 
p r og r ession is con s iste nt with the backfir e 
dir ection of the m a in bea m obse rve d in the 
r adi a tion pa tte rns a nd the incre asing r a t e of 
curr ent decay i s consistent w ith the b r oadening 
of the main beam w ith increasing fr e q uency . 
A the ore tica l a n a lys i s of the bifila r h e l ical 
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antenna is obtained. It is based upon the semi-
infinite model using thin wire assumptions. 
These so-called linearizing assumptions con-
sist of replacing the current distribution on the 
surface of the wire with a line current on the 
center line of the wire and of satisfying the 
boundary condition along one line on the con-
ducting surface. The Fourier transform of 
the current distribution on the semi-infinite 
helix is deduced from the determinantal equa-
tion of the bifilar helical wave-guide by a 
Wiener- Hopf technique. The relation between 
this Fourier transform and the radiation pat-
tern of the backfire bifilar helical antenna is 
shown. The results predict the patterns of 
the experimental study and show the effect of 
wire size on antenna performance. 
R.H. MacPhie, " On the Mapping by a Cross-Correlation 
Antenna System of Partially Coherent Radio ::iources." 
Antenna Laboratory Technical Report No . 62, OctobN, 
1962. 23 pp. 3 fig s . 
In this report it is shown that by means 
of a cross-correlation antenna system it is 
possible to measure the mutual coherence 
function T(u, v) of a distribution of partially 
coherent radio sources. The two linear anten-
nas of the system are scanned independently 
to give a two-dimensional output which can be 
w ritten as 
- v .,/>!< 
R(o, u, v) = T(u, v) ':' A(u) ':' B(v) 
where A(u) and B(v) are the patterns of two 
antennas. 
A Fourier analysis in two dimensions of 
this output shows it to be a smoothed version 
of the true mutual coherence function. Just as 
in the well-known incoherent case where a 
principal solution T 0 (u) can be defined for a 
given antenna system, so in this more general 
case we can define the two-dimensional prin-
cipal solution T 0 (u, v) for the correlation an-
tenna system and the partially coherent source 
distribution. 
The special limiting cases of complete 
mutual coherence and complete mutual in-
coherence are considered and it is shown that 
for the former, the principal solution is fac-
torable, i.e., T 0 (u, v) =fo (u) lo':' (v). In the 
latter case of complete mutual incoherence it 
is shown that the spatial frequency spectrum 
of T 0 (u, v) is a function of only the difference, 
x-y,ofthe spatial coordinates, i.e . , t 0 (x,y) = 
t 0 (x-y). 
Although the analysis considers only one-
dimensional linear antennas, it can be extended 
to two dimensional planar antennas in a 
straightforward manner. 
J.D. Dy son. "On a Conical Quad-Spiral Array." Antenna 
Laboratory Technical Report /\'o. 63, September, 1962. 
7 pp. 15 figs. 
The shift in t e lemetry activity to the 
microwave region will require that some in-
stallations provide the capability of working 
on several bands in the range of frequencies 
from 220 through 2400 Mc. An antenna is 
proposed which will provide circularly polarized, 
moderate gain coverage throughout this range 
of frequencies. 
The conical log-spiral antennas may be 
designed to cover an arbitrarily wide range of 
frequencies and may be employed as array 
elements. An array of four such elements, a 
"conical quad-spiral array", has been con-
structed and tested from 400 to 4000 Mc. It 
may be readily scaled to cover the UHF and 
microwave telemetry bands, 
S. Laxpati and R. ~littra, " Antenna Impedance ~latching 
by ~leans of Acti\'e Networks." Antenna Laboratory 
Te chnical Neport ,\'o. 64, No\'ember, 1962. 39 pp. 
26 fig,;. 
The paper introduces several schemes 
for wideband matching of impedances using 
active elements in the matching network. It 
is shown that the design procedure is a 
straightforward one when two active elements 
such as negative impedance converters are 
used. An alternate scheme using one active 
e lement is also discussed and it is shown that 
a RC matching circuit using Kinariwala 1 s 
synthesis technique usually obtains a rather 
complicated and sometimes impractical type 
of network. However, a simple LC matching 
network may be designed using one active ele-
ment if certain approximation of the load im-
pedance function is made. Illustrative de signs 
using one and two active elements are described 
in the paper . 
The noise performance of an active match-
ing circuit which has an infinite bandwidth in an 
ideal sense is compared with a simple active 
padding network. It is found that there is 
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little relative advantage of one over the other. 
It is shown, however, that there is a definite 
advantage of the former circuit over the lat-
ter one if one compares their power perfor-
mance. 
Experimental verification of the theor e -
tical designs are included in the paper. 
R.H. :\facPhie, " On Maximizing the Signal-to-:\oi>'e Ratio 
of a Linear Receiving," Antenna L abura/ory Trchnical 
Report No. 65, J a nuary, 1963. 4-l pp. :\figs. 
A very desirable goal in any radio com -
munications system is to have a good receiv-
ing ant enna . In addition to responding to the 
desired signals, the antenna, to a greater 
or lesser degree, must also respond to the 
unwanted fields of ext ernal noise sources. 
Exampl es of this a r e atmospheric discharges, 
automobil e ignition, the sun, radio stars, 
jamming signals and other communication 
signals . In practic e the usual procedure is 
to design the antenna so that its pattern has 
low side lobes and, it is hoped, rejects most 
of the noise. 
This is a r ath e r imprecise approach to 
the problem since it does not take into account 
the actual distribution of noise sources which 
in some specific cases may be more or l ess 
unique . Indee d, it s hould be possible for 
any ant e nna loca t ed in a specific noisy environ -
ment to select its pattern so tha t its r ejec -
tion of the noise is in some sense optimum. 
This paper defines this as maximizing the time -
average d signal-to-noise power ratio at the 
ant enna's terminals. Specifica lly, it considers 
the case of an incoming signal from some known 
d irection which is in the presence of a n arbi -
trary background noise distribution. The sig -
nals a nd noise are assumed to be s t a tionary 
fw1ctions of time. The antenna is one w hos e 
ape rture we ighting function varies only in one 
direction, i.e., it can be thought of as a one-
dimensional linear antenna. In r ecent yea rs 
such antennas have been viewed as filters of 
the spatial frequencies of the source distri-
bution. In this paper the calculus of varia -
tions is used to derive an integral equation 
in the spatial frequency domain for the un-
known optimum aperture weighting function 
of the antenna . 
H.H. \l ac Phi e, ".\pplication of Cro,,;:;-Correlation T ech-
niqu('s to Lin ear Antenna .\rrays." rlnte11no Laboratory 
Trchnical Report .!\"o. 67. \l arch . 196:3. 1G2 pp. 16 fig:-;. 
This thes i s is concerned w ith the appli-
cation of cross-correlation t echniques to 
linear ant enna a rrays . The basic cross -cor-
relation system which is considered con-
sists of two linear receiving a rrays excit ed 
by a dist rib ution of remote radio sources . 
The terminal voltage of each array is passed 
thr ough a narrow-band RF filter and the two 
resulting signals are cross - correlated . It is 
demonstrated that this system can measur e 
the mutual coh e r ence function of the source 
distribution . To do this the patterns of the 
two antennas must be scanned independently. 
A Fourier analysis shows that the cross-cor-
relation system's output is a filtered version 
of the mutual coherence function . From this 
output a three-dimensional principal solution 
can be deduced; it is a generalization of the 
one-dimensional principal solution given by 
Rracewell and Roberts in connection with 
radio astronomy . 
In addition t o cross-correlating the vol -
tages obtained from two distinct arrays one 
can perform a cross-correlation of signal s 
obtained from one of the arrays . By divid -
ing the signal from each elernent into two 
parts (with predetermined weighting), and by 
combining additive l y each se t of signals, one 
obtains two output voltages from what are ef-
fcctivel y two coincident arrays . These sig-
nals are then cross-correlated in the usual 
fashion. A similar c ro ss -corre lation can be 
performed on the voitages obt a ined from the 
other a rray of the system . Finally, a fourth 
cross - correla tion function results w h en the 
signals of the two a rrays a r e combin ed in r e -
verse order and it is the compl ex conjugate of 
the original cross-correlation fw1 c tion. These 
four distinct outputs a r e the e l ements of the 
2 x 2 cor r e lation matrix of the sys t em . A 
Fourier a nalysis of the corre l a tion matrix 
leads to a more general principal solution for 
the syst em as a whole w hich yields consider-
ably mo re information about the source. 
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P . I~. Klock, " A Study of Wav e Propagation of Heli ces, " 
Antenna L aboratory T echni cal R e port No. 68, ).l arc h, 
196 3. 151 pp . 95 fig s . 
The determinantal equation for a n a rrow 
t a p e h e lix is derived of tw o methods, and com -
pl ex-value d solutions for the phase cons t a nt 
a r e obtained . 
The complete k - 8 diag r a m (Brilloui n 
diag r a m) is give n as a function of t a pe w idth 
a nd pitch angle. In orde r tha t the s olutions 
be continuous functions of k a nd 8 , it is 
n ece ssa ry to change branche s of the squa r e 
root which appears in the d e t e r m ina nta l e qua -
tion. A discussion of solutions w hich are 
physica lly admissible a s com plex wav e s olu-
tions is g ive n, and the pha s e c ons t a nt s cor-
r es ponding to the complex wav e s olution s a r e 
us e d to r e pre s e nt the curre nt on a h e lix. T wo 
s ource proble ms are inve stigat e d, one a n in-
finit e h e lix, the othe r a finit e h e lix . Com pa ri-
s on w ith expe rim e nts i s m a d e w ith go od ag r ee -
me nt . 
R. \li t t ra , " Re lat iv e Co nve rgence o f the So lu t io n o f 
a Do ubly Infinite Set o f Equ a ti o ns," Antenna L abora-
tory; T echnical R e port No. 69, .\pril , 1963. 10 pp . 
:2 figs. 
This pape r deals w ith the r e l a tive con-
v e r genc e of a doubly-infinite set of e qua ti on s 
pe rta ining to a bounda ry value problem in a 
wav eguide . It is show n tha t the s olution f o r 
the e qua tions conve rges diffe r e ntly for dif-
fer ent choice s of the com bina tion of the num -
be r of e quations from the t w o set s . Thi s i s 
d e monstrated by studying the c onve r genc e 
prope rtie s of the trunca t e d set of e qua tion s 
as the number of equa tions i s mad e inde finit e -
ly large . It is prove n that the s olution for the 
r e fl e ction coe fficient be comes ide ntica l w ith 
the e x a ct solution only w ith a pa rtic ula r choice 
of the ratio of the e quations . This choic e of 
the unique ratio is also show n to be consis t e nt 
w ith the e dge condition . 
R. Mi t tra a nd K.E . Jon es, " Th eore ti ca l Brillouin 
(k- B) Di agram for Monopole a nd Dipol e Array s a nd 
Th e ir Appli cation to Log- P eri odi c ·\ nte nn as." 
Antenna L aboratory T echnical R eport .\'o . 70," 
Apri I. 1963. 18 pp. 11 fi gs. 
In this paper the a uthors d e rive the 
cha r a cte ristic e qua tion for the comple x propa -
gation constant in a tra n smission line periodi-
c a lly loa d e d w ith dipole e l ement s . The equa -
tion is s olve d for r eal a nd imagina ry parts of 
the m ode p ropaga tion cons t a nt s . The e ffect of 
m utual im p e dance be t ween a nte nna e l eme nt s 
i s inclu d e d in the form ula tion a n d calcula tion. 
The or e tica l c a lcula tions a r c com pa r e d w ith 
expe rimenta l r e sult s r e p o rte d by M a y es a nd 
Inge r s on. The u sefulness a n d lim ita tion of 
the B rillouin (k- S ) diag r am for a n a l yz ing LP 
s truc t ures a r e d i scussed b rie fly . 
E. Hud oc k, " Near-Fi e ld In ves ti gatio n o f Uniformly 
P e>r iodi c ~l o no po l e Arrays ." Antenna f,aboratory; 
Tcchniral fleport No. 1, Contract NOBSH 85243, \l ay. 
HJ63. 105 pp. 57 fi gs. 
T h e amplitude a nd p hase c ha r act e ri s tics 
of waves trave ling a long variou s unifo r m l y 
pe riod i c a rrays of m onopoles h a v e been in-
ves tigat e d. It i s f o und tha t these s tructures 
usually exhibit r eg ion s of fr e que nc y w h e r e the 
pr o pagation consta nt i s c ompl ex . Ove r these 
r egions the s tructure may function as a n e f-
fe ctive r adia tor, the dire ction a l chara cte ri s -
tic s of w hich d e pe n d upon the r e l a tive phase 
a n d amplitude di s tri bution of the wav e (s ) on 
the a rra y . Of prime i m porta nce in the d e t e r-
mination of the s truc tur e ' s direction a l pro per -
ties i s the s ig n of the p hase c ons t ant ove r the 
fi r s t cell o r tw o. 
T hi s s t udy l ed t o ext ens ive use of the 
B rillouin, o r k - 13 , diag r am 1 and it s utility in 
the analys i s and s ummation of the measu r e d 
n ear-fie l d da t a i s s hown. T h e ineasu r e d f a r-
fi c l d patt e rns illu s tra t e the c orre l a tion be t ween 
the actua l a nd e xpect e d d irectiona l prope rties 
of the r e spective s tructures . 
T h e r es ult s of this s tudy provi de a d d ition-
a l ins i ght t o the fundame nta l p rinc iples w hic h 
unde rlie fr equ e nc y inde pe n de nt a ntennas , a n d 
ha v e application t o s uc cessf u l des i gns of log -
pe riodi c monopole a rra y s . These r es ult s 
demonstra t e tha t unde r appr opria t e c onditions 
of phas ing , ba ckfire radia tion may be e sta b-
li s h e d, a nd that the r a t e of a ttenua tion or d e c a y 
of the n ear fi e ld d e pends upon the ge ometry of 
the s tructur e . 
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J.T. VerdPyen, K.G. Balmain, and R.R. Hodges, "A 
Study of Processes in the Ionosphere by Means of 
Gyro-Interaction Experiments Carried Out with Rockets," 
Antenna Laboratory and Gaseous Electronics Labora-
tory Final Report for Contract AF 19(604)-5565. August, 
1962. 111 pp. 46 figs. 
The general aim of this project is to 
demonstrate the possibility of controlling 
some processes in the ionosphere by applica -
tion of radio energy at the gyrofrequency. 
Another purpose is to estimate the magnitude 
of the effects produced, to relate them to the 
properties of the ionosphere, and thus even-
tually to devise new methods of probing the 
ionosphere. 
A third purpose of the contract is to 
perform laboratory experiments on the inter-
action phenomena in an ionized gas subjected 
to a steady magnetic field, and to scale the 
results of these experiments to the actual iono-
sphere in view of its possible control. 
An experiment has been planned and 
executed which consisted of firing a rocket 
through the D and lower E regions of the iono-
sphere. The rocket carried a transmitter 
w hich periodically radiated a strong pulse at 
the gyrofrequency (about 1. 4 me). The temper-
a ture of the electrons in the vicinity of the 
rocket having been raised by this " heating" 
signal, the properties of the medium (colli-
sion frequency, rates of various processes, 
and the electron density, if the signal were 
strong enough) would have been modified. 
These modifications were detected by observing 
amplitude modulation upon a sensing signal 
propagated through the heated region. 
The planning phase of the project began 
in mid 19 59. The analogy between the rocket-
borne expe riment and the "Luxembourg effect" 
was helpful; however, the differences were 
important and necessitated careful study in 
several a reas . Graphical methods were 
developed for the computation of refractive 
index and polarization in a magneto ionic 
medium . Maxwell's equations were solved 
for the case of a n infinitesimal dipole antenna 
in an anisotropic plasma and both radiation 
patterns and near fields we r e obtained. 
Othe r studies more directly related to 
the rocket borne experiment have been in-
cluded in progress r eport s . These include 
the choice of sensing wave frequency, heating 
antenna system, and h eating s i gnal parameters 
- -------- - -- -
(such as pulse width, pulse repetition fre-
quency> and power level). 
S. Cheng, A. Jnselberg, et al., "Computation of Invar-
iant:-; in Continuous and Discrete ~tanifold s," Bio-
logical Computer L aboratory Technical Report No. 1, 
Contract AF33(616)-6-!2b, July, 1962. 104 pp. 10 figs. 
When in 1947 McCulloch and Pitts pub-
lished their paper "How We Know Universals;• 
the ideas presented were generally considered 
to be very interesting from a theoretical point 
of view but highly speculative from a neuro-
physiological standpoint. It was not easy to 
believe that nerve nets which grow apparent -
ly haphazardly should form well defined con-
nectivities which are capable of complex 
parallel computations which would render 
with high reliability in the set of all stimuli 
certain "abstractions" which are "meaningful"--
i. e ., have higher survival value --for the liv-
ing organism endowed with such nerve nets. 
After a series of brilliant experiments Lettvin 
et al. were able to present unmistakable proof 
of the existence of physiological nets which 
extract certain visual invariants in the set of 
all optical stimuli in the visual field cuf the 
frog and reported their findings in the now 
celebrated article ''What the Frog's Eye 
Tells the Frog's Brain", At about the same 
time at the occasion of the winter conference 
of the AIEE in New York, Von Foerster pre-
sented the nucleus of a theory which allows the 
calculation of those logical or arithmetic opera-
tions to be carried out by topological. neighbor 
elements which compute certain desired in-
variants. As can be shown, accurate point to 
point connection is in many cases not neces-
sary in order to obtain reliable operation of 
such nets; only a certain "tendency" of growth 
is requir ed to guarantee reliable functioning 
of such structures. 
Although in many special cases the power -
ful approach of parallel computation led to 
the discovery of a series of "properties" 
which could be detected by such networks, a 
more general approach to their structure was 
still lacking. The three papers which consti-
tute this report represent an attempt to expand 
the idea of "neighborhood interaction" and to 
put it on a more general basis, The first 
paper by Inselberg and Von Foerster dismisses 
cellular distinguishability and treats "neighbor -
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h .... nd" from an analytic point of view. Second, 
Yeh presents an interesting theorem of equi-
valence which holds between discrete action 
and interaction systems. Some examples of 
discrete action and interaction functions are 
given by Cheng who programmed these func-
tions into a PACE analog computer. 
We are today not yet in the possession 
of a general theory of linear, as well as non-
linear, property detector fields and nets. How-
ever, it is hoped that the work presented on 
the following pages may be of some help to 
the designer as well as to the theoretician who 
wants to construct nets which perform certain 
desired operations. 
~1.L. Babcock, R.J. Erickson, and D.M. Neill, ".\ 
Dynamic Signal Analyzer," Biological Computer 
Laboratory Technical Report 3-1, Contract 6428, 
January, 1962. 77 pp. 39 figs. 
The problem of speech analysis and re-
cognition is a ve1·y special part of the more 
general problem of pattern recognition. Speci-
fically, it is the analysis of a one-dimensional 
pattern, a function of one independent variable, 
time. The problem is to analyze a function of 
time into a minimal number (though not neces-
sarily the least number) of phonetic elements--
perhaps not the linguist's phonemes--which are 
reasonably invariant with respect to time and 
origin and as mutually independent from each 
other as possible. These phonetic elements 
will serve as a non-redundant code of the 
speech under analysis. Thus it is apparent 
that speech analysis and recognition involves 
a data reduction process as well as an informa-
tion transformation process. 
Most speech analysis and recognition 
methods accept the general hypothesis that all 
the relevant information can be represented 
in a spectrograph similar to that of Potter, 
Kopp and Green. This is a three coordinate 
graph, illustrated herein, of frequency com-
ponent amplitude, frequency, and time, re-
sulting from a spectrographic analysis of 
speech. 
A. lnselberg and H. Von Foerster, "Linear Property 
Filters." Biological Computer Laboratory Technical 
Report No. 1, NSF Grant 17414, July, 1962. 46 pp. 
9 figs. 
This paper considers discrete linear 
systems and U systems. Conceptually the 
difference between them is only in the car-
dinality of their respective set of elements. 
We have seen that action systems can be con-
sidered as special cases of interaction sys-
tems with a less general connectivity. Es -
sentially a stimulus, a, acting on a system 
is transformed by the system, considered as 
a linear operator T, and this transform is 
the response p of the system, e.g., 
P = To 
Greater emphasis is placed on discrete 
systems, since they are of direct interest 
in applications and the mathematics involved 
are easier to handle. 
Even for linear systems a great deal 
more can be accomplished by applying mathe-
matics which is already well-known. For 
non-linear systems the mathematical diffi-
culties involved seem to be worth tackling 
when one considers the wealth of possibly 
useful systems. 
11'.R. Ashby. H. \"on Foer~te r. and C.C. \\alker. 
"Threshold and Stability in Large Networks." Bio-
logical Computer Laboratory Technical Report !l'o. 3, 
SSF Grant 17414, December , 1962. 28 pp. 2 figs. ' 
3 table><. 
Any large system using only threshold as 
a criterion for whether transmission is to 
occur at each node is fundamentally unstable 
in its density of active points. Any increase 
in density of activity, by increasing the 
chance that other signals will be successful-
ly transmitted, tends to cause yet further in-
creases in density. Calculation of the exact 
effects confirms the expectation. 
Were the thresholds fixed, and were the 
conditions as assumed, any network using 
threshold would be unstable in action, tending 
continually to run away to an extreme, either 
of activity or of inactivity. Since many pro-
cesses in the nervous system are not normal-
ly seen to exhibit such runaways, there must 
be factors opposing the primary instability. 
A possible factor is described briefly, to 
show that stabilization of a thresholded net-
work is not difficult. 
The application of these facts to some 
well-known psychiatric symptoms is con-
sidered briefly. 
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\~.R . As hby, " Th e Set Th eory of ~k c h a ni sm a nd Homeo-
stas is," Biological Com puter L aboratory T erhnical 
R eport No . 7, NSF Grant 125148, Sep tem ber , 1962. 
'13 pp . 
The gen e r a l the ory of home o s t as i s , with 
its ext e nsive a nd d e v e loping i m plicati on s fo r 
the the ory of inte lli ge nt dynami c sys tems , 
has r eached a s t age a t w hic h it m u s t be s t a t ed 
in a fully rigor ous for m if it i s not t o be sub -
je ct to the une nding a mbigui ties a nd w o ollinesses 
tha t infest pla in lang uage . Having found tha t 
the conce pts , voca bula ry , a n d s y m bol s of the 
B ourba ki school a r e exc e ptiona lly we ll s uited 
t o the s t a t ement s a nd ope r a tions of thi s theory , 
t he aut ho r p r esent s an account of them. 
Afte r a n Introduction, P art I g ives an 
a ccount of such pa rts of Bou rba ki' s w ork as 
w ill be r e quir ed he r e . T he a ccount i s w ritten 
t o be c omple t e in it self . P a rt II g ive s vari ous 
applications of the method t o illus tra t e it s 
use . E a ch P a rt c ommenc es w ith it s own t abl e 
of c onte nts . 
T h e R e port is not i n t e n ded to be exh a u s -
tive , but r ath e r to a ct as a s uita ble a nd secur e 
founda tion on w hich othe r s can build. 
H.S. Hs ie h. " Determin ation o f Equ iva le nc<.' C lassC's b~· 
Orthogona l P rope rt ies," Cybernetics T echnical /teporl 
2, F e bru ary, 196 2. 103 pp . 18 fi gs. b tabl es. 
T h e a r t of c a lculating a n d building n e t -
w orks compos e d of a ctive e l ements w hich ex -
tra ct from the s e t of a ll stim uli c e rta in in-
v a ria nts -- so c a lle d " prope rties " - -is t oday well 
advance d. Con s ide r a c e r t a in numbe r n of s uch 
n e tw ork s, ea ch of w hic h extr act s a ce rta in 
p r ope rty n . (i = 1, 2, .. n) , which is in-
de p e nde nt ~f a n y o t he r pro p ert y n . ( i t j}: 
J 
e . g . ' ( . d) . .1 . 
n i m '.f j i .,. J· 
B y "inde pe nde nt" we inean tha t a b sen ce 
or pre s e nce of p r ope rty n1 does not influenc e 
a bsence or pre s e nc e of prope rty rrj in a n y ob -
j e ct of a particula r se t of o bj e ct s unde r c on -
s ide r a tion . Such prope rti es w ill b e c a lle d 
" orthog onal " , becau s e each c a n be conside r ed 
a s r e pres e n t ing a n axis in a n n - di men s i on a l 
orthogonal coordina t e sys t em, the p oint s 0 and 
1 r e pre s e nting a b sence or presence of the p r op-
e rty unde r conside r a tion . Each point in thi 3 
n - dimensional unit - cube r e present s a n"equiva -
l e nce clas s " d e fine d by a bina r y n um be r, each 
digit, i, 0£ which indicat es absence o r pre -
sence of the co rresponding prope r ty ni . 
Clea rly, n pr ope rties de fine z n e q ui va -
l ence classes , thus - - in principl e - - as many 
o b ject s can be differe ntia t ed by a sys t em 
composed of n pr ope rty filter s . T hi s ex -
p onentia l inc r ease in the n umbe r of distin-
gui s habl e object s with only a linea r increase 
in the num be r of n e t w orks can be u sed t o ad -
vantage w h en a p rio ri de t e r m ination of 
orthogon a l p r ope rties in a se t of o bj ec t s i s 
we ll-n i g h i m poss i bl e . 
T h e t w o pape r s w hic h constitute thi s r e -
p o r t deal w ith the q ue stion of h ow m uch r e -
dundancy one has t o pay in orde r to obta in a 
r eason abl e amount of ce rta i n t y of h avi ng 
identified a ll the object s in a pa rti c ula r class . 
One of the r es ult s p r esented in the foll ow ing 
pages i s tha t eve n unde r the mos t r e l axed 
c onditions of d e finin g prope rties in a se t of 
o bj ect s , sys tems w ith r e dundanc ies of onl y 
about 50 % w ill d i spl ay hig h d i sc rim ina ting 
p owe r s . T hi s may e n c ourage the e n g inee r 
w h o i s inte r es t e d in s i mpl e sol ution s f o r 
p r obl ems in w h a t i s ofte rn r efe rre d to as 
patte rn r ec ognition . 
G. Gun t her , " Cy be rn et ic Onto l og~· a nd T rans junctiona l 
Ope rat io n , " Cybernetics T echnical Heporl 4., .\ pri I. 
1962. 11 3 pp . 2.\ tabl es. 
T hi s essay presents s ome thou ght s on 
an ontolog y of cybe rnetics . T h e r e i s a v e r y 
simpl e tra n s l a tion of the t e r m " ontology" . 
It i s the the ory of Wha t The r e I s . (Q u ine ) 
But if thi s i s the case , one rightly expec t s 
the d i sc ipline to r epr esent a se t of s t a t ement s 
about "eve rything" . T hi s i s j us t anothe r way 
of saying tha t ontol ogy p rov i des us w ith such 
ge n e r a l a nd bas ic conce pt s tha t a ll a spec t s 
of B eing or Reality a r e cove r e d . Consequent-
l y a ll sc ie ntifi c di sc iplines f ind the ir g uidin g 
p rinc iples a n d ope r a tiona l maxims g r o unded 
in ontol ogy a nd l egitim i zed by it. Ontol ogy 
dec i des w h e the r our log ica l sys t ems a r e em -
pty p l ays w ith s y mbols or formal d esc ription s 
of w h a t " r eally" is . 
T h e follo w ing investigation ar rives a t the 
r esult t hat our p r esent (class i c ) ontology does 
n ot c ove r "ev e rything . " It excludes c e rta in 
phenomena of Being f rom sc i e ntific inves tiga -
tion de cla ring them to be of irra tion a l o r me t a -
physical n a tur e . T he ontologi c s ituation of 
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cybernetics, however, is characterized by 
the fact that the very aspect of Being that the 
ontologic tradition excludes from sci entifi c 
treatment is the thematic co r e and center of 
this new discipline . Since it is imposs ible 
to deny the existence of novel method s and 
positive results produced by cybernetic re-
search, we have no choice but to develop a 
new system of ontology toge the r with a cor-
r esponding theory of logic . The log i cal 
methods that a r e used faute de mieux in cy -
bernetics belong to the old ontological tradi-
tion a nd a r e not powerful enough to analyze 
the fresh aspects of_ Reality that are beginning 
to eme r ge from a theory of automata . 
The first section of this essay deals 
with classic ontology. The second is devoted 
to some perspectives of a trans-classic on -
tology. Sections thr ee and four try to deve l op 
a n ew theo r y of log ic capable of meeting the 
demands of cybernetics bett er than the two-
or n1any-valued sys t ems currently in use . In 
the first t wo section s the philosophical view -
point dominates . In the last two, technical 
problems of logic are accent uated . 
P.O. Goldan and C'.C . Leihy. " \li c-ro11a\C' Diagno;.;tic-
Tec-hniquC';.; for Pla,;ma Tran,.;mi,.;"ion and Pla,.;ma Po;.;l 
in \\ a\Pguide Configuration;.;_'· r:aseous Flcdronir·s 
Scientific Report So 3, Contract _\F 1!J(60 1)-717:l. 
Jul~ :JO. 1962. 1 ~9 PP- G-1 figs. 
The polarization of neon and neon - argon 
aft erglow plasmas was investigat ed at m i cro -
wave fr equencies to determine if volume bind -
ing forces ac ting upon the e l ectrons we r e of 
sufficient magnitude to permit spatial order -
ing of the cha rged constituents of these plasmas. 
The use of different plasma geome tries made 
it possible to se para t e the contributions to 
the tota l polarization field w hic h result from 
the inertia of the e l ectron gas, surface charge 
layers and e l ectron volume binding forces. 
It was found that the observed polarization 
fields could be explaine d in t e r ms of the ine rtia 
of the electron gas and an additiona l contribu-
tion which was strongly geometry dependent, 
indicating that it arises from surface c h a r ges 
a t the plas ma boundaries. This l a tter contri-
bution could be made quite small by a suitabl e 
choice of plasma geometry; h e nce it was con-
cluded that volume binding forc es a cting upon 
the electron gas we re negligibly small a nd 
that spatial ordering of ions and / or electrons 
did not exi s t. 
As by-products of our investigation, it 
was found tha t a cylindrica l plasma inside a 
square wavegui de exhibited a very large 
polarization a t hig h e l ectron densities . 
This polar i zation resulted from the seve r e 
a lterat ion of the microwave field d i stri bu-
tion in the waveguide at such densities , and 
rnasked the polarization fie l ds which we 
w i shed to measure . Further , it was deter -
mined that failure to account for such per -
turbed fields can result in serious error in 
the calculated values of the electron density 
neat large values of ne where these pertur -
bations become important. An empirical 
method for d etermining the effect of per -
turbed fields upon ineasurements of electron 
densities and electron collision frequency is 
described and has been experimentally sub -
stantiated. The plasma- post in waveguide 
constitutes a geometry which generates 
little or no divergence of the inicrowave 
fields. It has revealed the existence of a 
very srnall geometry dependent polarization 
which also must be taken into account in the 
calculation of e l ectron densities . A simple 
empirical meth od for determining the polari-
zation of the plasma-post is described and 
has been substantiated experimentally . 
In addition , it has been found that the 
proper variables governing the impedance of 
the plasma- post are the total e l ectron colli s i on 
frequency and the nmnber of electrons per unit 
pl asma length N ' (rather than ne). At ext r eme -
ly high electron densities the propagation of 
inicrowave energy a l ong the pl asma - post was 
observed. The mode of this propagation was 
identified as the HEll mode and the theory 
governing it is presented. 
C.H. Hendrick,.; and ILG. Semon in_ .. In\ Pstigation of 
\\atN DroplC'l C'oale,.;eeneC'." Illinois State Irater Sur-
rey and ('harycd Particle Research Laboratory. Final 
HC'port on :'lignal Corp,.; Grant :\o. D \ -Sig-:JG-Oil9-62-G19. 
Oc-tolwr :2fi _ 196:!. 2\J pp. ~fig,.;. 
To obtain quantitative results on the time 
it takes precipitation of droplets to develop 
w ithin a cloud, the droplet collision and co-
a l escence processes a r e being inves tigat ed 
theoretically and expe riment a lly under static 
and dynamic conditions . The factors which 
a id a nd hinde r the coalescence of t wo wat e r 
droplets a r e be ing studied in a humidity a nd 
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temperature controlled, field-free space. 
The electric field is also known to effect the 
collision and coalescence processes. The 
work includes the effects o[ applied electric 
fields on: 1) collision efficiency; 2) deforma-
tion of droplet surfaces when two droplets 
approach each other; and 3) the phenom e non 
of charge transfer between two droplets in 
proximity. 
J. GC'rardo, C.D. HC'ndrieb . Jr., and L. Clolrbll'in. 
··\ti(·ro\\a\l' ]n,·cstigation of EIN·tri en ll~· Dri\C'n ~hol'k 
\\a\ C'>' in Ga,.;p;;," Gaseous f;/c!'/ro11ics Scientific 
Hepor/ 4, C'ontrael \F19(601) -7 ~70. \larch. 196:1. 
l:l(i pp. ~:l fig ,;. 
The application of microwave interac-
tion w ith gaseous plasmas to the study of 
e lectrically driven shock waves in inert gases 
and gaseous plasmas is discussed in this 
paper. The microwave techniques used in 
this wo rk include: 1) phase shift and resonant 
probe methods of measuring electron den-
sities in the shock wave; 2) Doppler frequency 
s hift of a microwave signal reflected by the 
shock wave plasma which enables one to 
meas ure the velocity of propagation of shock 
waves ; and 3) radiome t e r measurements of 
the nois e power radiated by the s hock wave 
plasma in the microwave frequency range . 
The microwave measurements we r e supple-
mented by observations of the visible light 
emitted from the shocked gas and by voltage 
induced signals on small metallic probes 
placed in the path of the propagating shock 
waves . 
The investigated shock waves were in 
the Mach 4 to Mach 14 velocity range and 
we re produced in n eon and argon gases at 
pressures from 0.1 to 5 mm Hg. They we r e 
initiated by passing an intens e electric dis-
charge current through a portion of the gas 
filling the shock tube. It is demonstrated 
that the background gas through which the 
shock waves subsequently passed was ionize d 
to a non-negligible degree at the instant of 
the electrical discharge. It is shown that 
this preionization of the background gas is 
consistent with photoionization by photons of 
adequate energy from the discharge chamber 
of the shock tube. In particular it is shown 
that under the conditions of this experiment, 
the photoionization is consistent with ioniza-
tion by X-rays from the electron bombarded 
--- - - ------- -
anode in the discharge chamber. The effect 
of the free electron constituent of the ionized 
background gas on the properties of shock 
waves as we ll as its direct effect on experi-
ment a l observation techniques is discussed. 
In addition, the pr ope rti e s of the hot and 
highly ionized driver gas w hich expands from 
the discharge chamber a nd closely follows 
the s hock wave dow n the expans ion chamber 
are discussed. Particular emphas is is placed 
on the effect of the driver gas w ith regards to 
the est abli s hment of an equilibrium state in 
the s hocked gas. 
C.D. l! Pndricb. C'. Gruhl'r. cl al .. "Hl'.'Pa rch Into 
NlttH' of tlw Ba.'i'· Ph>·,.; ic,.; of ~h ol' k \\a\l' PlwnomC'na. 
(,'11-'r 'ou' Electronics Hcpor/. Contral't .\Fl !J(G0~)-7-l11. 
\u!! u,.;t. l!Hi:l. Ml pp. I() fig,.;. 
The gene ral purpose of this research i s 
to exper imentally and theor e tically study the 
physical properties of ioniz ing shock fronts 
w ith Mach numbers r a nging above and below 
Mach 20. The environrncntal conditions into 
w hich the shock waves a r c propagated, are 
e quivalent to those at 50 to 100 miles in the 
uppe r atmosphere. 
The study is primarily conce rned w ith an 
analysis of the interaction of e l ect romagne tic 
waves in the frequency r ange 2. 5 to 30 kilo-
megacycles per second with the ionizing s hock 
front. The modes and degrees of coupling 
between the s hock wave and the e l ectromag -
netic wave and also methods to control this 
coupling are experimentally considered. 
El ectromagnetic power l evels sufficiently 
high to permit experiment without appreciably 
disturbing the environrnent have been used. 
:-;. TakC'da. L. Gold,.;tC'in. and \I. Houx, "Pan I \licro-
\\H\ C' ~tudit>,- of \"onion iz ing ~hock \\a\ f',.;": :-;. Takeda 
and \I. Houx. "Pan II: .\ Propo-<l'd \l i<TO\\a\e RC'f!t> e-
tion \!Nhod for the ~tud> of High Enl'rg>· ~hock \\a\(~ 
Produ<·Pd lligh DL•n,.;ity Pla :'ma ... Gascou., Elcc/ro11ics 
Technical Hcpor/ 2. Contract D\-:16-0:1!J-~C- 7t>:)J:1. 
Jul>. 196:!. 65 pp. :10 fig .". 1 tnhlf'. 
The interaction of microwaves w ith gas-
eous plasmas is used to study weak shock waves 
in low pressure gases. An improved t echnique 
for m icrowave measurement of plasma para-
meters is used which is applicable to plasmas, 
v a rying rapidly with time. By this method the 
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electron density and the collision frequ e ncy 
in a plasma are d e duc e d from the simultan-
eous recording of two microwave detector 
signals . The validity of this method was 
t est e d in a decaying plasma created by a 
pulsed DC discharge in the usual way . 
In this method the gas is weakly pre-
ionized a nd shock waves with a Mach number 
t oo low to ionize the gas arc then propagated. 
Using a tube Smm in diameter and condenser 
discharges for the production of s hock waves 
up to 200 joul es with Mach number up to 5 in 
a pressur e of 4 to 13 mmHg in Neon and Argon, 
it is found that the measured e l ectron density 
increased across the shock discontinuities in 
the ratio of the gas density ratio. The elec -
tron t empe r a ture , deduced fro1n the measured 
e l ectron-ion collision frequency is, as expected , 
lowe r than the gas t empera t u r e estimated 
from the Mach number. 
In addition to the electromagnetic behav-
ior the optical prope rties of the plasma a r e 
put to us e in thes e studies , These proper-
ties provide us w ith an independent source of 
information w hich is directly correlated with 
the microwave measurements, 
Finally, a method for measuring the 
hig her electron d e n s ities in plasmas is pro -
posed. 
K. \ . \ ara,.; inga Rao and L. Gold ,_;t<•in. "Studi<'" in 
EIPC'tromagnNic \\ a\C' lntc>raction TPchniqup,.;," (,'11"-
ro11s F./r('tronics Report. C'ontraC't \F l!l(fiO ~ )-:l ~'-1. 
.Janu a r> :ll. 196:t :l i pp. J:l fig,;. 
The technique of interaction of guided 
e l ec tromagne tic waves in magneto plasmas 
is utilized to study the phe nomena r esulting 
from the cyclotron re s onance (f = fH - gyro-
fr eque ncy of electrons ) absorption of m icro-
wave energy by the electr on gas . The enh a n ce -
ment in electronic energy caused by this ab -
sorption is experi ment a lly evidenced by the 
study of 1) gyro-interaction of microwaves of 
different frequencies (f1 :$ fH :$ f 2 ); 2) emis -
sion of m icrowave noise power at fr e quencies 
fn2 fH; 3) intens ity of visible light excitation; 
and 4) rapid disintegration of the plasma. A 
correlation of these expe rimental results show 
that 1) the rate of h eating of any specific region 
of the plasma changes drastically during dif-
ferent time interval s of the pulsed resonant 
h eating microwave s ignal ; and 2 ) non-uniform 
h eating occurs along the plasma axis. The 
implica tion of these results on wave propaga -
tion in a inagnetoplasma is discussed, 
E.H. Dorn ,.;pif. "Stud\ of lnlPral'l ion of El(•ctromagrwtic 
\\ a'P" \\ith \on-ionrZ<'d and lon izPd Ga-P,.;." Gascuu" 
l:'il'dro11i1·s Hcpurl jur \SF (,'rant(,' l !81ill. SPptemlwr. 
l!Hi:l. :Hi pp. :l1 fig.,;, 
The investigations performed during the 
period sponsor ed by the National Science 
Foundation were fro1n two divisions of the 
research being conducted at the Gaseous 
Electronics Laboratory at the University of 
Illinois. 
Task A was concerned with the s t udy of 
light scattering by the earth ' s atrn.osphere . 
The investigation included the angular dis-
tribution of scattered light - -the indi catr i cc s 
of scattering; polarization of the incident and 
scattered lights; and the dependence of the 
scattered light on the intensity of the incident 
bean1 . 
The forcrnentioned study was conducted 
as a preliminary st1Hly to light scattering by 
an ionized gas. When this work was t e1nporar -
ily abandoned , attention was directed to Task 
B which consisted of a numbe r of e l ementary 
experiments pertaining to absorption of a 
microwave signal p ropagat ed through a rnag-
neto plas1na--a gaseous discharge i1nmersed 
in a magnetic field. 
\ .II. (,,.;<"11111•11dtrwr and (I.I\. ~11Pn-'on, ,Jr. " \Loi\ 
l n-Prt1on I."''· ( apacit11 Pi,1 ~"annPd (;onionwt<'r for 
Far:tda> Ho1at1un \l<'<l-Ut'l'lrH'nl" in till' \ .11.F. R angP." 
Hr11/i11 .1'lr111101•1y /(,port. FPhru:H,1. l!)(i:l. :l:l pp. 
7 fig . .;. 
The relevant theory dealing with a l ow in-
sertion loss, capacitively scanned goniometer, 
for Far aday rota tion n1easurements in the VHF 
r a n ge h as been derived in thi s r eport. In addi-
tion, the design criteria and test procedure for 
such a device in the fr equency r a nge 25-60 me 
per second has been established . Insertion 
los ses on the orde r of 2 db have been easily 
achieved with standard compone nts, and with 
care a t discrete frequencies this figure may 
be further reduced. 
Observations have been inade on moon 
r e flections at 26. 9 me per second and satel -
lite emissions at 54 me per second and in each 
case the number of rotations and directions 
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we r e e a sily dete ctable . 
In addition to its utiliza tion for m ea sure -
ments of lunar echoes, this d e vic e show s pro -
m is e for applications w ith the project e d E GO 
sat e llite and the study of d e pola rization during 
s cintilla tion. 
B.J. Fl a he rty a nd G. IV . Swe nson , Jr. ," .. \ \u c lear 
\l agnomete r ,:, Radio Astronomy Report. \ ovem bPr l:J. 
196:2 . 17 pp . 6 fi gs . 
It h a s fr eque ntly been f o und des ira ble , 
a t l a bora tories c onc e rne d w ith uppe r-a t mos -
phe r e studies , to h a v e a v a ila ble a mean s of 
m onitoring the earth' s magn e ti c fi e l d as an 
indicator of e l ectromagn e tic a ctivity in the 
i on o sphe r e . This pa pe r d es cribes a proton-
p r ecess ion magne tomet e r suitabl e for thi s 
purpose w hich c a n be built u s ing only the r e -
sources of a modestly - equipped e l ec tronic s 
s hop. Othe r m agn e tom e t e r s such as the 
rubidium va por, flux gat e , or ba lli s tic t ypes 
r e quire v e ry accura te gl ass blow ing mac hi n-
ing a nd c a libra tion . A nuclear magn e tome t e r 
on the othe r h a nd r e q u ires no mac hining or 
gl a s s w ork a nd gives a n a b solute meas ure of 
the earth's fi e ld. It c a n be calibra t e d eas ily 
us ing c omm only - a v a ila ble f r e quenc y measur-
ing e q u ipment. 
H. S. Smith, " On-L ine Di gita l Com pu te r o f the \" a riancl' 
of a Ti me Seri es," Radiolocation Research Laboratory 
Technical Note 61, Ma rc h . 1963. 6 pp . 
Statistica l v a ria nc e has been w ide ly used 
in propa ga tion studie s ass o c i a t e d w ith r a dio 
d irection finding for many y ea r s . With the 
adv e nt a t this l abora tory of hig h speed dig ita l 
c om puting m a chine ry, it i s advisa ble t o ex -
plore methods of on a nd off line calcula tion of 
va ria nce, w ith pa rticu l a r emphas i s placed on 
on-line computa tions . It i s n ot the purpose of 
thi s note to judge w he the r or n ot varia n ce i s 
the c orre ct para 1ne t e r to u se , me r e ly to fin d 
ways of calcula ting it. 
It is planne d to e xte nd thi s di s cus s ion in 
futur e note s to cove r mean s of estimating the 
c onfide nce w hich c a n b e pla c e d in a g ive n c a l-
cula tion, basing this estima t e on the number 
of samples , the numbe r of qua ntiz ing l eve l s , 
the powe r s pe ctrum of the sampl ed s igna l, 
a nd othe r r e l e vant f a ctor s . 
I\. Ho><e. " .\ \l icro\\"a \ l' T l'c hn iq ue fo r the Stud:-· o f 
Ol' \ ia t ion >' fro m O hm',_, L 'rn in High He;.;i;;ti \ i t:-· SPm i-
cond uctor>'." Semiconductor L aboratory . T l'c hni ca l 
HPport \o . 1 for Co ntract D.\ 3{i-0:19-SC- 7b:J 1 !l and T ('(· h-
ni<·a l \o tP :\o. -l for Contra c t \F ·19(6!lb )- 117 . Ju nl' 1, 
Hlfi~. 109 pp. 37 fig;; . :1 t a bl e;; . 
T h e d e v e lopment of a m icrowave t e ch-
nique for the study of d e via tions from Ohm ' s 
l aw in hig h r es i s tiv ity semi c onducto r s i s 
p r esente d in thi s r eport. In thi s t e chnique a 
hig h l eve l m icrowave fi e l d i s u se d to produce 
the d e via tions as we ll as meas ure them . A 
semi c onductor sample i s pla c e d in a r e sona nt 
c a vity a nd the conduc tivity of the sample i s 
infe rre d from measurement s of tra nsmiss ion 
through the c a vity. Prelim ina r y meas ur e -
ment s on sam ples of high r es i s tiv ity s ilic on 
a t t em pe r a tur e s dow n to t he boiling point of 
liqui d nitroge n a r e r e ported . The r e sult s of 
these meas urement s indicat e tha t the t echni-
q u e in it s p r esent for m i s a pplica ble to semi-
c onductor s with r es i s tivities up to 600 ohm - cm . 
T . llo>'ono. " T hPo rNical OP,.;ign of a !l:i Ge lkbatron ." 
l"//ramicro11·a1"e Section Technical ,\'ote ,'\ o . 5. Contr act 
\F :10(6Hi)-70 ~ :3. D0cem l)(' r 1 . 196:2. 73 pp . :i:? fig,.;. 
:J tabl l'><. 
T h e the ore tica l de s i g n of a r ebatron (re l a -
tiv i s t ic e l e ctron bunching a ccele r a tor) of the 
linea r a cce l e r a t o r t ype to ope r a t e a t 35 Ge i s 
desc ribed in thi s r epo rt. 
T h e c ha r ac t e ri s tic s of the pre - bun c hing 
unilo r m section a nd a c ce l e r a ting n on-unifor m 
se ction as we ll as the o ve r a ll c h a r a cte ri s tic s 
of the c om po s ite se ction h a v e been inves tigat e d. 
T h e a n a lys is of di s k-loa d e d waveguides i s 
p r esent ed , a nd the phase a nd e n e r g y ve l ocity , 
powe r fl ow , a n d powe r l oss a r c c a lcula t e d t ak-
ing into a ccount the e ffe ct s of s pa c e h a r monic 
compone nt s . Fina lly , a nume rical des i gn f o r 
a s t a n d ing - wav e machine i s g ive n. 
J.H . Bai rd. H.G . Hel' ren, et al., " \l egarn lt El l'ctronic>'. 
Su b-\l i 11 iml'll' r \\' ave He;.;0a rch,'' Ultrmnicrou:ave Section 
.,.Jnnual Report 3. Co ntract .-\ F 33(61G )-70-l ::l . Dccl'm h<•r. 
1!l6:?. :39 pp . 17 fig s . 
Des i gn d a t a for a 1 McV disk-loa d e d linear 
e l ectron acc e l e r a t or a n d bun c h c r whi c h i s b e -
ing des i gn e d to ope r a t e a t 35 Ge a r e pre s e nte d. 
The r es ult s of measurement s mad e on te s t 
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sections to determine the structure dimensions 
a r e described. 
A transverse d e flection t echnique £or 
producing high-freque ncy Fourier current 
components in an e lectron beam is being in-
ves tigated. A calculation of normalized 
h a rmonic current amplitudes as a function 
of ha rmonic number shows that the beam 
diamet e r must be kept small in comparison 
to the wavelength of interest. 
Beam coupling s tudies w hich a re des -
c ribed are based upon thes e effect s: 1) 
Cerenkov interaction in a plasma; 2) Cerenkov 
inte raction in a ferrit e ; a nd 3) tra n sition 
r adia tion. Calculated data a r e presented which 
s how that interaction r es i s t ances g r eate r than 
10 3 ohms per wavelength a r e possible . 
~: -J._ Ros?,nbaum, "_Ceren kov Radiation from Anisotropic 
I emtes, Ultram i crowave Section, Te chnical Do cu-
mentary Report, Contract ..\F 33(657)-1022·L \l a~· 1. 
1963. 109 pp. 39 figs. 1 table. 
The behavior of Cerenkov r adi a tion 
gene rated by a spatially bunched, ext ended 
e lectron-beam passing through an ani sotr opi c 
ferrite is evaluated as a function of the fer-
rite paramet e rs. Thre e geometries are con-
s ide r ed: 1) a filamentary current streaming 
through a radially unbounded, los sy ferrite; 
2 ) a non- ze ro radius, bunched e l ectron- beam 
passing through a cylindrical channel in a 
r adially bounded, lossle ss f e rrite; and 3 ) the 
beam of part 2) passing throug h a loss l ess 
ferrite tube which is r adially bounded by an 
unbounded, isotropic, dielectric medium. 
An interaction r es istance i s defined in 
t e rms of the power radiated a nd i s determined 
by solution of the appropriate e l e ctromagneti c 
boundary value problem. Numerical values 
for the interaction resistance as a function of 
the several system variables we r e obta ined 
by programming the boundary value problems 
for solution by the University of Illinois digi-
t a l computer ILLIAC. An ext e nsive set of 
these theoretical results is prese nted graphi-
cally with interaction resistance displayed as 
a function of the several variables : pre c es -
sion frequency, magnetization frequency, 
beam velocity, beam radius, ferrite radius, 
ferrite permittivity, and oute r dielectric 
r egion permittivity. 
\l.D. S1 rkis. E. Yama:,;hita , c t al. , '' Sludv and Jn \'esli 
galion of \l illimeter and ::iubmi lli mPlN \\ ,;\'<' Recei\·er 
TPchniqul';-;." Ultramicro wa l' e SeC'tion Report, Con-
~ract ,\F ::l0(602)-'.H56, \l a rch 29. 196i1. 3:; pp. 16 
ligs. ;) tab les . 
This program has as it s goal the develop-
ment of video detection t echniques w hich a r e 
usuabl e in the millimeter and submillimete r 
wave r ange of the spectrum . 
A pyroelectric detector which uses tri-
glycine sulfate as the d e tecting material has 
been devel oped and t est e d in microwave sys-
t ems at wave l engths of 8 .15 mn1 , 4.10 mm , 
and 2 .14 mm . The m inimum de t ect abl e power 
with the present configuration is 8 µ watt s a t 
the longer wave l engths and between 20 and 
200 µ watts a t 2.14 mm . 
A s i mil a r detector using barium titanat e 
as the detecting mat e rial did not prove to be 
as sensitive as the tri-glycine sulfat e unit. 
An analysis for the me t a l r e flecting beam 
wave guide has been developed. It i s found 
that the reflectors s hould be sections of oblate 
spheroids . 
An expe rimental wall current detector for 
use with the beam wav e guide has been built. 
Initial t ests we r e e ncouraging . 
\\ .H. Steim_ and J.E. Degen ford , " Stud~· and InvPsti ga-
l1on of \1 11l1meler and Submi ll imeter \\fl\<' HeceiH•r 
Tech~iquPs, " Ultr01n icro wave SN·tion Quart erly Re-
port ,\o . !!! , Contract ..\F30(602)-24 :"i6. SPptPmher 1, 1962. 
20 pp. 12 fig s . 
A pyroelectric effect detector has been 
t es t ed expe rimenta lly. The sensitivity of the 
experiment a l model varies between 2 x lo-ll 
amperes per m illiwatt and 4 x 10-ll ampe r es 
per m illiwatt depending on the temperature of 
the sample . It s hould be possible to increase 
these sens itivities by a fac t or of 10 to 100 by 
ge tting more of the incident power absorbed 
and ge tting the maxi mum polarization in the 
sample. The use of a s hunt inductor to in-
crease the output of the detector has been in-
vestigat ed . By choosing the inductor so tha t 
the crysta l capacitance a nd the inductor form 
a r esonant circuit a t the modulation frequency, 
the output can be increased . 
Because of high losses in the labo ratory 
4mm beam waveguide , the possibility of using 
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metal r e fl ec t o r s rathe r than die l ect r ic l enses 
for the ph ase correct o r s is being investigated . 
Also be ing s t udi ed i s the p r obl em of energy 
focusing on a beam wavegui de for effi c i ent 
detection . One proposed sc h eme of doing this 
consists of us ing a seri es of lenses of decreas-
ing focal l eng th t o decrease the energy spot 
size . When t h e spot size is reduced sufficient-
ly, a tapered die l ectri c rod can be used to 
focus the energy onto the detector . 
J.H. Baird. "Deflection \ lodulation and \lillirnNPr 
\Ian.',.;." Ultramicrou·a1·e Section. 'l'e('/inical /Jorn-
men/al'y Report ASD-T/JR-63-481! . . \ pri I. 196:\. 9:") pp. 
1~ fig,.;. 
The major obstacle of the classical 
electronics approach to the submillimeter 
wave generation problem is considered to be 
the vanishingly small volume of the electron 
beam-electric field interaction region . This 
presentation is concerned with the increasing 
of this interaction volume by the application of 
quasi-optical techniques --quasi-optical in the 
sense that the physical dirnensions of the in-
teraction volume are large co1npared to the 
output wavelength. Achieving the maximum 
benefit from quasi-optical techniques requires 
not only a quasi-optical coupling circuit but 
also a quasi-optical electron beam . 
It is proposed that such a quasi-optical 
electron beam consisting of many small individ-
ual beams c an best be modulated by a deflec-
tion 1nodulation system; thus, the major por-
tion of the presentation is a study of hannonic 
generation by the use of deflection modulation. 
In particular i t is demonstrated both theoreti-
cally and experimentally that an extended inter-
action region can be used with a single beam 
deflection modulation system, and the analysis 
is extended t o s h ow how a quasi - optical array 
of many beams can be modulated and yield a 
significant power out put at very h i gh harmonics 
of the modul a ting input frequency . 
The r esult s of the analys i s indi cate that 
D . R . Allen, "Minimi z ing Precession Tor ques 
in Electrically Suppor ted Gyroscope , " 
G. H . Fett and W. L . Emery, advisors . 
June, 1963 . (CSL) 
J . R. Baird, 11 Deflection Modulation and Mil -
liinete r Waves," P . D . Coleman and M . D . 
Sirkis, advisors . June, 1963. 
K. G. Balmain, "The Impedance of a Short 
Dipole Antenna in a Magneto Plasma," 
G. Deschamps, advisor . June, 1963. 
E. P. Bialecke, "Experimental Investigations 
into the l-roduction of IIigh Density Gaseous 
Plasmas," L . Goldstein, advisor. June, 
1963. 
c. W. Blachford, "Induction Cup Parameters 
from Electromagnetic Field Theory and 
E.xperirnental Analysis," G. H. Fett and 
C. A. Keener, advisors. February, 
1963. 
S. P. Chan, "Realizability Conditions of Singlc-
Contact Functions," W. Mayeda, advisor. 
February, 1963. (CSL) 
R. L. Cummins, "Existence of Hamilton Cir-
cuits in Three Graphs, ' 1 W. Mayeda and 
M. E. Van Valkenburg, advisors. 
October, 1962. (CSL) 
H. H. Doemland, 11 Synthesis of Root Loci, 11 
W. Mayeda and M . E. Van Valkenburg, 
advisors. February, 1963 . (CSL) 
J. C. Elsey, 
of Large 
"An Algorithm for the Synthesis 
Sequential Circuits," S. Seshu, 
June, 1963. (CSL) advisor. 
J . B. Gerardo, "Microwave In.vestigation of 
Electrically Driven Shock Waves in Gases," 
C . D. Hendricks , advisor . June , 1963. 
a re l a tive l y s impl e device could p r oduce a pulsed V · 
out put p owe r of pe rhaps a k ilowatt a t a wave -
H . Gonzal ez , "A Method of Determinat ion of 
Ionospheric El ectron Dens ity Profil es from 
Faraday Rot a t ion of Sat e llite - Borne Radi o 
Signals , " G . W . Swenson, Jr. , advisor. 
Oc t obe r, 1962 . 
length of one m illimet e r. 
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K. W . Heizer, "Distributed RC-Networks with 
Rational Transfer Functions," J. B. 
Cruz, Jr., advisor. October, 1962. 
(CSL) 
D. S. Humpherys, "Rational Function Approxi-
mation of Polynomials with Equiripple 
Error," J. B. Cruz, Jr ., and M . E. Van 
Valkenburg, advi sors. February, 1963. 
(CSL) 
R. M . Joppa, "Considerations of Root Sensi-
tivity in the Time Domain," W. Mayeda 
and M. E. Van Valkenburg, advisors. 
February, 1963. (CSL) 
R. W . Kafka, "An Optimization Technique for 
Pulse Width Modulated Systems," J. B. 
Cruz, Jr., advi sor. June, 1963. (CSL) 
S. J. Kahne, ''On Direct Fixed-Time Optimi-
zation of Invertible Systems, 11 J. B. 
Cruz, Jr., advisor. June, 1963. (CSL) 
P. W. Klock, "A Study of Wave Propagation 
on Helices," G. H. Fett and W . L. ), 
Emery , advisors . June, 1963. 
M. Lal, "On Physical Realizability of Signal 
Flow Graphs and Realization Techniques, 
S. Seshu, advisor. February, 1963. 
(CSL) 
R. H. MacPhie , "Application of Cross-Cor-
relation Techniques to Linear Antenna 
Arrays, 11 G. A. Deschamps, advisor . 
June, 1963. 
W . F . McGee, 11 A Numerical Approximation 
Technique for Filter Functions," S. 
Seshu, advisor. October, 1962. (CSL) 
W. T. Patton, "The Backfire Bifilar Helical 
Antenna," G. A. Deschamps, advisor . 
February, 1963. 
J. O. Penhollow, "Design of Arithmetic Con-
trol of New Illinois Computer, 11 J . .I!.:. 
Robertson, advisor . October, 1962. 
J. H. Pugsley, 11 Linear Sequential Machines 
Whose Logic Elements Involve Delay," 
J. E. Robertson and T. A. Murrell, ad-
visors . June, 1963. 
S. T. Ribeiro, 11 Phase Plane Analysis of 
Flipflops," W . J. Poppelbaum, advisor, 
June, 1963. 
F. J. Rosenbaum, "Cerenkov Radiation from 
Anisotropic Ferrites, 11 P. D . Coleman 
and M. D . Sirkis, advisors. June, 1963. 
R. R . Shively, 11 Stationary Distribution of 
Partial Remainders in S-R-T Digital 
Division," J. E. Robertson, advisor. 
June, 1963. 
R. J. Strain, "Submillimeter Wave Quantum 
El ectronics Using Ion Pairs in Ruby, 11 
P. D . Coleman and M . D. Sirkis, ad-
visors. June, 1963 . 
R. E. Swartwout, "Further Studies in Speed-
Independent Logic for a Control," J. E. 
Robertson , advisor. February, 1963. 
MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 
The Mechanical Engineering series publications are num-
bered acco rding to their respective proje c ts or as \f.E . 
Technical No tes or R eports. Other research u·ork not 
listed here can be found in journal articles . 
R.L. Heim burg, A. B. Huang , et al., " ~1 easuremen t 
of Pressure in an Ultra-High Vacuum ," M&l Engineer-
ing Technical Do cumentary; Report AEDC-TDR-63-49, 
Ma rch , 1963. 130 pp. 46 figs. 8 tabl cs. 
This report deals w ith measurement of 
pressure in an ultra-high vacuum environment, 
including the e ffect of adsorption, multi-gauge 
operation, and streaming. The theory of the 
Bayard- Alpert gauge and the concept of ad -
sorption are also explored, and r espon se of 
a gauge is studied . An expe rime ntal system 
has been d evised capable of substantiating 
these points, as well as comparing a number 
of different ionization gauges a nd determining 
the interaction of gauges . Generalization of 
results permits rational gauge interpr etation 
in va rious environments. The usefulness of 
a nude gauge for a ll measur ements i s demon-
strated . 
11.L. Cho w and H.H. Kor,,;t, "On the Flo\\ Structure 
\l ithin a Constant Pressur e Com pressible Turbul ent 
Jct-Mixing Region ," M&I Engineering, ME-TA"-393-1, 
July, 1962. 30 pp. 11 fi gs. 
The inte r es t in flow proble.rns invol v -
ing separation from solid bounda ries l eads 
to studies of the flow mechanism in the wake, 
a nd its component flow r egions . 
Significant wake flow component s may 
be identifie d as: 1) the flow field near the 
sepa r a tion point ; 2) the jet mixing component 
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between the wake and the adjacent free stream; 
3) the r egion of reattachment (oft e n recompres -
sion) at the end of the wake; 4 ) the flow field 
w ithin the wake ; and 5) the r e d e velopm e nt of 
the flow field downstream of the e nd of the wake . 
Unde rstanding of wake dynamics has bene-
fit ed greatly from the a n a ly s is of such wake 
flow components, as evidenced by the treat -
ment of the classical base pressure problem 
and its ramifications. The j e t mixing com-
ponent is of special importa nc e in its contri-
bution to wake flow mechanisms, a nd has, 
the r efore , received w ide att ention in this 
r epo rt. 
11.L. C'how. " ..\xi a ll ~ · Symmetric and \nn ular Super-
sonic :\ozzlc Profil es ," \/ (_; / Enyineering, \/ E-1'.\-
3.94-1. ~l ay. 1963. 99 pp. 2 figs. 1:1 ta bl es. 
Along with rapid developments on high 
speed a ircraft a nd missiles, considerable 
progress h as been made in the development 
of high speed e l ectronic computing facilities. 
The l att e r has been achieved to such an extent 
that the nume rica l calculations of a great many 
enginee ring problems which would be unreason-
abl y time-consuming and l aborious many years 
ago , can now be ha n dl ed by high speed computers 
as a matte r of routine . The adaptation of the 
computing devices to the s tudy of compressible 
fl u id flow problems i s of n a tura l consequence, 
in particular to the n ume rica l c a lculations of 
the supe r sonic flow fi e lds on the basis of the 
Method of Characteristics. 
Of spec ia l inte r est i s the calculation of 
supersonic nozz l es (bell nozzles) w hich gener -
ate supe r sonic parallel outflows mainly for 
wind tunnel t es ting purpo ses . Also , the present 
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trend on the development of nozzles for rocket 
propulsion has indicated favorable considera-
tions on the truncated bell nozzles. 
Of specific interest is the design of an-
nular supersonic nozzles. The main concern 
in this type of nozzlt: lies in providing the 
wind tunnel tests and studies of the propulsive-
nozzle-aterbody performances at the simulated 
flight conditions without any interferences from 
the front-body or supporting struts. 
The present report is a compilation of 
both series of nozzle profiles calc.:c1]ated on the 
basis of the Methoa of Ch;;racfl ri.::.tic~. For 
all the nozzles calculated. the- $(•lid '"all 
shape in the expansion r, gicn duwnst rtoarn oi 
the throat li.as been selected to be parabolic, 
\vith th(: ratio of the radius of curvature at 
the throat and the radius of th(: nozzle at the 
throat to be ten. While axially symmetric 
nozzles were calculated for eight rici,ig~ Ma.ch 
numbers (Md = 1. 5, 1. 75, 2. 00, 2. 25, 2. 5, 
3. 0, 4 . 0, 5. 0), the annular nozzles were cal-
culated for five design Mach Numbers (Md = 
1. 5, 1. 75, 2 . 00, 2. 25, 2 . 5), with five values 
of the cylindrical-sting -to-throat-radius ratio 
= 0. 5, o. 4, o. 3, o. 25, o. 2). 
MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL 
ENGINEERING THESES 
Ph.D. 
A. L. Addy, "On the Steady State a nd Tran-
sient Operating Characteristics of Long 
Cylindrical Shroud Supe rsonic Ejectors 
(With Emphasis on the Viscous Inte raction 
Between the Primary and Secondary 
Streams)," H. H. Korst, advisor. May, 
1963 
S. R. Davis, "Investigation of the Relation-
ship of Ignition Delay Characteri>:>tics 
of a Hydrocarbon Fuel to Carbon Forma-
tion," W. L. Hull, advisor. June, 1963. 
R. B. Gaither, "Electron Distributions in a 
Plasma Jet at Low Pressure," S. L. Soo, 
advisor, October, 1962. 
R. J. Golik, "On Dissipative Mechanisms With 
in Sc pa rated Flow Regions (With Special 
Consideration tu Energy Transfer Across 
Turbulent, Compressible, Pr = 1, Mix-
ing Regions)," H. H. Korst, advisor. 
October, 1962. 
A. B. Huang, "Effect of Adsorption on the 
Measurement of Very Low Pressures," 
S. L. Soo, advisor. May, 1963. 
J. B. Miles, "Stanton Number for Separated 
Turbulent Flow Past RPlatively Deep 
Cavities, 11 H. H. Korst, advisor. 
June, 1963. 
Z . N . Sarafa, 1'Slip Flow Over an Enclosed 
Rotating Disk, 11 S. L. Soo, advisor. 
October, 1962. 
M. S. 
H. G. Beckenholdt , 11 The Optimal Location 
of Additional Machines in Existing Plant 
Layouts, 11 L. C. Pigage , advisor. 
June , 1963. 
MINING, METALLURGY, AND PETROLEUM ENGINEERING 
The \lining, 11 etallurgy and P etrole um Engineering staff 
contributes regularly to professional journals. So depart-
mental series publication is maintained for the purpose of 
having copies available for limited distribution. There-
fore , only thesis titles are included here for this depart-
ment . 
MINING , METALLURGY , AND PETROLEUM 
ENGINEERING THESES 
Ph.D. 
J. R. Kerr, "Study of the Alpha-Gamma Trans-
formation in Iron and Iron-Chromium Al-
loys ," T. A. R ead , advisor. Januar y, 
1963. 
K. Mukherjee , "On the Dynamics of Marten-
site Formation, '' T. A. Read, advisor. 
June, 196 3. 
K. M. Myles, "A Study of the Thermodynami c 
Properties of the Vanadium-Iron Alloy 
System," R. W. Bohl, advisor. January, 
1963. 
M.S. 
Patricia Bunn , "A Study of the Low Tempera-
ture Solubility of Nit r ogen in Tantalum , " 
C. A. Wer t , advisor. June, 1963. 
K. B. Das, " Nuclear Magne ti c Resonance 
and Internal Magnetic Field in Ferro-
magnetic Nickel," T . J . Rowland, advisor. 
January , 1963. 
M . A. G edwill, Jr. , " The Cubic -Hexagonal 
Transformation in Cobalt Whiskers ," 




B. Grison, "A Study of the VSb Phas e ," 
P. A. Beck, advisor. August, 1962 . 
H. M. L e dbetter , "Que nching Experiments m 
the Beta Gold - Zinc Systems, " T. A. 
Read, advisor. August, 1962. 
H. A. L evin, 'Alternat1ng Current Corrosion 
of S t eel in Soil,., W . M . Bruckner, 
advisor Atigus t. 1q6z. 
R. K. Malik, "Stalnlizing F;Hects in Certain 
Ternary Systems of Transition Elements 
w ith Si1.icon and Tin , ' P. A . Beck, 
advisor. Sept embLr, 1962 . 
R. B. Minch, •' On Excess Vacancy Concentra-
tions Resulting Frum Torsional Dcforrna -
tion of Silver Single Crystals. ·• R. W. 
Balluffi, advisor. September. 1062. 
J . Nelson, '"A Study of the JVlartcns iti c Trans -
formation in Cobalt ,'' C. J. Altstetter. 
advisor. June , 1963. 
D. K. Sen, " Development of Iron and Steel In-
dustry in the St. Louis Area, " H. E. 
Risser, advisor. March, 1963. 
F . X. Spiegel, " T erna ry G and E Phases With 
Transition Elements, " P . A . B eck, 
advisor. January, 1963. 
R. Ze r wekh , "A Study of the Alpha - Gamma 
Phase Transformation in Iron Whi skers," 
C . M . Wayman, advisor. J une , 1963 . 
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PHYSICS 
The Physics staff contributes regularly to prnfessional 
journals . No departmental series publication·is main-
tained for the purpose of having copies available for 
limited distribution. Th erefore, only thesis titles are 
included here for this department. 
PHYS I CS THESES 
Ph.D. 
W. Bauer, "Low Temperatur e Annealing 
Spe ctrum of Ele ctron-Irradiate d Gold 
and Cadmium," J. S. Ko e hl e r, advisor. 
October, 1962 . 
P. M. Baum, "Photoproduction of 42. 4 Me V 
Positive Pions from Hydrog en at Labora -
tory Angles B etw een 50 and 170 Degr ees ," 
C. S. Robinson, advisor. Octobe r, 1962. 
J. W. D e Ford, "Interpre tation of Annealing 
Spe ctra of the Nobl e M etals," J . S. 
Koe hler, advisor. Octobe r , 1962 . 
J. R. Ehrman, "Functional Integ ration T ech -
nique s in Quantum Fie ld Theory," 
R . Haag, advisor. June , 1963. 
S. L. Eisenhour , "Room T emp e rature Galvano-
magnetic Measurements on the Clean ed 
(111 ) Germanium Surface ," P. Handl e r, 
advisor . Octobe r , 1962. 
D. B. Fitchen, "Color C ente r Formation at 
High Pressures and Low T emperatur es ," 
D . Lazarus, advisor. Octobe r, 1962. 
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P. V. Gray, "Tunneling from Metal to Super-
conductors," J. Bardeen, advisor. 
October, 1962. 
D . C . Hopkins, "Thermodynamic Prope rties 
of Aluminum Near Its Supe rconducting 
Critical T empe r a tur e ," D. E . 
Mapother, advisor . Octobe r, 1962. 
D. Markowitz, "Theory of Impurity Effects 
upon the Critical T emperature of 
Anisotropic Superconductors," L. P. 
Kadanoff, advisor . June , 1963 . 
F. M. P ropst, "A Study of the Ejection of 
Electrons from the Surface of Tungsten 
by Low Energy Ions," E. LUsche r, 
advisor. June , 1963 . (CSL) 
D. A. S i m kin, "Field Theory of Electrons 
a nd Phonons," D . Pines, advisor. 
June , 1963. 
R. K. Swank, "Lifetimes of Excited States in 
Alka li Halide Crysta l s Containing F-
Centers," F. C. Brown, a dvisor. 
Octobe r, 1962. 
A . B. C . Walke r, Jr., "Photomeson Produc -
tion from Neutrons Bound in He lium a nd 
Deut e rium , " J. H. Smith, advisor. 
October, 1962 . 
J. W. Wilkins, "Part I. Tunneling in Super-
conductors: Second-Order Processes 
and Life tim e Effects; Part II. A Con-
tribution to the Theory of the Electron-
Phonon Inte r action, " J. Bardeen, 
advisor. June , 1963. 
THEORETICAL AND APPLIED MECHANICS 
Research done in T& A \/ i& consistently published in a de-
partmental research series . A separate series for material 
not yet released by the sponsor for .'leneral distrib1ilion is 
maintained by the department. Only the general distrib1i/inn 
series is gii•en here. 
J.E. Jobari s, "The Innuence of Compressive PrC" strai n on 
the Fracture Toughness of S. A.E. 4340 StC"C"!," T&Alrt 
Report 219, July , 1962. 15 pp. 5 fig s. 2 table;;. 
It is known that prior 3tress histories 
influence the fracture toughness, Krc • of 
steel. This paper reports the effects of one-
cycle, compressiv e prestrains on the frac-
ture toughness of a high yield strength 4340 
steel. 
Tensile tests of cylindrical, circum-
ferently notched specimens without stress 
histories were used to determine the Krc 
value of this steel. Secondly, a sample of 
the steel was subjected to uniform compres-
sive prestrains, machined into notched speci-
ments, and fractured in tension. The third 
type of stress history consisted of subjecting 
a series of notched specimens to compressive 
loads before fracture testing. These speci-
mens experienced a plastic prestrain in the 
small volume of material at the notch tip, 
while the central area at the notch was not 
plastically deformed. 
Comparing the Krc values for the three 
types of stress histories indicated an appre-
ciable loss of fracture toughness for the 
specimens subjected to a uniform compressive 
prestrain . There was no indication that the 
fracture toughness was influenced by the 
localized compressive prestrain at the notch 
root . 
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T.E . Smith, Jr.. "Torsional Osci llation s of a Gun Barrel," 
T&A\/ Report 220, July , 1962. 34 pp. H figs. 
This report is concerned with an analysis 
of the torsional oscillations of an artillery 
barrel when subjected to the moment of an ac -
celerating projectile. 
A modal series is obtained, the coefficients 
of which are the time dependent generalized 
coordinates. For purposes of obtaining numeri -
cal r esults, this series was truncated at two 
t e rms, and the subsequent system of ordinary 
differential equations was programmed for the 
analog computer. Graphic solutions are given 
for several values of the barrel size to pro-
jectile mass ratio. 
D. Cullen. " Analy si s of ~li ss ile Laun chc>rs, Part J 0 : 
Analys is of a ~lultiple Rocket Launcher," T&AM Re-
port 221, July, 1962. 42 pp. 18 figs. 
This paper reports an investigation of the 
dynamic response of a mobile, multiple rocket 
l auncher to the forc es generated during the 
launching of its rocket load. A simple two 
degree of freedom model is used to represent 
the launcher, and the equations of motion a r e 
uncoupled and linearize d by assurning that the 
angular deviations about the equilibrium posi -
tion are small. Motion of the rocket through 
the launcher has been n eglected and the blast 
forces generated by the rocket exhaust gases, 
as calculated frorn one dimensional rocket 
theory, are approximated to facilitate computa-
tion. Some numerical results are presented in 
graphical form. 
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\I. :->t ipp""· ·· .. \ n al.v " i" o f\l i ss ill' Laun<'h<'r". Part H: 
\ppnlximatp Formul a,.; for Pitl'h \' cfol'it~· at T ip-o ff." 
H.-11/ Nrporl :!22, .\ tigu><t. 19G:.?. I!) pp. :i li g~. 
The preliminary d es i gn or feasibility 
s tudy of a straight rail launching sys t em re -
quires, in addition to layout s a nd mat e ria l 
composition, es timates of the accuracy of 
the system . Possible s o u r ces of inaccuracy, 
w hich is define d to be nonre producab l e tip-off 
velocity, are thrust misalignrnent, r a il cu r va -
ture arising from manufacturing processes or 
uneven h eating due to the sun, shaking forces 
of unknown phase w hic h m i g ht exi st in SOSR 
designs, or excess ive amounts of .friction 
between shoes a nd rail. 
The purpos e of this r epo rt is to present 
t echniques of a naly s i s for a s traight r a il sys -
t em w ith a view toward obta ining es timates 
of changes in pitch velocity o.f the rocket at 
tip-off as might exist because o.f the presence 
of these various di s turbing agencies . 
II. Ho;.; k<'n. " .. \ naly;;i;; of \li ,.;si l<' L aunclwr>'. P art Q: 
T ip-off Effpct;.; in HeliC'al Hai l L aunchPr ,... " T6 .rl\/ 
lfrpor/ 223, September. 1962. 19 pp. ~ figs. 
This r e port contains an analys i s o.f the 
motion of a four r a il helical launche r system 
including tipoff; tha t i s , the conditions when 
the front shoes l eave the l aunc h e r but the 
rear shoes r emain in contact with the guidance 
r ail. The l auncher is a llowed only thr ee de -
g r ees of freedom (pitch, yaw, and roll). 
C.F:. FC'ltrwr. " On th<' \l<' <'hanical BPha1ior and Fra <" 
lure' \lorpho logy of Epo:-.~· K e;.;i n." Tl'.-1 \/ /fr porl :!:!.;. 
\ugu>'l. 1962. H pp. !l i figs. :\ tahil'>'. 
Tensile spec imens of irradiated and non-
irradiated e poxy r esin we re broken by s tatic 
loading using various s train rates and a study 
was made of the origin, development and 
c h aract e ristic patterns of the .fracture surface 
ma rkings . In nearly a ll cases .fracture s 
originate d at inclusions or bubbles c· vc· n w hen 
reasonable care was exercised in casting the 
resin . Epoxy resin e xhibits three di.ff<. n·nt 
types o.f s tr ess - strain curve which hav(' been 
t erme d normal, tra n s ition and prl'ma t ure . 
The s lope o.f the s tres s -stra in curve a t frac -
t u r e se rves as an index of the degree of p r e -
maturity or normalcy of the fracture, positive 
and negative s lopes being t ermed premature 
and normal, r espectively . Examination o.f the 
corresponding fracture surfaces discloses 
that norrnal fr ac t u r es a r e always acc:on1panied 
by a cons iderabl e am ount of slow crack exten-
sion w hile on the other h a nd little or no slow 
crack growth occurs in a premature fracture. 
Q uantitative ly, the relation between the frac -
ture s tr ess and the s t able flaw size agrees 
reasonably we ll w ith the Griffith theory when 
the m irror is cons idered to be the Griffith 
flaw. Fractures s t a rted internally in some o.f 
the epoxy sampl es but at the edges of a ll of 
the others . In most r espect s the c harac t eris -
ti c features of a frac tur e surface of epoxy resin 
arc similar to those of other polymers such as 
polymethyl me thac ryla t e . 
C.C. FrPl\\Pl I .... ·\ nal~·,.,i,.; of \Ii ,.;,.-il0 L aundH'r". P arl \1:2: 
\!i~~ii<' on J·lc• ,ihl<' :->ho0~ ... 'l"F.-111 Hrporl 225. 
:->Pptrnllwr. I %:2. :2 1 pp. :2 lig>'. 
This r eport contains an approximat e anal y -
s i s of the motion of a flexible l aunc h er on a 
flexible unders t ruc t u r e , on which a m i ssile sup-
ported by two flexible shoes moves under the 
action of a p r escribed thrust fo rc e . The 
launcher system is represented by a uniform 
beam whic h i s supported by a pin support and a 
rotational spring at one encl and a linear spring 
at an interior point. The inissilc, assurned to 
be a rigid mass , is supported on the rail by two 
linear springs . The miss ile is also supposed 
t o be rota ting (SOSR) and mass unbalancv effects 
are included. A pair o.f coupled integral equa -
tions a r c obtained 11·hi ch define the motion of 
the inissilc,and a nu1nerical technique is 
developed fo r their solution. 
D. l' Pnrocl and \I . :->tl'rn ... \ 11al.1'i' of\ t i~,il1· L:nr nd11·r'. 
Pan ()_,: Cun :llun• in l{ igicl Hail L aunC"h<•r \101!.•I • ... 
l• . II/ lfrporl :!:!Ii. :->11llPrnh1•r. l!Jii:.'. JI pp. I fi~'· 
This report contains an anal ysis o.f the :01n-
gle degree of (n·\'dom m nch·l originally studiL·d 
in Part A of thi s contract , but including th" cf-
.feet,; uf ctrbi t rary rail curvature and tipo.f.f. 
Ti1e equ.itiuns arc put in a .for1n ;;uitable .foi· 
osolution by analog con1puter and so1ne illuostr;itivc 
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n ~TI·::! rical results a r c pre s c nted . 
\ l. Ste rn. · ''°'nalys is of Miss il e L a un c her " . Par t O :i: 
C urv a ture in Fl e xibl e Rail L a un c her \ lode l ,_, :· T& A\I 
Report '2'27, Septemb e r. 19 62. l b pp. !i fi g,;. 
This r e port contain s a n a nalys i s of the 
mas sless beam mo d e l orig ina lly s t udi ed in 
P a rt B of this c ontract, but including the ef -
fects of a rbitr a r y initia l r a il c urvat ure . In 
addition the b eam i s p inned a t one e n d , w hic h 
y i e lds r es ults unobta ina ble from the ea rli er 
ana l ys i s . 
D. Sh adm a n , " Th e Influ en ce o f \l ate r \ apor and .\ nn eal -
ing on theStre ngthof Soda- L imcG l ass Hods:· 7 6 A~I 
Report '2'28. Septilllb e r. 1962. 21 pp . 10 figs. 
This inve stigation was unde rta k e n t o 
s t u d y c orrosion of s oda -lime g l ass rod s by 
wat e r vapor and the r esulting e ffect on the 
s tr e n gth of the r o d s . 
Due to the thinness of c orro s ion l a y e r, 
i t was not practical to rneasu r e the va ria tion 
of it s thickness w ith the time of corrosion . 
Conseq uently , as a measu r e of corros i o n, 
the b r eaking str e n g th of the rods a ft er t h e ir 
e xposu r e t o satu r a t ed steam fo r various 
len g ths of time was de t e r min ed , 
The r e sult of the s hort ti1nc s t eam treat -
ment was to increa s e the b r eaking s trength 
of the rods . Howeve r, the s tr e n g th of the 
r ods dec r ea s e d con s i de r abl y upon furth e r 
tr eat ment . The e xpla n a tion g ive n for thi s 
beh a vio r is base d u pon the fl aw the or y . 
In o rde r t o sepa r a t e the e ffect of t em -
perat u r e from co rro s ion on the rods , tw o 
g r oups of s p e cimen s we r e a nneal ed i n a ir a t 
the· same t e 1npe r a t ure as the sat urated s t ean1 . 
T h e result s we r e com pa r ed wit h those from 
the corroded and unh ea t ed cont rol g r oup . 
CC. Fr N 11 e ll. "Gu n Tub e o n a FI P, i bl e C'radl e.·· 
7 (; .~ \/ lfrporl :2:2.9. Se p! em lH'r. l()(i :2. HJ pp. :2 fig ". 
This r e port conta ins a n a n a ly s i s of the 
motion of a fl exi bl e c r adl e o n w hic h the r e -
coiling pa rts move suppo rted by fl exi bl e clips 
a ttachcd t o the c r ad l c . The motion of the gun 
tube i s assumed t o be presc ribe d . The c r adle 
is repr esent ed by a unifo r m beam w hic h i s 
supporte d by a pin support <tnd <t ro t; ,tion.;I 
spring a t one e nd and a line<.J. r spring <L L <Ill 
inte rior p o int. The r ec oiling parts , ;;,.;suin<·d 
t o be a rig id m ass , a r e supported on t \', o 
linea r springs w hi ch a r c f ixed t o the c r<.td lt · . 
A pa i r of coupled int eg r a l equations <.t r c ob -
t a ined w hic h defin e the moti on of t h e recoil -
ing part s a nd a nume rical t echn ique i s dc:vel -
opcd f o r t he ir s olution. 
\I. :-;1i ppP .-. · F inal lll•po rt : -\ nal~ · -i· of \l i" .-ilt• 
L aundw r ". ·· Tl'.~\/ Ncpu rl :!JU. :-;,.p ll'lllbPI'. lelu:2. Hl pp . 
T hi s r e port c onta ins a s t a t eme nt of the 
r equireme nt s of the orig ina l contract a long 
with t he a b s tra ct s of the 28 t echni cal r eport s 
issued and a l i s t showing in whi c h a r eas of 
t h e contrac t r equire1ncnt s t he ind i v i dua l 
repo rt s li e . 
G. J . \l o~· ar and G. \I. ::-i in <· l ai r. ·· c~· di L' :-;u·ain ..\ crnmula· 
1io11 l' nder C'om pl l' ' \ lul1 ia xial Load i ng. " H ·:ll/ Hepr, r' 
:!31. Ot·!o lw r. 19G :2. 1:2 pp . l:i fi g ". 
Wh en a tubula r spec imen of c oppe r i s su b-
ject ed t o a small s t ead y t en s i on and a lte rnat -
i ng to r sion a t ro on1 t emperatur e , la r ge axial 
s tra in i n c r c1nen ts accmnul a t c on a cyclic 
bas i s . At r e l a tive l y l ow val ues of axi a l s tress 
a s t eady s t a t e cyclic s tra in accu1nul a t i on i s 
obse r ved t o d e v e lop . The st r a ins a n d cycl ic 
s t rain r a t es w hic h a r e o bserved are man y 
orders of magnitude g r eat e r than c orres pond-
ing values obta ine d unde r c onditions of s t andard 
s t a ti c creep t e sts pe rforme d a t the same p eak 
effective s tre ss . The y a r e a l so man y times 
la r gc r than t ho se o bta i ned by s i m plc r e pe t i -
tion of the effective s tress in 1nor c c onvention a l 
dynam i c c r ee p t es t. T h e experime nt s r epo rted 
he r ein w e r e de sig n e d t o produce a n extr eme 
case of cycli c c r ee p w h e r e in ti1ne a n d t empe r a -
t u r e depende n ce a r c 1ninim i zcd , T h e a n a l ysis 
oI r esult s includes a c om pa ri s on with plas ti c it y 
theo r y predi c ti o n s as we ll as a pa r ame tri c 
desc ription of minim mn cyclic cree p r a t e . 
\I. :)t ipp <'::'. " Lo a ds . Heacti o n :,; a nd C<'ri<•c ·l io n.• fo r 
:-; irn pli fi <'d . .\rti ll e r:-· Pi l' t' e " ... TC: rl l/ Ncpr1rl :!J:!. :-;qil<'m 
lll'r . Hlfi:2. ~:2 pp . 8 fig s. 
This report present s a unified rne thod for 
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analyzing the gross effects of friction, rod 
pu ll, and g ro und support on the motions and 
r<·actions i n an a rtill ery piece. A va ri e t y of 
mod,·ls arc presented in order tha t the c hanges 
in thcs<· effrc t s may b<· s t udied ;1s a function of 
configuration . A ll models arc tnc simplest 
possible geome trically and as suc h do not p<"r -
rnit investigation of second order effects . 
\I. :-;tipp""· ··Final ll<'porl : \rtillPr>' Carri:tg<' D.rn:uni<·,_; 
:-;tuch . ·· 7t.. .· II/ Rrporl :!JJ. :-iPpt<•mhPr . !!Hi:!. 4 pp . 
This report contains a s t atement of the 
r"quirements of the original contrac t a long 
"·ith abst r ac t s of the four tcciu1ical reports 
and one informal r eport. issued, and a list 
showing in w hi c h a r eas of tht· contrac t re-
q uircment s the individual r e por t s lie . 
(. \ . Bouc. "\liC'ro""opi" Stud>· of \lod<• of 1-ranur P in 
Fi I anwnt l\ound GI a,.;;;- H<• ,_;i n Com po,.;i l<• "· ·· 7 C: .·I\/ 
!frpo r/ :!.J4 . :\o\·C'm lwr. 1962. :\ t pp. :>:! fig,.; .. ) tab!""· 
Filament wound gl ass -resin specimens 
we r e successfully deve l oped to approximat ely 
simul a t e a typical filament woLmd composite 
such as found in pressure vesse l s and fuel 
tanks. During t e n s il e loading , each specimen 
\\"as carefully scanned through a m i c ro scope 
at a magnification of x200, and a w ritten and 
photog r aphic r ecord was rnade of the progress 
of the fracture phenomena. The information 
thus obtaine d was synthesized into identifica-
tion of five diffe rent microscopic modes of 
fracture. The origin a nd nature of these diJ-
fe r e nt fracture modes we r e inves tiga t ed w ith 
the a id of m i c rophotog raphs, and the ir con-
tribution to the progre s sivc and ultimate 
fracture of th e specimens determined. 
,\ .K. ShoC'maker. · 'The InflucncC' o f T<'mpNature and :-itrai n 
Rate on Crack Toughne ss of Mild StcC'I. ·· T&t'!\/ Report 
235. November. 1962. 3.5 pp. 24 fig,.; . 1 tab!C'. 
The purpose of this report is to show, 
using fracture mechanics concepts , that the 
crack toughness values of a low carbon s t eel 
vary according to a paramete r w hich predict s 
the yie ld point for diffe rent combinations of 
t emperature and strain rate , The a naly s i s 
s i1ows that the governing fac tor controlling the 
change in Krc i s the c h ange in plastic zone 
size a t the c r ack tip which changes w ith the 
yie l d point. The yie ld point is controlled by the 
temperature and s train rate in the form of a 
paran1e t e r. 
Da t a fron1 notched plate specimens and 
Krafft 1 s and Sullivan' s data on notched round 
specimens indica t ed that Krc is a single val ued 
funct i on of the parameter T n A/ c: • Krc 
values decreased with a decrease in ten1pera-
t ure and an increase in strain rate. Althoug h 
il rig or ou s analytica l treatn1ent is not ava ilable 
a t this ti1ne, the data substantiat e the <lepen-
clt!ncc of Kic values on the pa r a1ne t e r. 
( .L h •ltrwr . · l:i"IO<.,llion \r ran!!<~ll<'nl-< in \l urninum 
D<'t<Jr·rnl'd Ii~ il q"'atPd Tl'n"'il ,. :-;tr<'''"'·" /( . 111 
H1porl :!.Jli. \01Prnl1t•r. l!lli:!. !l pp. 10 l'i!!"'. 
Trans1nission e l ec t ron inicroscopy i s used 
t o study the dislocation arrangement s fo r med 
in aluminum a t 78° and 3000 K by the ac tion of 
repeated t e nsile stresses . Althoug h a pro-
nounced inac roscopic cyclic s tr ess - induced 
creep effect i s observed, the d i slocation pat -
t ern formed on the first cycle a t 78° K is not 
gross l y a lt ered by the subsequent cycling . 
The dislocation density and cell size unde r go 
a s li ght increase and decrease, r espectively . 
Contrary to published r esult s on the fatigue of 
a l uminum under reversed s tresses , the disloca-
tion loop dC'ns ity in a lum inum deformed by a 
r epeat ed t e nsile s tr ess is not s i gnificantly l a r-
ge r than the loop density produced by unidirec-
tiona l s tra ining . 
The present information and additiona l re-
sult s on the effec t of cyclic s training on the low 
t cn1pcrature yield phenomenon in FCC met a l s 
support a mec hanis m based on point defect-dis-
loc a tion interac tion as a sati sfactory explana -
tion for cyclic stress induced creep . 
.J. .\ . i\:i "'rr r"1 and 11.J. llorl''>·· " H<' ."POfl"'<' of a L in<>:1r 
T11 0 C< '!! I"<'<' of FrC'Pdo m :;>·,.;tPm Ex e· it Pd by T110 Oi,.;ti net 
and lnd<'p<'ndC'nt Fr<'quc>nC' iC',., ... T<'.'.-1 \/ Hrporl :!37. 
:\01·rn1bl'r. 1962. 2+ pp. ];")fig~. 
The sys t em reported h e r e consists of a 
inachine coupled to its frame tnroug h a viscous 
da1np e r a nd a linea r spring. The fra me i s in 
tu r n coupled to the foundation through a viscous 
damper a nd a linea r spring . The system is 
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confined to translationa l motion in the vert i cal 
p l ane . 
Excitations enter the systern throug h a 
rota ting eccentric mass a ttached to the mac -
hine and through vertical s inusoidal displace -
ment of the .foundation . 
Response of the sys t em to the dual ex -
citations at distinct .f r equenc i es i s present ed 
as dimensionless absolute displacen1ent, 
velocity, acce l e r a tion and force transm i s s i-
bility r a tios. 
H. ~. Jpn ;;C'n . . ·\ .C. Bian chini , and C.E. l\ p,.;lpr ... Pla in 
and DdormPd II irC' Fabric in Concrl'l<'... 7'c'; .- 111 f.'cpor! 
:!JS. fphruar~-. 1960. :JO pp . :!'1 fig,.;. 7 tah l ""· 
The basic objective of this se ries of 
tests i s to determine the behavior and mode 
of fa ilure of r einforced concrete me1nbers 
when reinforc ed w ith deformed welded wire 
fab ri c , a nd to compare the r esult s wi th tho se 
of membe r s r e inforced w ith s t andard welded 
wir e fa bric. 
in two parts: 
studi es. 
The investigation i s reported 
pull - out s tudies, a nd slab 
The following variables we r e included: 
,,,.e lded wire fabric using thr ee di.ffcrent sur -
face patte r ns, spacing of tra nsve r se w ires, 
size of transve r se w ires , weld s tr engths , 
and longitudinal and transve r se w ires cl i pped 
togethe r rather tha n welded . For the welded 
wi r e fab ric the following surface patterns we r e 
investigated: smooth, w ire deformed on t wo 
lines, and w ire d eform ed on four lines . 
G.H. lrnin , " H elatirnl y UnexplorC'fl A sp C'cl;; of Fra ct ur e' 
\\Pchanic;;," T&A M H e port 240. F ebruary. 1963. ~1 pp. 
1:! fig~. 
The l ectures summarized h e r e we re de -
vot ed to certain fields w h e r e the expec t ed im -
pac t of fracture mec ha nics i s g r eat but the ad -
vantages of the n ew view point rema in l a rg ely 
unexploited . The r e lative ly n ew fields dis -
cussed are: 1) cracking due to stress plus 
chemical environment and/ or fatigue; 2) crack-
ing of compos ites such as concre t e , rocks, a nd 
soils; a nd 3 ) separation of a dhesive joints . 
Discussions of three additi onal topi cs , not 
new, we re added because additional progress 
in these fields is essential to advancement o.f 
.fracture research. These arc : 4 ) eHects o.f 
strain ra t e and t emperature; 5 ) in.flucnce o.f 
.flaws upon fracture s tr ength when i·epresented 
s t atisticall y; and 6) a possible rate theory 
basis .for .frac turing . 
C. C. Fn·111Pll. ·· \ n .\pplication of \u m<' r ical \ nal1 ,..i,.. 
for a \ll'tliod or Conformal \lapping and tll<' DPt1·nn in;11ion 
of :-'tn•,,..,.,.. in :-'olid-Prop<'llant Hock1•t (;rain,_.·· ll .I ll 
/(1 ' /)M I :!;!. l·"·hniar:-. J!)(j:\. :! I pp. :! fi!!'. 
This report is intended as an appendix to 
a report written by Howard D . \\' il son en -
titled "A Me thod of Con.formal Mapping and the 
Determination of Stresses in Solid - Propellant 
Rocket Grains" . The aforement ioned report 
was accept ed as a doc t oral thesis .for the 
D(•par tment of Theoretical and Applied J\,lechan -
ics, University o.f Illinois, Urbana , Illinois, 
and will be present ed as a .formal report to 
the Rohm & Haas Co1npany, Redstone Arsenal 
Research Division , Huntsville, Alabama . In 
this report, IBM 70 90 FORT RAN prog r ams 
with sample input data and results arc given, 
together with the equations used in the writing 
of the prog r ams . No a ttempt is made to ex -
t end the work g i ven in Wilson1 s r epo rt. 
\.\I. Cam(•ron. ··ThP Ph(•nonH•non of l·ra('t urP and thP 
FrndmP \lo rpho l og~· of (;I«:--:-- ·1 P:--tPd in T (·n--ion. Fl l''\Url'. 
and Tor:--ion. · · T( .-1 \/ f?cpurt :!}i:!. \pr il. I !)():1 .. )(i pp. 
71 fi!!:--. 7 I abl P:--. 
A method of t es ting gla ss rods in t ens ion 
and tor sion has been devised. Two types of 
g l ass , Pyrex and Soda -lime , we re t es t ed in 
t ens ion, flexure and tor s ion and the data 
anal yzed by both Normal a nd Weibull statis -
tic s . A s i gnificant diHerence in strength was 
found to exist between the t ens ile a nd fl exura l 
t edmiques of t es ting o.f s i m ila r s pecim e n s of 
Soda-lime glass . This di.fference i s explained 
by the s i ze e ff e ct brought abou t by the pre -
existing flaw conc e pt. 
A significant diffe r e nc e was also found bet -
ween si1nilar specimens of Pyrex and Soda -
lime wh en both were te s t e d in t e nsion, This is 
expl ained by a diffe r e nc e in intrinsic str e ngths 
of the two g l asses . 
E..xplana tions a r e put forward concerning 
the formation of certain fracture markings, and 
light and e l ectron micrographs a r e present ed 
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to indicate t h e various markings that may be 
observed on g lass fracture surfaces . 
T h e fact that a Griffith type equation 
can be used t o p r edict t he nominal stress at 
fracture with t h e mirror being considered 
as the flaw is explained, using the concepts 
of Irwin, by suggesti ng that in any one glass 
there is a specific strain energy release rate 
associated with the mirror boundary. 
H.B. lhlson , J r., "A Method of Conformal \ lapping and 
lhC' Determination of Stresses in Solid-PropC'llanl 
Rocket Grains," T&AM Report 243, April, 1\J63. 
105 pp. 22 figs. (Also a Ph.D. thesis dirC'cted ti,· 
\l.C. Stippes.) 
A numerical method is presented for 
mapping the exterior of a circle onto the ex-
terior of a star - shaped contour consisting of 
an arbitrary number of identical and symmetri-
cal parts. The method is employed to obtain 
the approximate transformation of an annulus 
onto a doubly - connected region having a cir-
cular external boundary and a star-shaped in-
ternal boundary of the type found in solid-
propellant rocket grains . Numerical computa-
tions are presented for several different geo-
metries. 
The determination of stresses in solid-
propellant grains due to effects of uniform 
boundary pressures and steady thermal gradi-
ents resulting from different constant internal 
and external temperatures is considered . Un-
der the assumption of plane strain and linear 
elasticity, the problem is reduced to the solu-
tion of two infinite systems of simultaneous 
equations involving coefficients in the Laurent 
series expansions of two complex stress func-
tions. These systems of equations are soluble 
by successive approximation. By considering a 
related problem for an infinite plane with a 
star-shaped perforation, an approximate solu-
tion is obtained for the instance where the ex-
ternal boundary is far removed from the inter-
nal boundary. 
D.C. Huffaker and G.M. Sinclair, "Yield Behavior of 
Polycrystalline Niobium," T&AM Report 244, \lay, 
1963. 28 pp. 17 figs. 3 tables. 
The yield behavior of niobium (columbiurn) 
has been studied under conditions of different 
states of stress, temperatures and strain rates, 
material compositions and microstructure s . 
Using data gathered in the present investi -
gation as well as that obtained from ten other 
sources, a relationship including the above 
variables is presented. While detail s of the 
frequency factor remain unclear, it appears 
that it may be treated as a constant over a 
wide range of temperatures and strain rates . 
The analysis included in this paper shows 
that a simple parameter representation of 
yield behavior of niobium is feasible in terms 
of pertinent engineering variables. 
\\ . . \ . \'an Der Sluys. "Effects of RC'pPalC'd ::itPel Loading 
and Moisture on the Fracture ToughnC'ss of S.A.E. 
43-lO SteC'I," T&AM Report 245. \lay, 1963. 21 pp. 
20 fig,.;. .1 tab! es. 
This investigation determined the combined 
effect of water vapor and repeated loading on 
slow crack growth and fracture toughness. 
Round notched bars of SAE 4340 steel with a 
Rockwell C hardness of 48 were tested in ten-
sion, in a controlled environment, and at 
room temperature. The compliance of the 
specimen was measured on each cycle and 
was used to determine the amount of crack 
growth. 
D. F. Adam s, " . .'\n Analysis of the Torsional Rigidit~· of 
an Intem1ittC'ntly Stiffened I Beam," T&A 11 Report 
246, \I ay. 19 63. -17 pp. 7 Ii g s. 2 tab I es. 
The torsional rigidity of a member having 
an open cross section can be increased by clos-
ing it along part of its length. A thin-walled I 
cross section is considered, stiffener plates 
of arbitrary length being attached across the 
edges of the flanges at intervals to form closed 
sections. 
This intermittently stiffened I beam is 
analyzed as a member made up of open and 
closed sections joined together. The external-
ly applied torque is assumed to be resisted at 
each cross section by a combination of pure 
torsional (St. Venant) shearing stresses and 
shearing forces associated with lateral bending. 
The lateral bending is a result of the difference 
in the warping characteristics of the open and 
the closed cross sections . 
Differential equations of equilibrium are 
derived for each section and then solved to 
obtain expressions for the angle of twist per unit 
78 D e partme nta l R e p ort s a n d Theses 
l e n gth. The n e c e s s ary boundary c onditions 
a r e establishe d in orde r to e v a lua t e the con-
s t a nt s in the se expre s s ions, 
The r e are four v a ria bles to be c on-
s ide r e d in a particula r problem: the ge ome -
try of the cross se ction, l ength of the s tif-
fe n e r plate s, spacing be t ween stiffe n e r pla t es , 
a n d stiffe n e r pla t e thic kne ss . Num e rical ex-
ample s a r e pres e nte d for fifteen diffe r e nt 
c onfigura tions in w hich a ll of these va ria bles 
a r e conside r e d. The the or e tica l r esult s a r e 
the n v e rifi e d expe rime nta lly. 
The ext e nsion of the gen e r a l method 
of solution to othe r thin-walle d, ope n c ross 
se ctions is a lso discus se d . 
C.E. F el tner and J . \ . J acko bs, " Au tomatic ArPa 
Comp en sat.o r for Con st an t Stress-Cyc ling,'' T&AM 
Report 247, May, 196 3. 5 pp . 3 fi gs. 
In this pap e r, a n a utomatic a r ea com -
pen sator d e vice is d es cribe d for one pa rti-
cula r comme rcia l t e n s ile t es t e r. The adapt-
ability of this d e vic e to othe r t ensile t es ting 
o r fatig u e machine s w ill d e pe nd on s pe c i fic 
c ir c uit d e signs, a nd the r e a r e some fact ors 
w hich must be cons ide r e d. 
In ge n e r a l, thi s d evic e can n o t be in-
se rte d: 1) inside a fee dba ck loop, 2) a fter 
a circuit tha t is s uppos e d to pre c ede a ve ry 
high i m p e da nc e circuit, or 3 ) befor e a c ir -
cuit with a low input impe d a nc e . In the case . 
of a n Instron t ensile t ester, the sec ond loa d 
amplifie r presents a n es s entially infinite in-
put i m p e d a nc e a nd the c a thode followe r in 
the manual are a compensator unit act s as a 
buffe r amplifie r w hic h isolate s the l e n g th 
compe nsator from the range s ele ctor a t-
t enuator . Also, the f eedback loo p s a r e only 
a round the first and second loa d amplifie r s 
a nd the r efore a r e not of c onc e rn. 
E .M. Wu , " Appli ca ti on of Fracture Mech ani cs lo 
Or thotropi c Pl ates, " T&AM Repo rt 248, Jun e, 
1963. 33 pp. 28 fig s. 
The Griffith- Irwin (or linear- e lastic) 
fracture conc e pt w as us e d to inve stigat e the 
f easibility of the application of fracture 
me chanics to orthotropic plates . The prob-
l em of an infinite plate containing a singl e 
cra ck orie ntate d in the d ire ction of one of 
the plane s of elastic s ymmetry of the pla t e 
subject e d t o a rbitra ry pla n e loading was ex -
amined . Two a na l y tical c r ack tip stress 
a n a l yses f o r thi s case we r e presented, and 
unlike the i sotropic c ase , the s tress d i s t r i-
bution s we r e o bse r ved t o be de p endent on the 
mat e r ial con s t a nt s . 
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